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The following symbols have been used throughout this paper:

. . . to indicate that data are not available;

n.a. to indicate not applicable;

— to indicate that the figure is zero or less than half the final digit shown, or that the item
does not exist;

between years or months (i.e., 1997-98 or January-June) to indicate the years or months
covered, including the beginning and ending years or months;

/ between years or months (i.e., 1997/98) to indicate a crop or fiscal (financial) year.

"Billion" means a thousand million; "trillion" means a thousand billion.

Minor discrepancies between constituent figures and totals are due to rounding.

The term "country," as used in this paper, does not in all cases refer to a territorial entity that
is a state as understood by international law and practice; the term also covers some territorial
entities that are not states, but for which statistical data are maintained and provided interna-
tionally on a separate and independent basis.
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Preface

This paper is the culmination of several years of work by the IMF on deposit insur-
ance—a subject that has grown increasingly important in recent years. During the
1980s and early 1990s, the IMF staff, including McCarthy (1980), Galbis (1988),
Fries (1990), Fries and Peraudin (1991), and Garcia (1996), examined the analytical
underpinning of deposit protection. With the emergence of the transition economies
in Central and Eastern Europe, the IMF focused on the introduction of deposit insur-
ance in countries with diverse financial structures and different macroeconomic con-
ditions. Requests from the transition countries prompted a search for good practices.
In response, the IMF conducted a series of surveys of country practices, which were
shared with all members of the IMF. Notable among these studies were Kyei (1995)
and Lindgren and Garcia (1996).

During the mid- and late 1990s, a number of countries considered introducing de-
posit protection systems as a means of stabilizing their banking systems and protect-
ing depositors from loss, and they sought advice from the IMF in this effort. The IMF
generally has cautioned countries about such moves, arguing that appropriate politi-
cal, institutional, and economic preconditions needed to be in place before deposit
protection could be effective.

Given the continued requests from members for advice on depositor protection, IMF
management called for the development of operational definitions of best practices on
depositor protection to ensure that the IMF staff were providing consistent advice. This
led to the 1996 operational paper, "Deposit Insurance and Crisis Management" by Carl-
Johan Lindgren and Gillian Garcia. The paper was updated for presentation at the Inter-
national Conference on Deposit Insurance arranged by the United States Federal De-
posit Insurance Corporation in September 1998. This conference marked the first time
deposit insurers from around the world convened to exchange views and experiences.
The search for improved policies, standards, and practices led to the formation of a
Study Group on Deposit Insurance under the auspices of the Financial Stability Forum
(FSF). The study group recently issued its report and the search for an international
consensus on deposit insurance designs and practices will be continued by a working
group. The IMF is participating in this work of the stability forum.

The IMF staff has gained substantial experience regarding the benefits and pitfalls of
deposit insurance systems and the preconditions for their success. Recent financial
crises have also shown their limitations. The experiences of IMF staff in designing ef-
fective and incentive-compatible systems of deposit protection, and in the role of limited
or full guarantees in resolving financial crises, are summarized in this Occasional Paper,
which we hope will make a contribution to the international debate on the subject.

The author thanks Stanley Fischer, V. Sundararajan, Carl-Johan Lindgren, Charles
Enoch, David Hoelscher, Michael Taylor, and participants in seminars sponsored by
the IMF's Monetary and Exchange Affairs Department for insightful comments;
country authorities and staff from the IMF and the World Bank who have responded
to her inquiries; Elena Budreckaite for expert research assistance; and the staff assis-
tants, particularly Funke Orimoloye, Lidia Tokuda, and Constanze Schulz-Calle La
Rosa, who have typed and retyped this material. The work has benefited from the ed-
itorial expertise of Jeff Hayden of the External Relations Department, who also coor-
dinated its publication.
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I Overview

In most countries, banks are the most important fi-
nancial institutions for intermediating between

savers and borrowers, assessing risks, executing
monetary policy, and providing payment services. At
the same time, the configuration of their portfolios
makes them especially vulnerable to illiquidity and
insolvency. In particular, by law, bank deposits have
to be repaid at par; in addition, banks are highly
leveraged and often maintain liquid assets to meet
withdrawals only in normal times. In light of this
vulnerability, government officials realize that the
demise of one bank, if handled poorly, can spill over
to others, creating, negative externalities and causing
a more general problem for other banks in the sys-
tem. For these reasons, many governments provide a
safety net for banks that generally includes deposit
protection and lender-of-last-resort facilities, in ad-
dition to a system of bank regulation and supervi-
sion. Recognizing that financial stability is a public
good with regional, and even global, implications
(see Wyplosz, 1999), the international community is
showing an interest in deposit protection.

Although for many years the IMF and other inter-
national financial institutions have responded to in-
quiries from member countries concerning deposit
insurance, their interest in the subject has intensified
recently. Aided by the IMF's advantage of near uni-
versal membership (currently 182 countries), Kyei
(1995) conducted a survey of both implicit and ex-
plicit systems of deposit insurance that were in exis-
tence in the early 1990s. Lindgren and Garcia (1996)
surveyed explicit systems and detailed good prac-
tices for deposit insurance systems, while Garcia
(1997b) and Folkerts-Landau and Lindgren (1998)
summarized them. The World Bank's research in-
cludes that of Talley and Mas (1990) and recent pa-
pers by Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache (1998 and
2000), Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999), and
Honohan and Klingebiel (2000). The Financial Sta-
bility Forum has focused on deposit insurance in an
effort to build an international consensus on best
practices to discourage financial crises.

A country faces six choices regarding deposit pro-
tection: (1) an explicit denial of protection, as in
New Zealand; (2) legal priority for the claims of de-

positors over other claimants during the liquidation
of a failed bank, as in Hong Kong SAR, instead of a
deposit guarantee; (3) ambiguity regarding cover-
age; (4) an implicit guarantee, as found in 55 coun-
tries by Kyei in 1995; (5) explicit limited cover-
age—in this paper in 67 countries; and (6) a full
explicit guarantee, as exists currently in nine coun-
tries. Choosing the first or second option is legiti-
mate, but rare. The sixth possibility is generally re-
served for periods of severe and systemic crisis. This
paper explores options five and six.

Much of the conceptual work on deposit protec-
tion has focused on the disadvantages of adopting
explicit protection, whether limited or comprehen-
sive. But these disadvantages may not be inevitable.
Consequently, Section II of this paper explores ways
to obtain the benefits of deposit insurance that so
many countries seek while avoiding the well-ex-
plored pitfalls—moral hazard, adverse selection, and
agency problems.1 In doing so it presents a set of
good practices for explicit limited deposit protec-
tion. It does so in the belief that explicit limited cov-
erage, if well designed, is preferable to ambiguity
and implicit coverage and that it can complement
legal priority. Section III describes the actual config-
uration of 67 explicit, limited systems of deposit in-
surance known to be in operation in the year 2000. It
will conclude with an assessment of recent move-
ments toward good practice. Section IV shifts to a
consideration of whether and when to institute full
or "blanket" coverage, and when and how to remove
it. Section V summarizes and concludes.

iMoral hazard occurs when protection causes the beneficiaries
of insurance (in the case of deposit insurance, this means deposi-
tors, bank owners, managers and supervisors, and even politi-
cians) to be careless in their approach to bank soundness. Adverse
selection occurs when only the worst risks seek to take advantage
of protection, resulting in a financially nonviable system. Agency
problems occur when the agent does not execute the desires/com-
mands of his/her principal. In deposit insurance, the problem oc-
curs principally when supervisors and regulators put the interests
of the industry they regulate above those of the general popula-
tion ("regulatory capture") and when politicians interfere in the
supervisor's performance of his/her public responsibilities, often
at the taxpayer's expense.
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II Good Practices for Deposit Insurance

The proliferation of banking and financial crises
during the 1980s and 1990s has led a large num-

ber of countries to institute, or consider instituting,
an explicit system of deposit insurance (see, for ex-
ample, Lindgren, Garcia, and Saal, 1996).2 In fact,
30 of the 72 countries now known to have an explicit
deposit insurance system established it during the
past decade; 49 set up their systems in the past 20
years. During the 1990s, 33 countries reformed their
deposit insurance systems, often to improve its in-
centive structure in light of experience.3

Countries often have several objectives when they
establish a deposit insurance system. Some of these
objectives are achievable; others are not. One of the
most common goals is to avoid an imminent sys-
temic crisis or resolve an existing one; but this ob-
jective is regrettably unrealistic. The incompatibility
arises because achieving it will, most probably, re-
quire a full guarantee, which conflicts with the in-
centives needed to keep the banking system sound in
the long run. This part of the paper discusses deposit
insurance systems only in normal times. As dis-
cussed in Section IV, a separate response may be
needed to manage a contagious, systemic crisis,
which may require overriding an existing deposit
insurance system. Thus, an attempt to replace a full
implicit guarantee by a limited deposit insurance
system when the banking system is confronting
significant problems is likely to be ineffective. De-
posit insurance system initiation must wait until
after the banking system has been recapitalized and
restructured.

Under the deposit insurance system option, na-
tional regulators rely on both discipline from the
markets and prudential regulation and supervision,
including surveillance over the payment system, to
counter the incentive problems and excessive risk
taking that accompany deposit insurance. They use

2Sections II and III discuss systems of limited deposit insur-
ance suitable for normal times. Section IV pertains to full (blan-
ket) coverage offered during a systemic crisis.

3Many in the European Union and Eastern Europe did so to
conform with the European Union's 1994 Directive on Deposit
Guarantee Schemes.

the lender of last resort to deal with liquidity prob-
lems of solvent banks and counter possible runs by
large, informed depositors. (The lender of last resort
confronts a practical problem, however. Typically,
an insured bank can remain liquid long after it be-
comes insolvent and the central bank has difficulty
in distinguishing illiquid but solvent banks from
those that are both illiquid and insolvent.) The au-
thorities also need to require data disclosure to the
public in order to help depositors and other credi-
tors exercise market discipline on banks. They en-
force standards for adequate bank capitalization to
avoid insolvencies, maintain other regulatory stan-
dards to assure good governance, limit excessive
risk taking, and enforce firm entry and exit rules to
keep the system sound.

As Table 1 suggests, it is essential to design an in-
centive-compatible system that discourages the pit-
falls of deposit insurance—moral hazard, adverse
selection, and agency problems. That will necessi-
tate having appropriate objectives for the deposit in-
surance system, carefully construed roles and re-
sponsibilities for it, and a supportive infrastructure
that ensures good internal and external governance
for insured institutions. In implementation, the com-
ponents of this framework will vary from country to
country.

Objectives

Countries implement deposit insurance systems
for a number of reasons. As Garcia (1996) discusses
in more detail, these reasons include: (1) providing
consumer protection for small depositors by provid-
ing a mechanism for the immediate pay-out or trans-
fer of the insured portion of their deposits; (2) en-
hancing public confidence and systemic stability by
establishing a framework for the resolution of failed
banks that deals sternly and expeditiously with indi-
vidual bank failures and so prevents them from
spreading; (3) increasing savings and encouraging
economic growth; (4) enabling small and new banks
to compete with large and/or state-owned banks; (5)
defining the boundaries of the government's expo-
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Table I. Good Practices for Deposit Insurance

Issue Good Practice
Departures from
Good Practice

Practical Issues to
Be Resolved

Infrastructure I. Have realistic objectives.

2. Choose carefully between a
public or private deposit
insurance system.

3. Define the deposit insurance
agency's mandate accordingly.

4. Have a good legal, judicial,
accounting, financial, and
political infrastructure.

Moral Hazard 5. Define the system explicitly in
law and regulation. Conduct a
public awareness campaign.

6. Give the supervisor a system
of prompt remedial actions.

7. Resolve failed depository
institutions promptly.

8. Provide low coverage.

9. Net (offset) loans in default
against deposits.

Expect deposit insurance system
to avoid/resolve crises and
subsidize favored industries.

A publicly funded system that is
privately run.

Pretending the system is private
when it has public backing.

Weak valuation, poor laws on
collateral, bankruptcy, private
property, a weak court system.

The system is implicit and
ambiguous.

The supervisor takes no, or late
remedial actions.

Ill-considered capital forbearance.

There is high, even full coverage,
which can impose an excessive fiscal
burden and fosters moral hazard.

Cover the deposits of borrowers in
default.

Adverse Selection 10. Make membership compulsory. The scheme is voluntary.

Agency Problems

I I. Risk-adjust premiums, once
the deposit insurance system has
sufficient experience.

12. Create an independent but
accountable deposit insurance
system agency.

13. Have bankers on an advisory
board, not the main board of a
publicly run deposit insurance
system with access to financial
support from the government.

14. Ensure close relations with
the lender of last resort and the
supervisor.

Flat rate premiums.

Political interference, lack of
accountability.

Bankers are in control, regulatory
capture.

Relationships are weak even
contentious.

Financial integrity
and Credibility

15. Start when banks are sound. Start before resolving failed banks.

16. Ensure adequate sources of
funding (ex ante or ex post) to
avoid insolvency.

17. Invest fund resources wisely.

18. Pay out or transfer deposits
quickly.

The deposit insurance system is
under-funded or insolvent, and
makes demands on the budget.

Invest in risky assets, such as

deposits in problem banks.

There are delays in payment.

Convincing politicians and the public
about what is feasible and what is not.

Who will finance and operate the
system?

Coordinating with existing institutions;
finding staff with integrity and skills.

Which structures are best? How
to put them into law and regulation
and how to get them implemented.
Which are the priority items?

How to amend the laws and
regulations to ensure transparency
and certainty.

Should these remedial powers be
mandatory or discretionary?

The types and importance of closure
policies. Should the deposit insurance
agency be involved?

Which deposits should be covered, at
what level; should there be
coinsurance?

Insuring the deposits of borrowers
whose loans are current.

Which classes of depository
institutions should the deposit
insurance system cover?

How best to set premiums according
to risk?

Designing the deposit insurance
agency and its board of directors (to
avoid political interference but
promote accountability).

How best to avoid conflicts of
interest?

Poor lender-of-last-resort policies that
raise costs to the deposit insurance
system; how to share information.

Identifying and preparing for the right
time.

What are the appropriate levels for
premiums and the accumulated fund?
Should depositors have legal priority
over the assets of a failed bank?

Whether to invest in domestic or
foreign government securities.

How to effect prompt payment?

Objectives
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II GOOD PRACTICES FOR DEPOSIT INSURANCE

Table I (concluded)

Issue Good Practice
Departures from
Good Practice

Practical Issues to
Be Resolved

Financial Integrity
and Credibility
(concluded)

19. Organize good information on
the condition of individual
institutions and the distribution
of deposits by size.

20. Make appropriate disclosure
to maintain confidence while
enabling depositors to protect
their interest.

Have bad information based on
poor accounting, valuation, loan
classification and provisioning
standards, and no data on the
distribution of deposits by size.

Make little, or misleading disclosure,
and a discredited press.

What other data do supervisors and
the deposit insurance system need?
How to share data effectively?

What should be disclosed and when?

Note: These good practices are applicable in normal times. Good practices during systemic crises are described in Section IV.

Sources: Developed from Folkerts-Landau, Lindgren, and others (1998) and Garcia (1999,2000).

sure to loss when a bank or group of banks fail in
normal times; and (6) requiring banks to contribute
to the resolution of failed peers. In sum, protecting
small depositors and enhancing stability by strength-
ening the incentive structure, which includes a
strong exit framework, should be the principal rea-
sons for adopting a deposit insurance system.

Most countries, including those that are members
of the European Union, emphasize small-depositor
(consumer) protection as the main objective of their
deposit insurance system. A system could be ex-
pected to cope with isolated and even multiple bank
failures, if the deposits involved comprise a reason-
ably small percentage of total system deposits.4 A
properly designed scheme can help to eliminate self-
justifying runs by small depositors and so contribute
to the overall stability of deposits and the banking
system. Moreover, a stable pool of small, core de-
posits enhances a bank's franchise value and so fa-
cilitates the timely and orderly resolution of weak
banks, which serves to keep the banking system effi-
cient. In this way, deposit insurance can also estab-
lish a more rational system for forcing the closure
with restructuring, rather than the liquidation, of
nonviable banks. A deposit insurance system also
promotes competition in that it assists small banks to
compete with larger banks that may be deemed "too
big to fail."

The first principle suggests that all depository
institutions, including commercial, investment,
merchant, savings, cooperative banks, finance com-

panies, and credit unions that offer par valued
deposits to the public, should be covered by deposit
insurance.5 The deposit insurance system will need
to provide incentives to contain the pitfalls of
deposit insurance—moral hazard, adverse selection,
and agency problems. And insured banks will need
close supervision to bolster the incentive structure.

However, countries often harbor unrealistic
expectations for deposit insurance. It is not an ap-
propriate vehicle for providing preferences to politi-
cally favored industries—that is a fiscal responsi-
bility. Moreover, the elimination of runs on all
categories of deposits is not a viable objective for
deposit insurance. Limited coverage will not protect
large, wholesale, or interbank deposits (both domes-
tic and foreign), which are the deposits most prone
to runs. Once a systemic crisis develops, limited-
coverage deposit insurance will not protect the
large-value payment system nor prevent a flight to
quality, flight abroad, or the collapse of the system.
Thus, a well-designed deposit insurance system can
be, at best, just one component of a sound financial
system.

The Deposit Insurance System's Mandate:
Public or Private

A privately run scheme will benefit from peer
pressure to keep the system sound and avoid costs to

4The Bank Insurance Fund in the United States successfully re-
solved 1,394 failed banks between 1984 and 1992. The assets of
these failed banks represented 10 percent of all insured bank as-
sets in 1984 and 6.6 percent in 1992.

5For a definition of the term, "deposit," and a discussion of the
characteristics of depository institutions that make them candi-
dates for protection, see Garcia (1996), which also discusses
other objectives for deposit protection, including increasing com-
petition and promoting economic growth, that countries some-
times harbor for their insurance system.
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members, but it may not be able to cope with wide-
spread failures. In turn, the choice between a public
and a private system will influence the scope of the
deposit insurance agency's functions.

There are two legitimate and contrasting models
governing the ownership of the deposit insurance
system under normal conditions. Both are already in
existence around the world. One is privately run and
entirely privately funded, and the other is govern-
ment-backed and run. Argentina has a privately
funded and privately run system. The United States
has a government-run system that is privately
funded but has explicit government backing. (There
are also instances of privately funded and privately
run insurance systems that have, usually informal,
government backing; but these are likely to give rise
to conflicts of interest.) While the private deposit in-
surance agency could have a limited agenda, a gov-
ernment-run insurance agency could have wider
roles and responsibilities.

The deposit insurance system will be successful
only if it is financially viable and has earned the
public's confidence. There also should be clear un-
derstanding as to who will back up the system if it
should become insolvent or illiquid, and under what
circumstances support will be provided. When bank-
ing problems are severe, the system will, most prob-
ably, need government backing. A privately run sys-
tem may lack credibility without such government
support. But if it has that support, it may be tempted
to set premiums too low for financial self-suffi-
ciency under the assurance that the government will
cover the financial gap. For this reason, the deposit
insurance system in many countries will need to be
run by a government agency to protect the public in-
terest and the taxpayer from loss.6 Regardless of
who runs the system, it will need a good legal frame-
work, as discussed below.

The System's Mandate: Narrow or Broad?

A deposit insurance system can embrace a wide
range of responsibilities, but fundamentally its man-
date may be either narrow or broad. It is important to
establish a clear understanding of the role and re-
sponsibilities of the deposit insurance agency or au-
thority so that it can fulfill its obligations effectively
and adopt an appropriate organizational structure.
This understanding, especially where membership in
the insurance system is limited, allows for modest
staffing.

The Narrow Mandate

A narrow system may be merely a "paybox" that
compensates insured depositors of failed banks. Its
principal responsibility will be to:

• Insure small depositors in member institutions.
Doing so will involve verifying depositors'
claims and paying out or transferring deposits to
another bank when called upon to do so by the
supervisory authority.

• Compensate insured depositors in failed mem-
ber institutions promptly to minimize disruption
to the economy. Delaying payment/transfer di-
minishes the value of the guarantee and dishon-
ors public trust.

Additional responsibilities include:
• Setting and collecting premiums. Premiums can

be assessed quarterly or semiannually based on
the reports banks submit to their supervisors.
Setting premiums is discussed later.

• Managing the insurance fund in a way that al-
lows it to satisfy its obligations effectively, keep
insurance premiums low to protect member in-
stitutions' interests, and maintain the soundness
of the banking industry. This implies that the
fund's resources be invested in safe assets. (See
the section "Promoting Credibility.")

• Informing the public of its role and responsibili-
ties and describing how it works.

Once the bank is intervened or placed in receiver-
ship/liquidation, ownership of deposits should be
verified and the amount that is covered in full should
be made available rapidly.7 A well-prepared deposit
insurance agency can make (full or partial) payment
over the weekend when a bank is closed on a Friday,
but certainly within 30 days. Compensation can be
made in a number of ways. Paying out deposits in
cash should be avoided, if possible. Where payouts
have to be made, however, payment through auto-
matic teller machines (ATMs) can be an efficient op-
tion. A preferred option is to transfer insured de-
posits from an intervened bank to another institution
that is willing to take them and even to pay a pre-
mium to receive them (along with a negotiated
amount of the failed banks' or other assets). The re-
cipient bank will make the insured deposits available
to their owners by opening accounts for them, or
provide a refund in person or by mail. Regardless of
the method, the funds should be accessible within
one or two days to protect the payment system and
to avoid runs on other banks by small depositors, for
whom it is not cost effective to evaluate the safety of

6The government in Argentina has attempted to overcome the
problem of a privately run deposit insurance system setting low
premiums by establishing a legal target size for the system's
fund.

7An intervened bank is one that has deteriorated so far that the
supervisors take control temporarily or permanently from its
owners and managers.

Objectives
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II GOOD PRACTICES FOR DEPOSIT INSURANCE

their bank, even if they have the sophistication and
information to do so.8

Supervisory authorities sometimes need to suspend
deposit withdrawals. While they should seek to avoid
suspension or limits on the amount that can be with-
drawn, authorities may need to use such measures to
permit valuation and loss-sharing. In such cases, the
restrictions should apply only to large deposits. Small
depositors should retain access to limited amounts of
their funds. Moreover, the suspension should stay in
place for the shortest possible time.

In setting up the relationship between the supervi-
sor and the deposit insurance system, policymakers
should take the following into account:

• Deposit insurance agency staff in a privately or
jointly run agency must analyze information re-
ceived from the supervisory authority and else-
where to protect the insurance fund. Clear lines
of communication between the agency and the
supervisor need to be worked out, since the
agency must be aware of which individual insti-
tutions could pose a risk to the insurance fund.
All information and decisions pertaining to
banks gathered by the agency must be classified
as strictly confidential, and agency staff should
be subject to the same confidentiality rules as
supervisors. Providing information to bankers
in a privately run deposit guarantee is, therefore,
a problem.

• The deposit insurance agency must communi-
cate its concerns over problem banks to the su-
pervisor. Initially the agency could express its
concerns verbally. Later, it should do so in a for-
mal written communication to the head of the
supervisory agency. Subsequently, if no action
or inadequate action has been taken by supervi-
sor, in a publicly backed scheme, the agency
must notify an appropriate government agency
of its concerns. This agency will often be the
ministry of finance, because it is the ministry
that will ultimately have to meet any deficiency
in the system's funds.

The ultimate in a narrowly defined deposit insur-
ance agency would be one that is a separate legal en-
tity in concept only. It could delegate some or all of
its responsibilities to the central bank, the bank su-
pervisor, or to the ministry of finance.

The Broad Mandate

Under a broader construction, the deposit insur-
ance agency may also:

• Monitor the condition of the banking industry to
estimate its potential losses and take actions to
minimize or forestall those losses.

• Take responsibility for the resolution of insured
financial institutions that have been intervened
by the supervisory authority. Institutions should
remain the responsibility of the supervisor until
they have been intervened. Under the supervi-
sor's authority, they will be subject to a range of
corrective measures, including statutory prompt
corrective action, whereby the supervisor may
take temporary control of the institution and in-
stall new management. Once the supervisor has
intervened in an institution and taken it perma-
nently from its owners, responsibility for it
should immediately pass to the deposit insur-
ance agency.

Apart from compensating insured depositors
promptly, the broadly defined agency has a fiduciary
responsibility to avoid losses and to obtain as much
as possible for the failed bank's portfolio. A more
detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper,
but it may be possible to merge an entire failed en-
tity into another institution, or to pass a negotiated
portion of assets to another bank together with the
insured deposits in a purchase and assumption trans-
action. Otherwise, it may be necessary to liquidate
the assets in full or in part. Resolution powers
should be granted to the agency by law, and it should
use a combination of methods of resolution that is
least costly to it (on the basis of discounted present
value over a relevant time horizon).

In a systemic crisis, however, a special agency
may have to be established to cope with a flood of
insolvencies and the disposal of a large volume of
assets from failed banks.9 While the deposit insur-
ance authority also could be assigned such addi-
tional functions as restructuring and liquidating
banks, these aspects go beyond the topic of depositor
protection and are not covered in this paper. How-
ever, these additional powers need to be clearly an-
chored in the law.

Infrastructure

Both public and private deposit insurance systems
need to be supported by a strong infrastructure of
civil and commercial law to strengthen property

8The deposit insurance systems of Argentina in 1982 and
Venezuela in 1994 did not pay insured deposits promptly. This
omission had severe repercussions on depositor confidence.

9While the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) was
successful in handling the large number of bank failures that oc-
curred in the late 1980s and early 1990s in the United States, the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) was
not. It was abolished and a temporary agency, the Resolution
Trust Corporation (1989-1995), was created to handle a similarly
large number of failed thrift institutions.
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rights. A clear understanding of their fiduciary re-
sponsibilities by bank owners and managers will en-
hance internal governance. Internationally accepted
accounting and auditing standards will facilitate re-
alistic loan valuations and empower market disci-
pline. Public disclosure of individual bank data will
also encourage market discipline.10 The system also
needs to be supported by a well-formulated lender of
last resort and adequate risk-management frame-
work in the payment system. These and other rele-
vant topics are beyond the scope of this paper, but
attention will be given to supervision and regulation,
which need to be buttressed to make the deposit
guarantee successful.

Supervision, Regulation, and Resolution

The regulatory and supervisory system should re-
quire fit-and-proper owners and operators, enforce
rules for governance and capitalization, limit risk
taking, require information disclosure to the public
as well as the supervisor, and execute a set of prompt
coirective actions to forestall and, if necessary,
swiftly resolve insolvencies (see Folkerts-Landau
and Lindgren, 1998).

The supervisory authorities should force the strict
resolution of problem banks, using a swift applica-
tion of a spectrum of enforcement actions to be
taken as soon as a bank becomes undercapitalized or
shows other signs of weakness. The objective is to
turn the weak bank around toward recovery before it
becomes nonviable and places burdens on the de-
posit insurance system. A system of prompt correc-
tive actions, sometimes also called structured early
intervention and resolution (SEIR), is a key compo-
nent of an efficient and competitive banking
system.11

Requiring and enforcing capital requirements also
protect the deposit insurance system. They serve a
similar purpose to that of a high deductible in prop-
erty and casualty insurance in making the insured
party reluctant to take excessive risks. In addition,
preventing undercapitalized banks from paying divi-
dends or making side payments to their owners and
managers will make it more difficult for these par-
ties to loot the bank (Akerl of and Romer, 1993).
While restricting the insured bank to holding only
safe assets (narrow banking) or collateralizing in-
sured deposits with relatively risk-free assets will
also serve to diminish the number of bank failures
and the cost to the insurance fund of resolving those

that do occur, narrow banking has practical limita-
tions and foregoes many of the natural synergies of
banking. (Further discussion of narrow banking lies
beyond the scope of this paper).

Prompt corrective action/SEIR should allow su-
pervisors to intervene in a problem bank before it be-
comes book-value insolvent and provide the basis for
the prompt closure of the bank should it become nec-
essary.12 Almost universally, experience has shown
that an onsite examination or external audit of a bank
that is approaching book-value insolvency reveals
that the provisions for loan losses are inadequate.
Thus, such a bank is, in fact, already insolvent at cur-
rent market value—and often deeply so—and will be
found to be insolvent at book value once a proper
asset valuation is made. Delay in closure almost al-
ways deepens the costs of a bank's insolvency, partly
because owners can abuse the deposit insurance sys-
tem, loot the bank, and/or gamble for recovery with
those deposit funds that remain in place and with new
deposits that are attracted by higher interest rates and
the fact that they are guaranteed.

Instead of delay, the supervisor, or the deposit in-
surer when it has a broad mandate, needs a strong
framework for the resolution of failed banks that en-
courages the owners and managers of each bank to
keep their bank strong and retain control over it. The
supervisor needs authority to close and liquidate or
resolve insolvent banks in some other incentive-
compatible manner.

Supervisors often express a preference for exer-
cising regulatory discretion in disciplining or closing
a problem bank. Yet, having discretion exposes su-
pervisors to political interference, and experience
has shown that they may be pressured to use that dis-
cretion inadvisably to postpone corrective actions.
The optimal balance between rules and discretion
will vary from country to country according to local
conditions, such as the efficiency of the legal sys-
tem, strength of the civil service, and political
tradition.

Requiring Subordinated Debt

Subordinated debt—debt that ranks behind other
non-equity claims in a liquidation—has a dual role
in strengthening the banking system. As an addition
to the bank's equity capital, it acts both as a buffer
against losses and a market signal of bank condition.
As a junior debt, or quasi-equity, subordinated debt
can be written down more easily than deposits or un-
subordinated credits. The subordinated debt contract

10Realistic loan valuation requires effective regulation and su-
pervision of loan classification and provisioning.

nSee Benston and Kaufman (1988) for an early exposition of
prompt corrective actions/SEIR.

12U.S. law, for example, requires supervisors to intervene and
pass the troubled bank to the FDIC, when its leverage ratio falls
below 2 percent.

Infrastructure
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should make clear to holders their exposure to loss
in the situation where the bank is closed.

This useful function has led a number of regula-
tors and economists to advocate an increased role for
subordinated debt in the capital structure of large
publicly traded banks.13 Under such proposals, large
banks at all times should be required to issue subor-
dinated debt that has been rated by an acceptable rat-
ing agency equivalent to, at least, 2 percent of their
assets. Some of this debt should be short term, so
that the bank needs to reissue its subordinated debt
frequently. The ease or difficulty of the issuance
process and the contractual terms of the issue will
give the bank's supervisors additional information
on the markets' perceptions of the bank's condition.
Moreover, this capital would be exposed to loss
sharing.14

Subordinated debt is not a substitute for a deposit
insurance system, but it could be a useful comple-
ment. Requiring subordinated debt is feasible only
for large publicly traded banks, and issuance of such
debt would be difficult, even for large banks, in un-
developed markets. In Argentina, which appears to
be one of the few countries to have set a subordi-
nated debt requirement to date, critics argue that the
market is thin, with virtually no secondary market,
and that bank owners can rig the market by buying
the debt.15 Canada has considered, but not adopted, a
proposal to require subordinated debt.

A Framework For Resolving Individual Banks

All countries need a firm framework for the reso-
lution of troubled banks. If it does not already exist,
the establishment of a system of deposit insurance
provides an opportunity to design and enact a legal
and institutional framework that will help authorities
to intervene in, sell, or close troubled banks—in
whole or in part. Such a clear legal framework will
foster early action in the resolution of problem banks
and will help to avoid costly delays, thus expanding
the opportunities for the resolution of individual
banks to keep the financial system sound. However,
there is a need to make certain that the legal frame-
work for the deposit insurance system is also ade-
quately reflected in the banking law, and that it does
not conflict with other laws (e.g., company law, the
code of commercial and personal bankruptcy, etc.).

13See, for example, the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve (1999) and Lang and Robertson (2000).

14The legal system of some countries allows losses to be im-
posed on subordinate debt holders without permanently closing
and liquidating the banks by passing the failed bank quickly
through receivership.

15The Gramm-Reach-Bliley Act requires large U.S. banks to
issue long-term, unsecured debt if these banks control a financial
subsidiary.

In the case of a broad mandate, the resolution
framework should require that the bank pass to the
government-run deposit insurance agency for reso-
lution immediately after it has been intervened by
the supervisory authority. The agency would then
compensate insured depositors, write down share-
holders' equity, and impose losses ("haircuts") on
uninsured depositors and unsecured creditors. The
power to do so would be granted to the agency by
law. The agency would seek to merge a failed bank
with another bank, conduct a purchase and assump-
tion transaction, oversee a liquidation, or combine
any of these actions with the aim of minimizing its
own cost, but it would have no authority to provide
open bank assistance, for example, by infusing liq-
uidity or providing capital to a bank that has not
been intervened. The problem with open bank assis-
tance is that it can be too easily abused to bail out
owners.

Too Big to Fail

Country authorities and markets frequently con-
sider some banks to be "too big to fail," that is, too
big to be closed and liquidated.16 There are argu-
ments for and against such a policy. On the one
hand, the too-big-to-fail argument tends to be exces-
sively invoked by authorities as an excuse for not
taking failed banks from their owners—often for po-
litical reasons. On the other hand, many banking
systems are heavily concentrated and the closure and
liquidation of a bank representing, say, more than
10-20 percent of a banking system's assets could
have major systemic implications.17 As long as the
owners and managers of a failed bank are not bailed
out and there is an operational and financial restruc-
turing to restore viability to the bank, a too-big-to-
fail policy means that the state saves the economic
infrastructure of the bank, absorbs the losses, and
often assumes ownership temporarily until reprivati-
zation (see Enoch, Garcia, and Sundararajan, 1999).
However, too-big-to-fail arguments cannot be in-
voked repeatedly. If the initial restructuring mea-
sures do not make a bank viable, more drastic mea-
sures to resolve failed banks should be taken. These
measures could involve splitting up the bank, par-
tially liquidating it, or engineering a major shrinkage

16What constitutes a bank that is "too big to fail" cannot be es-
tablished universally but needs to reflect the specific features of
each banking system (e.g., the size of interbank and other large
credit exposures, the number of viable surviving banks able to
provide needed services, etc.) and the economy.

17For example, systems of private deposit insurance in five
U.S. states defaulted in the late 1980s and early 1990s and caused
major distress to depositors in these regions when one of the two
largest members of the deposit insurance system failed (English,
1993).
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of its balance sheet through structural and/or opera-
tional downsizing.

Country Specifics

Many standard features should be present in a de-
posit insurance system, but also many country-spe-
cific conditions must be taken into account. Deposit
insurance is best suited for an economy with a rela-
tively large number of banks operating according to
the same rules. However, these conditions are often
not present and the most difficult cases in which to
consider a deposit protection are banking systems
that have a very skewed structure in terms of: (1)
size—that is, one or a few very large banks and
some or many small ones; (2) ownership—that is, a
few dominant state-owned banks that may carry ex-
plicit or implicit guarantees of all their deposits; and,
more important (3) soundness—that is, a few well-
managed and solvent banks together with a signifi-
cant number and share of insolvent and/or nonviable
banks. As mentioned above, under (1) and (2) a de-
posit insurance system would require very careful
design, while under (3), as further discussed in Sec-
tion III, insurance would best be postponed until
after the weak banks have been restructured.

Concentration

Any system of insurance seeks to diversify its
risks across a number of participants in order to
overcome regional or industry-specific shocks and
to share the costs of failures. In many countries,
however, the banking system is highly concentrated
and in others concentration will follow restructuring
in the aftermath of a crisis. Consequently, in these
countries, it will not be possible to diversify risks
across a large number of member institutions. As a
result, the question must be posed whether any sys-
tem of privately funded deposit insurance can work
in a country with a concentrated banking system.
The failure of a very large member could overwhelm
a privately funded system. Private funding promotes
good incentives, but leaves the system vulnerable to
the collapse of a large member, raising the question:
is a deposit insurance system feasible in a highly
concentrated banking system?

This report suggests that a privately funded sys-
tem can work and can result in a number of advan-
tages, which may (or may not) be judged sufficient
to outweigh a problem of moderate to high concen-
tration. Insurance premiums might need to be higher
than those in a country with a more diversified bank-
ing system, but this problem may be outweighed by
the system's three advantages—namely, the estab-
lishment of a structure for resolution of problem
banks and for distributing losses in case of bank fail-

ures, the creation of a framework for sharing the
costs of individual bank failures, and the building up
of an insurance fund to help pay for any losses. The
deposit insurance system may replace an existing
blanket guarantee of all depositors and creditors
with limited coverage for small depositors. This lim-
itation seeks to overcome the problem of excessive
coverage and resulting moral hazard. More funda-
mentally, deposit insurance can make the banking
markets contestable, if not perfectly competitive, by
allowing for the possibility of new entrants into the
industry.18

Ownership: State-Owned Banks

Governments commonly institute a system of de-
posit insurance when there are a few, large state-
owned banks that have implicit guarantees and a
number of smaller or newly-chartered private banks.
The government may be in the process of privatizing
the industry, may be concerned about the condition
of borrowers, and may want to help the new institu-
tions prosper, even though it buttresses competing
banks with an implicit or explicit comprehensive
guarantee. As discussed further in Section IV, the
state banks' full guarantee will be removed in time.
However, including both private and guaranteed
state institutions in the insurance system helps to
build the system's resources and somewhat redress
the state institutions' competitive advantage. The
process may work, as long as the banking system re-
mains sound for long enough to allow the govern-
ment to phase out the full guarantee. If a crisis hits
soon, however, the public is likely to favor the fully
guaranteed banks over the smaller private institu-
tions and runs on the latter may ensue.

Fragility

A limited, explicit system of deposit insurance
should be installed when the banking system is
sound. As discussed further in Section IV, that
means bank restructuring needs to have been suc-
cessfully accomplished before the system is imple-
mented. The system can be planned, the legislation
prepared, and the industry and public informed of its
pending arrival during the restructuring process so
that it is an integral part of the measures being taken.
But it should not go into operation until all interested
parties agree that the financial system is strong
enough to withstand the financial and administrative

18Although there may not be a large number of competitors in a
contestable system, it can experience the advantages of competi-
tion. The fact that new banks can join the industry makes existing
banks act competitively.

Infrastructure
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demands that deposit insurance will place upon it
and until rules ensure that losses will be equitably
and efficiently distributed.

Countries are often impatient and reluctant to wait
for this opportune time, however. But starting a sys-
tem of deposit insurance will not relieve them of
their responsibility to cleanse the banking system
first. Deposit protection can postpone a banking de-
bacle, but it is unlikely to prevent one. Moreover,
delaying resolution can exacerbate weak banks'
problems by allowing them to gamble for recovery
and lose, and, in so doing, magnify the costs of fail-
ure resolution and the possibility of contagion.

But a country may have more legitimate reasons
for starting a system of deposit insurance. It may
want to increase savings, encourage the develop-
ment of the banking system, and modernize the pay-
ment system. In this case, it may announce that an
insurance system will commence in one to two years
with membership that will be restricted to sound, el-
igible institutions. In the interim, the supervisor, in
consultation with the incipient system, will deter-
mine which institutions are sound enough to qualify.
The supervisor should notify those institutions not
considered sufficiently sound and give them one
year to meet the desired standards. Those that do not
qualify would be excluded from the system, which
would probably lead to their demise.

If the government were to authorize a system of
deposit insurance while banks that are too weak to
join are still operating, it risks runs, possibly sys-
temic runs. Where the number and size of the weak
nonmembers is small, danger to the system may not
be great but the government must be prepared to
take over and resolve those banks that the public
judges to be nonviable. If the number and/or the size
of the weak banks is large, the government should
wait to install a system until the banking system is
stronger.

Avoiding Moral Hazard

As mentioned earlier, deposit insurance can create
incentive incompatibilities that weaken the banking
system and make the cost of insurance prohibitive.
Thus, a deposit protection system needs to be de-
signed to provide a set of inducements (that include
both positive and negative reinforcements—"carrots
and sticks") to encourage all of the parties involved
(small depositors, large depositors, and other credi-
tors, owners, boards of directors, managers, borrow-
ers, supervisors, judges, government officials, and
legislators) to act in ways that serve to strengthen the
banking system (Kane, 1992).

To avoid the pitfalls of poor incentives and high
cost, a system of deposit insurance should include

several standard features, which are summarized in
Table 1. For example, to minimize moral hazard, the
system should be explicitly and clearly established
in the law so that all bank customers know the rules
under which the system operates. As discussed ear-
lier, those rules include the supervisors having a sys-
tem of prompt remedial actions to remedy bank
problems and power to close or otherwise resolve
failed depository institutions promptly when reme-
dial action is not successful. In addition, deposit
coverage should be low.

This section discusses steps that can be taken to
contain moral hazard, including obtaining and pub-
lishing information on the condition of individual
banks, choosing which financial instruments to
cover, and which to exclude, setting the level of cov-
erage, considering adopting coinsurance, netting
outstanding loans against deposits, and determining
who shall have priority over the assets of the inter-
vened bank.

Make the Deposit Insurance System
Transparent

Transparency is essential because it allows bank
customers to protect their interests. Transparency re-
quires explicitly defining the deposit guarantee in
law and/or regulation, clarifying what qualifies as an
insured deposit, allowing the supervisor to have in-
formation on individual banks (which allows swift
remedial actions), and disseminating nonproprietary
information to the public.

Explicitly Define the System in Law and/or
Regulation

Explicitly formulated systems have advantages
over implicit schemes. For example, the rules of the
system (particularly those relating to limited cover-
age) that are known to the public and adhered to by
the authorities promote good governance by owners
and managers and encourage discipline by sophisti-
cated creditors. Making the laws and regulations
transparent and disclosing bank-specific information
allows the public to protect its interests by requiring
interest rate premiums from banks that have risky
portfolios and judiciously entrusting their funds to
the soundest banks. Such restraint on risk taking re-
duces the government's exposure to loss when banks
default because it warns a bank's large customers
that taking excessive risks can be costly to them.

Define Deposits

It is the juxtaposition of the characteristics of a
bank's assets (which are typically longer-term, illiq-
uid, and difficult-to-value loans) and its liabilities
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(which are mainly deposits) that make banks vulner-
able to runs. While different countries include differ-
ent instruments in their classification of "deposit,"
the essence of the debt instrument is that it is re-
payable at par, often on demand.

One of the most crucial pieces of information that
the public needs is a clear and enforceable definition
of what is a deposit. The definition of a deposit—its
principal and interest—will need to be clearly de-
fined in law; regulations can provide specific details.
Precision and legal enforceability are important in
order to provide certainty regarding coverage and to
facilitate the resolution of disputes. The definition of
"deposits" should be consistent with those adopted
under other banking laws and regulations. Thus, the
definition chosen may vary from country to coun-
try.19 Clear definitions will avoid much of the uncer-
tainty and potential litigation that could otherwise
occur after an institution is closed. Such definitions
will also be needed to enable the deposit insurance
agency to calculate the premiums (or ex post assess-
ments) that member institutions must pay.

Both the deposit insurance agency and the institu-
tions covered by that agency carry a responsibility to
publicize which deposits are insured and which are
not. The public has a right to know this, in order to
protect its interests. Coverage needs to be specified
in advance, and not be subject to interpretation after
a failure has occurred. In each deposit or borrowing
document, the issuing institutions would have to in-
dicate in conspicuous print (to be stipulated in
guidelines) whether it is insured by the deposit in-
surer or not. Requiring other nonbank financial insti-
tutions to disclose in each deposit/borrowing docu-
ment that their instruments are not covered by
deposit insurance would also need to be considered.

Information for the Supervisor and the Deposit
Insurance Agency

To institute prompt remedial actions and effect
speedy intervention when necessary, the supervisor
needs accurate and timely information on the condi-
tion of each bank. That information is derived pri-
marily from reports submitted by banks and from
onsite inspections. But supervisors may also look to
the markets for indications of bank condition. Hav-
ing to pay premium interest rates on both retail and
wholesale (including interbank) deposits or other li-
abilities including subordinated debt, or losing their
ability to obtain funds, suggest that the supervisors
should closely monitor the bank.

19The defining characteristic of a deposit is that it has a fixed
principal. See Garcia (1996) for a discussion of the characteristics
of a deposit and why offering deposits makes banks vulnerable to
insolvency and illiquidity.

The deposit insurance authority with a broad man-
date needs to know the condition of the banking in-
dustry in general and of weak institutions that might
impose costs upon it so that it may plan for payouts
and choose resolution strategies. Further, it needs
data on the national distribution of deposits by size,
so that it can choose where to set coverage limits,
and the distribution in individual weak banks, so that
it can forecast the financial demands that might be
placed upon it. The narrowly focused agency needs
data on the deposits that it guarantees.

Finding a way for the supervisor in a deposit insur-
ance agency to share information and satisfy each
agency's specific information needs is a challenge.
Sharing is preferable, in the main, to duplicating
oversight responsibilities, but country practices in
this regard differ indeed. Good practices for sharing
information with domestic or foreign supervisors are
still being developed. However, the law should spec-
ify what information the deposit insurer is entitled to
receive and what information the supervisor is
obliged to convey promptly. Where the deposit insur-
ance authority has a narrow range of responsibilities,
the flow of information on the condition of the bank-
ing industry in general, on individual institutions,
and, particularly, on vulnerable institutions, and on
deposit levels will be one way—from the supervisor
to the deposit insurance agency. However, where the
deposit insurer has a broader role and independent
sources of data, the law should require that the
agency should reciprocally share its own information
with the supervisor. The law should also require that
agency staff obey the same rules as supervisors re-
garding the confidentiality of information.

Disseminating Information

Supervisors will want to disseminate as much of
their information as is competitively equitable to en-
able the public to protect its financial interests and to
help keep the banking system sound through market
discipline. Accurate information will also help to
avoid unnecessary runs against sound banks. The su-
pervisor must also make arrangements to share a
larger portion of its bank-by-bank data with the de-
posit insurance agency so that it is not blindsided by
the unexpected failure of one of its member institu-
tions. Snaring information is more problematic
where the deposit insurance system is privately run.
In this situation, questions of confidentiality and
competitive fairness arise.

Coverage

Issues related to coverage include deciding which
classes of depository institution should be required to
join the system of deposit insurance, which financial
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instruments to cover, and to what extent to cover
them.

Which Institutions to Cover?

Clearly those institutions that offer deposits are
the prime candidates for coverage by the system of
deposit insurance. Including a wide range of institu-
tions in the system in order to diversify its risks has
advantages, but these advantages are not always
compelling. Where some institutions are not subject
to the same stringent prudential regulations as com-
mercial banks, they may be excluded from the sys-
tem. A country may choose to institute a separate
scheme to cover such depository institutions. This
scheme may offer lower coverage, or charge higher
premiums in order to cover the additional risks at-
tendant on inferior prudential oversight.

Which Instruments to Cover?

This section discusses which instruments to cover
by deposit insurance and the limits on, and exclu-
sions from, coverage. It is administratively simpler
to protect deposits of all types rather than to confine
coverage to natural persons or to exclude certain de-
posits. Administrative simplicity can accelerate
compensation, and promptness in payment is critical
to the credibility of a deposit insurer. (This principle
is often overlooked, as the survey in Section III
shows that payment is typically slow.) Excluding
classes of deposits and depositors delays payment.
The following bullet points list the types of deposits
to be included, and establish that both principal and
interest would be covered.

• Deposits of all types, including demand, sav-
ings, and time deposits that are denominated in
domestic currency, should be covered.

• Promissory notes that are often issued by finance
companies would be covered by the system if fi-
nance companies are allowed to join the scheme,
and if they are defined by law and/or regulated
by the deposit insurance agency as deposits.

• Both principal and any accrued interest that has
not already been added to the principal would
be covered. Interest coverage could be deter-
mined on the basis of what has been booked at
the date of intervention, even if it has not yet
been added to the principal. Where it is general
practice to credit interest frequently to a deposi-
tor's account, not covering interest would be
more time consuming and costly to administer
than covering it. However, depositors in trou-
bled institutions typically receive higher interest
rates. The deposit insurance authority should
have no obligation to pay such high rates after
taking charge of an institution. Consideration

might be given to imposing a cap (for example,
the average rate paid by the five largest banks
for any maturity) on the rates paid on deposits in
failed banks.

• The coverage to be provided for the deposit of
trusts, managed, and provident funds would
have to be defined. For trust accounts, one per-
son should be designated to represent the group,
which would be entitled only to coverage for a
single person.

Foreign currency deposits. The decision whether to
cover deposits denominated in foreign currencies is
more complex. The choice will depend on the coun-
try's particular circumstances. Where most transac-
tions are conducted in the domestic currency and the
total value of retail foreign currency deposits is small,
the authorities may choose not to extend coverage to
deposits of foreign currency, without risking runs. But
where foreign currency deposits are widely used, and
particularly where the country is dollarized, the de-
posit insurance system may insure foreign currency
deposits to promote financial stability.

Guaranteeing that deposits will be repaid in foreign
currencies exposes the deposit insurer to risks that are
not easily managed. Consequently, a number of coun-
tries compensate individual holders of foreign cur-
rency deposits in domestic currency. This is the ap-
propriate choice. The law or regulation governing
coverage must spell out that the conversion from for-
eign to domestic currency will be made at the ex-
change rate that prevails at some uniform and clearly
specified time. Yet, even providing to pay foreign cur-
rency deposits in domestic currency will not protect
the system from the loss it will incur if the domestic
currency depreciates after the deposit is made.

Which Instruments to Exclude?

Although there are advantages to covering de-
posits of all types up to a low coverage limit, experi-
ence has shown that countries exclude a number of
categories of deposits from coverage for a variety of
reasons. The European Union Directive on Deposit
Guarantee Schemes permits these exclusions and a
number of countries have adopted them. A list of
items that can be excluded from coverage under the
deposit insurance directive appears in Box 1. The
survey in Section III details country practices re-
garding exclusions.

• The exclusion of bearer instruments can be jus-
tified because it would be impossible to imple-
ment the required limitations on coverage.

Other Nonessential Exclusions

It is not essential to exclude insider deposits (e.g.,
those pertaining to owners, managers, and their fami-
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Box I. Exclusions from Deposit
Insurance Coverage

Article 7(2) of the European Union's Directive on
Deposit Insurance permits member countries to ex-
clude certain categories of deposits from coverage.
The exclusions are not mandatory. The exclusions
(laid out in Annex I to the Directive) are listed below.

No. L 135/12
Official Journal of the

European Communities 31.5.94

ANNEX I
List of exclusions referred to in Article 7(2)

1. Deposits by financial institutions as defined in
Article 1(6) of Directive 89/646/EEC.

2. Deposits by insurance undertakings.
3. Deposits by government and central administra-

tive authorities.
4. Deposits by provincial, regional, local and mu-

nicipal authorities.
5. Deposits by collective investment undertakings.
6. Deposits by pension and retirement funds.
7. Deposits by a credit institution's own directors,

managers, members personally liable, holders
of at least 5% of the credit institution's capital,
persons responsible for carrying out the statu-
tory audits of the credit institution's accounting
documents and depositors of similar status in
other companies in the same group.

8. Deposits by close relatives and third parties act-
ing on behalf of the depositors referred to in 7.

9. Deposits by other companies in the same group.
10. Non-nominative deposits.
11. Deposits for which the depositor has, on an in-

dividual basis, obtained from the same credit in-
stitution rates and financial concessions which
have helped to aggravate its financial situation.

12. Debt securities issued by the same institution
and liabilities arising out of own acceptances
and promissory notes.

13. Deposits in currencies other than:
• those of the Member States;
• ECU'S.

14. Deposits by companies which are of such a size
that they are not permitted to draw up abridged
balance sheets pursuant to Article 11 of the
Fourth Council Directive (78/660/EEC) of 25
July 1978 based on Article 53(3)(g) of the
Treaty on the annual accounts of certain types
of companies.1

1OJ No. L 222, 14.8.1978, p. 11. Directive as last
amended by Directive 90/605/EEC (OJ No. L 317,
16.11.1990, p. 60).

lies). Insiders often receive special privileges, such as
priority in bank lending, and such loans can weaken a
bank, but these problems can be prevented by careful

supervision and dealt with by the legal system should
supervisory prevention fail. Some countries exclude
deposits carrying excessively high interest rates from
coverage. Paying high rates can indicate that the insti-
tution is weak, is bidding up rates to retain funds, or is
trying to grow and gamble for recovery. Such actions
can harm social competitors when they raise the gen-
eral level of rates paid on deposits. However, the su-
pervisor should deal with such problems rather than
encumber the deposit insurance system with a super-
visory responsibility. Similarly, the judiciary should
deal with problems relating to money laundering and
other illegal activities. The deposit insurance agency
cannot address these problems by excluding illegal
deposits from coverage. Many countries in the survey
excluded interbank deposits, but if coverage is low,
including them in the guarantee will not encourage
moral hazard.

Extent of Coverage

To fulfill its basic mandate of protecting con-
sumers, the deposit insurance scheme should be de-
signed to protect small depositors who are likely to
have low incomes, be unsophisticated in the ways of
banks and lending, and lack the time, information,
and means to study the condition of their bank. Ex-
cluding larger depositors and unsecured creditors
from coverage, thereby exposing them to loss, will
cause these depositors to monitor the condition of
their banks carefully and to impose market pressure
on the banks to remain sound. This discipline will
support the supervisors' efforts to encourage institu-
tions to remain strong. The presence of deposit in-
surance also removes two of the obstacles to taking
stern measures to resolve nonviable institutions—
the fear of imposing losses on small depositors, and
the political repercussions of doing so. In turn, the
fear of closure will encourage remaining banks to
maintain high standards.

Coverage for Each Deposit or Each Depositor?

Compensation should be paid up to the limit on
the sum of deposits held by one individual depositor
in any member institution. Holders of joint accounts
would elect one of the group as the primary deposi-
tor, and coverage would apply to him/her in confor-
mity with national law. Currently only a few coun-
tries deviate from this arrangement. Some (the
United States and Canada) offer more generous cov-
erage on joint and retirement accounts. Others of-
fered coverage on each and every deposit in an insti-
tution, but no longer do so. It would be possible to
impose a limit on the number of times that claims for
insurance can be filed in any year or over a lifetime,
but there has been limited interest in doing so.
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II GOOD PRACTICES FOR DEPOSIT INSURANCE

The problem with coverage per deposit is that it
would allow a depositor to easily guarantee a large
amount of funds in different accounts within a single
institution. The European Union has moved away
from coverage per deposit and toward coverage per
depositor since the E U Directive on Deposit Guaran-
tee Schemes was issued in 1994. It remains possible
for a depositor under coverage-per-depositor to ob-
tain multiple coverage by diversifying his/her funds
across accounts in different institutions, which is an
attractive way for depositors to limit their exposure.
Nevertheless, coverage-per-depositor does not ex-
tend coverage to large aggregate holdings in individ-
ual banks.

Amount of Coverage

The aggregate amount of coverage offered to each
depositor in any bank should be relatively low. As a
starting point, coverage could be considered in the
region of one or two times per capita GDP, but the
limit may be set with more precision by examining
the distribution of deposits by size. Within this dis-
tribution, the limit should be set to cover the major-
ity of the total number of deposits (say, 80 to 90 per-
cent of the number of deposits), but only a smaller
percentage of the total value of deposits (say, 20 per-
cent of the value of all deposits).20 Each country
should conduct a careful assessment of the level of
coverage that wi l l strike a balance between discour-
aging destabilizing runs by small depositors while
retaining market discipline from larger depositors.
The country may also set its coverage level with a
view to maintaining the international competitive-
ness of its banks.

As shown in Figure 1, the limits to the full cover-
age that countries provide vary widely—from more
than eight times per capita G D P in Oman to less than
the level of per capita G D P in some Central and
Eastern European countries. If a depositor's hold-
ings exceed the amount covered under the system,
the depositor w i l l take a place in line with other
creditors to receive the proceeds recovered over time
from the assets of the failed bank. Alternatively, as
in a number of countries, there could be coinsurance
above the basic coverage.

Coinsurance

To encourage market discipline, some countries
require all depositors to bear risk on all of their de-

20Country practices in this regard are detailed in Table A5 of
the Statistical Appendix. The table reveals that it is indeed feasi-
ble to compensate a high percentage of the number of depositors
and a low percentage of the value of deposits, because most de-
posits are small.

posits. Coinsurance has the advantage of assuring
depositors of the prompt repayment of at least part
of their deposit. It is often run on a sliding scale,
so that depositors recover, say, 90 percent of a small
tranche of their deposit, a smaller percentage of the
second tranche, and successively smaller percent-
ages of the subsequent tranches. This practice is not
optimal, however, because it fails to provide basic
consumer protection and therefore does little to
prevent small depositors from triggering a run. A
more acceptable system is to cover the smallest
tranche of deposits in full and impose a haircut on
larger deposits.21 Above-the-limit coinsurance wi l l
increase total coverage somewhat. This type of coin-
surance may encourage savings, but has two disad-
vantages. First, it is more difficult for the public to
understand and, second, it may increase the cost of
resolving failed banks. Consequently, a country may
want to carefully consider the relative costs and ben-
efits of installing more than two tranches. The ad-
vantage that coinsurance provides—quick access to
larger depositors' funds—can also be obtained if a
deposit insurer with a broad mandate provides unin-
sured depositors with an advance payment to unin-
sured depositors of part of what the system estimates
it wi l l recover from the failed banks' assets.

Should the Coverage Limit Be Indexed
to Inflation?

Although some countries index the coverage limit
for inflation, good practice argues against indexing,
as this leads to annual changes that would be difficult
for depositors to remember. Being able to keep track
of the coverage limit is essential for enabling the pub-
lic to protect its interests. The ideal situation is one
where a country has low inflation, so that it can keep
the limit constant for a relatively long period of time
until the increasing value of real GDP warrants an in-
crease. In this way, the public can know the coverage
limit with certainty and the limit remains appropriate
to the number and value of deposits in the economy.
When adjustments are necessary, however, it may be
better to delay changing the coverage limit, until an
easy-to-remember number becomes appropriate.

Netting Deposits Against Loans

It is sometimes suggested that the receiver or liq-
uidator of a failed bank, rather than paying a deposi-
tor directly in full, should offset (i.e., net or set off)
deposits against any obligations the depositor has to

21Some countries impose haircuts on a sliding scale, but this
can violate the principle that simplicity, transparency, and public
trust go hand-in-hand.
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Avoiding Moral Hazard

Figure I. Ratios of Deposit Coverage to per capita GDP
in Selected Countries, 2000
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the bank (see Box 2).22 Offsetting loans that are in
default is appropriate, but offsetting loans that are

2 2 A cross-default clause, often used by payment clearing
houses and interbank contracts, automatically invokes netting
under specified conditions.

current could destroy a healthy business that may,
for example, be unable to find a quick replacement
for its working capital. Thus, the approach that is
recommended below has been adopted in a number
of countries in order to find a balance between two
considerations.

Unweighted average ratios for:
the World, 2.4
Africa, 3.2
Asia, 3.0
Europe, 1.4
Middle East, 3.5
Western Hemisphere, 3.4

Weighted average ratios:1

the World, 2.1

World weighted average, not including United States:
the World, 1.8
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II GOOD PRACTICES FOR DEPOSIT INSURANCE

Box 2. Offsetting Loans Against Deposits

Two fundamental questions arise regarding offsetting.
One question asks whether netting should apply re-

gardless of the status of the loan or whether it should
occur only when the loan is due or in default. Netting
against performing loans could prejudice the viability
of sound businesses whose loans, in effect, are called
and are thus simultaneously deprived of their l iquid
assets. Consequently, netting is almost universally
confined to cases where the loan has matured or is in
default.1

Another question relates to the status of the deposit.
When legal bankruptcy occurs, all claims become due
and payable immediately. However, a liquidator or re-
ceiver might not want to pay out the full amount of the
principal and accrued interest on a long-term deposit
that carries a below market rate. He would prefer to
offer the lower, net present value of the deposit, which
would conserve deposit insurance resources. But he
can do so only i f there is a special provision in the law
permitting him to do so.

There are opposing views on netting and country
practices diverge in applying the concept.

One view, typically taken in countries in the Anglo-
American tradition, stresses that it is important to pro-
tect the creditors of the failed bank by maximizing the
amount recovered from its assets and so favors offset-
ting matured mutual claims. They argue that it is unjust
that a defaulting borrower should insist on payment of
his deposit but not service his loan, that netting protects
creditors and reduces the transmission of failure from
one bank to another, reduces litigation and, thus, the
cost of credit, and prevents the bank's borrower from
being bankrupted unnecessarily when he has funds al-
ready available. (Countries favoring this view are listed
in the first column of Table 4 of Garcia, 1996.)

The other view, espoused in Franco-Latin countries,
considers that offsetting departs from the principle of

1See, for example, Sections 53-55 of the Bankruptcy Code of
the Netherlands. However, some countries (e.g., Peru) net all
types of deposits against loans regardless of status.

The first consideration is providing incentives for
borrowers to service their loans now and in the future,
and for depositors and other bank creditors to con-
tinue to trust the banking system. The second consid-
eration is minimizing costs to the deposit insurer.

When a depositor is also a debtor of the failed
bank, his/her deposit should be netted (offset)
against the loan, but only i f it is overdue or delin-
quent. It would be unfair to other depositors i f the
holder of a delinquent loan, especially one that has
contributed to the failure of the bank, were to benefit
from insurance coverage. Hence, the balance of the

defaulter's deposit should be netted (offset) against
his overdue loan(s). Loans that are current, however,
should not be offset against a borrower's deposits.
To do so could unfairly deprive a good borrower of
working capital and prejudice his ability to continue
in business. Accordingly, this paper recommends
that the insured parts of deposits of all kinds be net-
ted against:

• claims that have already fallen due or are
delinquent;

• promised, but undelivered, subscriptions from
shareholders; and

equal treatment of creditors. In general, the authorities
in these countries also consider that netting is in-
equitable to debtors and so they prohibit it when insol-
vency occurs because the creditor gets paid in full (up to
the amount of the deposit), but the depositor may re-
ceive only a portion of his funds. (For countries oppos-
ing this view, see the second column of Table 4 in Gar-
cia, 1996).

However, there is also an issue concerning netting in
relation to deposit insurance. It should be noted that
offsetting also gives borrowers a priority over the as-
sets of the failed bank as compared to other depositors
because it grants, in effect, a speedy and 100 percent
coverage of the deposit that is offset against a loan.
Other depositors have to stand in line to obtain the
more limited coverage available under the deposit in-
surance system or from the proceeds obtained when the
bank is liquidated. It would, for example, be possible
for a depositor who is concerned about the condition of
his bank to take out a loan immediately before the bank
is closed and so obtain full and speedy coverage for his
deposit. However, a more telling argument is that, by
offsetting unpaid obligations against insured deposits,
the liquidator or receiver can reduce the cost of the
payoff to the deposit insurance system.

Finally, netting becomes more complex where the
deposit insurer and the liquidator/receiver of the failed
bank are separate entities than where there is no deposit
insurance system or the system is also the receiver (as
in the United States). With separate agencies, the de-
posit insurance system compensates insured depositors,
and seeks recompense from the liquidator/receiver who
takes ownership of the bank's assets and uses the pro-
ceeds from their liquidation to repay the deposit in-
surer, uninsured depositors, and other creditors.2 Then,
special agreements have to be formalized to make net-
ting feasible.

2Each country's law will determine the priority of claims
among these groups. Such priorities are discussed further in
Garcia (1996, pp. 39-41 and Appendix I).
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Reducing Adverse Selection

• damage assessments against owners and
managers.23

Offsetting would also be restricted to situations
where both the bank's and the customer's claims are
well-documented, can be settled easily, are not sub-
ject to dispute, and were established well before the
bank became insolvent.24 If the value of the loan ex-
ceeds that of the deposits, the remainder of the loan
would continue to exist as a claim against the
debtor.

These recommended principles would need to be
firmly established in the insolvency law of the coun-
try, perhaps as an administrative-law exception to
the general bankruptcy law that would govern bank
failures and depositor protection. For example, the
governing law or contract would lay down the basic
process for determining who gets what, and in what
order. It is recognized that it may prove difficult to
graft these principles on to some legal frameworks.

Reducing Adverse Selection

There are two design features for the system of
deposit insurance that wi l l help to reduce the inci-
dence of adverse selection, which occurs when the
weakest institutions choose to join a voluntary sys-
tem, while the strongest remain outside. Such a sys-
tem is unlikely to remain financially viable. First,
membership should be compulsory. In particular, the
system should not allow members to leave the sys-
tem when they choose to do so, and they certainly
should not receive a refund of their accumulated
contributions. Second, when a deposit insurer has
gained experience, it may institute a system of risk-
adjusted premiums to reward stronger banks within
the compulsory system.

Make Membership Compulsory

Membership in the system should be mandatory
for all institutions located in the country, including
specialized state-owned banks that accept deposits
and are supervised by the supervisory authority.
Otherwise, only the weakest institutions w i l l jo in
and the system wi l l not be financially viable. Mem-
bership should be broad because the cost of the in-
surance must be shared among a wide number of
institutions, i f the scheme is to remain financially
viable. Although compulsory membership involves

23As, for example, in Sections 53-55 of the Bankruptcy Code
of the Netherlands and the FDIC's Manual on Band Liquidation
in the United States.

24It would be counterproductive to protect a depositor with in-
side information who has taken out a loan just before the bank
fails.

a degree of cross-subsidization by strong insti-
tutions of weak ones, all members, even the
strongest ones, benefit from having a more stable
industry with reduced fear of depositor runs. The
stronger institutions should be required to pay for
that privilege.

Include State-Owned Institutions

The playing field needs to be level for all deposit-
taking institutions to encourage competition. Thus,
government-owned institutions that take deposits
should also be required to join the deposit insurance
system and pay premiums at the same rate as other
members, even i f they are initially the beneficiaries
of an implicit full government guarantee that the
government plans to phase out later. Government-
owned institutions should also be supervised to the
same standards as other insurance participants and
ultimately receive the same coverage as private in-
stitutions. Thus, a country's banking act might need
to be revised to bring the regulation and supervision
of state-owned institutions under the supervisory au-
thority. Finally, at an opportune moment, as dis-
cussed further in Section III, the full implicit or ex-
plicit guarantee for state-owned institutions should
be removed.

Institutional Membership: Inclusions
and Exclusions

Membership should be compulsory for all eligible
members. These would include:

• A l l domestic banks and other deposit-taking in-
stitutions explicitly encompassed by the system
of deposit insurance according to the law.

• A l l branches and subsidiaries of foreign banks
operating onshore. Foreign institutions should
regard paying insurance premiums as a cost of
doing business in a country. Sometimes the de-
posits of a foreign bank are covered under
banks' domestic insurance system. The host
country can supplement the coverage offered
abroad where that coverage is for a smaller
amount and it can accept foreign coverage if the
amount insured is larger. Doing the latter, how-
ever, may give foreign banks an advantage in
the domestic market.25

• Finance companies, credit unions, and coopera-
tives would join the system as long as they
faced the same prudential regulations and were
supervised by the same agency as banks and
other insured depository institutions. Allowing

25The EU Directive sets rules governing coverage from other
EU countries.
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institutions that are not strictly supervised to
join would not be fair to those members that
face stringent regulations, as the more loosely
supervised firms are more likely to impose
losses on the fund. The government, however,
may consider establishing separate deposit in-
surance schemes for credit unions and coopera-
tives (possibly with lower coverage limits).

Some countries consider that the purpose of the
deposit insurance scheme is to protect the deposits of
residents; consequently, they exclude nonresidents.
Systems in other countries cover nonresidents, how-
ever, to encourage deposits from nonresidents.

When considering the treatment of nonresidents
and foreign institutions, the following good practice
applies:

• Banks operating offshore would be excluded.
The exclusion would cover foreign branches
and subsidiaries and units of domestic banks
that operate offshore. The objective of the insur-
ance scheme is to protect domestic residents
from loss, not foreign residents. In nondollar-
ized economies, this aim would be achieved by
covering only domestic currency deposits.

Risk-Adjusting Premiums

A system of risk-based premiums is logically sat-
isfying, but it is not easy to administer. Nevertheless,
as the survey in Section III shows, more than one-
third of countries with explicit deposit insurance
schemes is currently using systems of risk-based
premiums.26 This is a recent development and con-
trasts with the findings of Kyei (1995).

The objective of risk-adjusting premiums is to re-
quire riskier institutions that are more likely to call
upon assistance from the deposit insurer to pay more
for coverage. Yet insurance always contains an ele-
ment of cross-subsidization of the weakest members
by the strongest. The principles of actuarial accuracy
and cross-subsidization are both desirable up to a
point, but they conflict. Thus, a balance has to be
struck, as in all insurance contracts, between the two
principles. Moreover, there is a second conflict. Set-
ting the premiums to reflect the risk an institution
poses to the fund can be complex. Yet, there are ad-
vantages to having a system that is easy for the con-
sumer and the markets to understand. Choosing an
appropriate balance between actuarial accuracy and
simplicity is a challenge.

26The Bank Insurance Fund in the United States introduced
risk-based premiums in 1992 and subsequently increased the pre-
mium range to stretch from zero basis points for the strongest
banks (judged on the basis of their capital ratios and supervisory
ratings) to 27 basis points for the weakest banks. It is currently
considering a new system to give greater actuarial accuracy.

As a result, the architects of a newly created de-
posit insurance system are advised to "keep it sim-
ple" until they have gained experience in imple-
menting the system. Simplicity may involve
charging uniform premiums until system staff be-
come experienced enough to tackle the complex task
of adjusting deposit insurance premiums for risk.

Techniques for Risk-Adjustment

Nevertheless, countries that have had systems in
place for some time are now moving toward risk-ad-
justment. In the process they have adopted a number
of approaches to adjusting the premiums that banks
pay to reflect the risk they impose on the system.
One straightforward method is to ask banks to pay
premiums based on their risk-adjusted assets, rather
than on their deposits. This approach imposes no ad-
ditional costs of calculation on banks and might be a
good starting point for a country wanting to move
away from premiums set uniformly on deposits in all
banks. While the current system of risk-adjustment
for assets under the Basel Capital Accord is crude, it
is in the process of being refined.

A second approach is to charge lower premiums to
banks that have higher capital ratios and/or supervi-
sory ratings. The F D I C in the United States takes
both capital and C A M E L S ratings into account.27

Other countries use more complex systems for as-
sessing risk.28 These ratings are typically not dis-
closed to the public on an individual-bank basis.

Minimizing Agency Problems

A deposit insurance scheme may be privately,
publicly, or jointly funded and operated. In any of
these arrangements, problems (called "agency prob-
lems") can occur when an agent serves his own in-
terests rather than those of the principal who em-
ploys him. These principal-agent relationships can
be complex in deposit insurance systems and give
rise to three kinds of agency problems—political in-
terference, regulatory capture, and interagency con-
flicts. In turn, this problem can result in high fiscal
costs.

In the case of deposit insurance, some considera-
tion has to be given to identifying who is the agent
and who is the principal. Whether the deposit insur-
ance agency is publicly or privately run, the agency,

27Under the CAMELS system, banks are rated on a scale from
one to five according to a composite of the capital adequacy,
asset quality, management capability, earnings, liquidity, and sen-
sitivity to systemic risk.

28The basis for risk-assessment is discussed further in the sur-
vey in Section III and Table A4 of the Statistical Appendix.
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acting to protect the interests of depositors, is the
agent. In a privately run system, the banks are the
principals because they both fund and govern the
system. (The system should be funded by the mem-
ber banks themselves to limit government outlays
and provide peer pressure for safety.) In a privately
funded scheme that has government financial back-
ing, however, the government may or may not run
the scheme. When the government runs a privately
funded scheme, it, acting on behalf of taxpayers, and
the banks are both principals. The deposit insurance
system is still the agent that acts for the depositors.

Government backing tends to bolster a system's
credibility. Hence it is no surprise that government
backing is provided for all but the strongest banking
systems. The overriding argument in favor of a gov-
ernment-run scheme is financial integrity. To limit
conflicts of interest, a system with public backing is
best run by a government agency. A second best so-
lution is to have a system jointly operated by the
government and the banks, but where bankers do not
dominate the board of directors.29 Allowance can be
made for input from the banking industry through an
advisory committee to the board.

If publicly or jointly run, the agency can be inte-
gral with, or separate from, the central bank and the
supervisory agency. In either case, conflicts between
the interests of the monetary authority, the banking
supervisor, and the deposit insurer can occur both
within departments of the same agency and across
separate agencies. In addition, the deposit protection
system can become captured by the industry, and in-
teragency conflicts may occur, but these problems
can occur also in a privately run scheme.

Political Interference

The first agency problem, which applies particu-
larly to a government-run scheme, is interference
by politicians in the operations of banks, in their su-
pervision, and/or in the insurance function. This
problem can be contained by sanctioning interfer-
ence and by making the agency an independent
organization that is nevertheless accountable to the
government and/or the legislature for its actions,
operations, and administration. The agency needs to
be supported by a clear legal and regulatory frame-
work to limit political interference. Prohibiting,
limiting, and/or publicly disclosing financial contri-
butions to campaign funds for elected officials, es-
pecially those with responsibilities for overseeing
financial agencies, w i l l help to contain political
interference. Transparency in its operations also

29Nevertheless, as discussed later, some privately run systems
are operating successfully.

helps because it allows the press to report untoward
actions and the public to scrutinize the system in
order to protect its position as bank customer and/or
taxpayer.

Regulatory Capture

The second agency problem is regulatory cap-
ture—a situation where the deposit insurance agency
serves the banks, rather than the interests of the pub-
lic at large as depositors and taxpayers. In a privately
run and funded scheme, bankers are appropriately in
charge, so the problem arises only when a privately
funded scheme has government financial backing.
The danger of capture can be reduced by having the
government run the scheme even though it is
"owned" by the banks, by not allowing bankers to
dominate the agency's board of directors, and by
taking other steps to keep agency officials focused
on their public responsibilities.

Bankers have useful perspectives on the banking
situation and need a forum for expressing their in-
terests regarding deposit insurance, so they may
form a consultative committee to the board of direc-
tors of the deposit guarantee system. The system's
managers and staff should be trained to keep their
public responsibilities in mind when executing their
duties. Having to report publicly to the administra-
tion and the legislature wi l l give the public an op-
portunity to assess the system's performance of its
public trust. Staff may be precluded from accepting
honoraria or from taking positions at member insti-
tutions for a number of years after they leave the
agency.

Interagency Friction

The third agency problem is a lack of cooperation
between or within financial regulatory agencies. On
occasion, there can be disputes leading to hostility.
This situation can occur, for example, where the de-
posit insurer depends on the supervisor for informa-
tion about institutions in the system, and on the cen-
tral bank for macroeconomic insights, but where the
supervisor and the monetary authority are unable or
unwilling to provide necessary information.

To help remedy this problem, the objectives and
functions of different financial authorities must be
clarified. The functions include monetary policy, su-
pervision, deposit insurance, bank restructuring, and
fiscal policy. Such clarity of purpose is more impor-
tant than the institutional location, which often is de-
termined by the availability of scarce banking skills,
human constraints, short-term legal impediments,
etc. Especially in a small country with a shortage of
skilled personnel, the central bank, as the monetary
authority, may also be responsible for bank supervi-
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sion and deposit insurance.30 Where resources are
greater, there is much to be said for keeping the re-
sponsibility for deposit insurance separate from the
supervisory authority and the central bank. A min-
istry of finance could be involved because of its re-
sponsibility for systemic bank restructuring, but the
preference is to have the deposit insurer not report to
the ministry. Regardless of their institutional loca-
tion, there would need to be close cooperation be-
tween these different authorities.

If separate, the deposit insurance agency needs to
consult with the other agencies to assure that it has
adequate information. It is uneconomical for the sys-
tem to establish a duplicate structure for banking su-
pervision. The consultation may be facilitated by in-
cluding members of the other agencies on the
system's board. In a public or quasi-public system,
the board of directors should not be dominated by
bankers, who, as mentioned earlier, have a conflict
of interest and may try to transfer costs from banks
to the government. In a private system of deposit in-
surance, the board of directors should include a rep-
resentative from the bank supervisory agency.

Collaboration and Information Sharing with
the Supervisor

If the deposit insurance agency is to carry out its re-
sponsibilities successfully, it must be assured of ac-
cess to necessary information and cooperation from
the supervisory and other government authorities.

• The paybox deposit insurance agency, whether
public or private, must receive from the supervi-
sor the names and addresses of the depositors
that are to be compensated and the amounts due
to them.

A broad deposit insurance agency wi l l also need
data on bank conditions. Where the agency is run by
the government, communication problems can be re-
duced by placing a legal obligation on the supervisor
and the central bank to provide the necessary infor-
mation. The deposit insurer, the central bank, and the
supervisory agency can also be required to cooperate
closely. However, where the broad agency is purely
private, the problem is more difficult to resolve. The
supervisor would be appropriately reluctant to di-
vulge data on bank conditions that would give a
competitive advantage to those banks that provide
board members to the agency. However, for a pub-
licly run deposit insurance system:

• The legislation should require a smooth flow of
information and close cooperation among the
deposit insurance agency, the supervisor, central

30The central bank's multiple role may involve it in conflicts of
interest, so countries with enough resources sometimes choose to
spread the roles among different agencies.

bank, and the ministry of finance. What infor-
mation wi l l be shared, and under what circum-
stances, needs to be carefully studied and
agreed upon. This includes the extent to which
the supervisor should be required to provide ex-
amination and other supervisory reports to the
agency. To enable the quick resolution of a
failed entity, the deposit insurer must receive in-
formation from the supervisor at an early stage
to make necessary preparations.

• As discussed above, the broad deposit insurance
agency should be able to request the supervisor
to undertake a special examination of any in-
sured financial institution that it feels may be in
financial difficulties. Whether agency staff
should be able to participate in onsite inspec-
tions would vary from country to country.

The deposit insurance authority would have no su-
pervisory responsibilities beyond the right to receive
information from the supervisor and request special
onsite examinations. In some countries, it could be
required to report to a government agency, such as
the ministry of finance, in cases where it has con-
cerns over a bank's condition, but where the supervi-
sor fails to take action.

Relations with the Lender of Last Resort

It is the role of the lender of last resort, not the de-
posit insurer, to lend to solvent but illiquid banks,
and to sterilize that lending where it is necessary to
keep within appropriate limits for reserve money
growth, to discourage runs against them by unin-
sured depositors. The insurer's role is to compensate
depositors. The insurer with a broad mandate wi l l
also deal with insolvent, nonviable banks and re-
solve them in a cost-effective and incentive-compat-
ible manner. However, there can also be a conflict of
interest between the broad system of deposit insur-
ance and the lender of last resort. The latter organi-
zation may be unduly willing (especially where its
support is covered by high-quality collateral) to pro-
vide lender-of-last-resort assistance to troubled
banks, which w i l l delay closure and increase the
costs for the insurance system.31 To reduce this prob-
lem, both the deposit insurance and central bank
laws may need to be written to ensure a consistent
legal framework that facilitates close cooperation
between the insurance system and the lender of last
resort/central bank.

31The United States found that excessive lender-of-last-resort
lending had been a problem in the 1980s. It responded to this
problem in legislation passed in 1991 that limited the ability of
the Federal Reserve to lend to insolvent banks even against first
rate collateral. See the Congressional Report accompanying the
passage of the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991.
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The problem of excessive lender-of-last-resort
lending arises partly because it is difficult to distin-
guish between illiquidity and insolvency. Because a
lender of last resort that lends to insolvent banks
causes moral hazard, raises insurance costs, and re-
duces monetary control, lender-of-last-resort accom-
modation should be fully collateralized by sound as-
sets that would be acceptable in the private markets
in normal times. But, as argued earlier, even collater-
alized lender-of-last-resort lending to insolvent
banks should be discouraged because it prolongs the
life of such banks and crowds out other creditors.
However, exceptions may be made to the application
of this principle in certain circumstances. For exam-
ple, a central bank might provide "bridging liquidity
assistance" for a short period to a bank that has just
been found to be insolvent, while a resolution is
sought for it. As a precaution against moral hazard,
control of the bank might be taken from its owners
while it awaits recapitalization, sale, or closure.

Promoting Credibility

The design of the deposit insurance agency can
importantly influence its credibility.32 Apart from
the agency's role, which was discussed previously,
the agency should be designed to be independent but
accountable and have adequate management and
staffing.

Design and Organization of a Deposit
Insurance Agency

A government-financed system needs to be run by
an agency with adequate authority and political in-
dependence. At the same time, the agency must be
accountable for its actions, so that it does not act in
an arbitrary and capricious manner. The recommen-
dations in this section seek to provide the requisite
authority, independence, and accountability.

Authority

A "paybox" may be privately run, but to ensure
sufficient authority the agency with a broad mandate
needs to be a government agency established by
law.33 For example, to maintain public confidence,
the broad deposit insurance system must have gov-

32Financial sufficiency is also important and is discussed in the
following section.

33Some countries, such as Argentina, Germany, and Peru, have
successful, privately run deposit insurance systems. Privately run
systems typically have a narrow mandate. Access to financial
support from the government can be especially denied in order to
avoid public/private conflicts of interest.

ernment backing. In addition, the supervisor or
agency wi l l have a strong powers to deal in a strict
manner with nonviable banks, terminate the interests
of shareholders, and impose "haircuts" on uninsured
depositors and unsecured creditors. Power to do so
should be granted by law, and such responsibilities
can only be exercised by a government agency. To
fulfill its responsibilities, the agency wi l l need ade-
quate financial resources as discussed later in this
section, as well as access to information as discussed
earlier.

Independence

Independence is typically not a problem in a pri-
vately run deposit insurance agency, but a number of
steps need to be taken to ensure independence for a
government-run agency. In this context, indepen-
dence refers to status within the government and to
freedom from political pressure and domination by
the banking industry. In a large country that has a
pool of workers with sufficient financial skills, the
deposit insurance agency should be separated from
the central bank and the supervisory authority, since
the monetary authority, the supervisor, and the
agency have different, although complementary, re-
sponsibilities. In smaller countries, the central bank
may have separate departments to cover monetary
policy, bank supervision, and deposit insurance. A l -
lowing these institutions to pursue separate, some-
times conflicting, objectives, while still cooperating,
is a challenge.

The following best practices apply:
• Ideally, the deposit insurance authority should

be separate from the supervisory and monetary
authority. The supervisor and the agency have
different, although complementary, responsibil-
ities. There could be a number of conflicts of in-
terests in normal times i f all responsibilities
resided with the central bank. Nevertheless,
these three institutions need to cooperate, espe-
cially in times of financial stress.

• The agency should be independent of political
influence. At times, the agency may need to take
actions that are unpopular with certain domestic
or foreign interest groups. To act according to
the law in a fair and evenhanded way, agency
staff must, therefore, be free from political pres-
sure that can cause certain individuals, compa-
nies, or economic sectors to win exceptions
from laws and regulations—otherwise known as
"forbearance." Independence has particular con-
sequences for the composition of the board of
directors.

• The board of directors of a government-run de-
posit guarantee system should reflect its inde-
pendent status. It should consist of either five or
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seven members, appointed for staggered terms
of, say, four years. The board's size should not
be unwieldy and should not be so large as to
allow individual members to hide among a mul-
titude of members. A n odd number of members
is needed to make securing a majority easier.
Members wi l l have security of tenure for their
limited term in office, to facilitate their indepen-
dence from political interference. Board mem-
bers should be relieved of their positions only
for gross misconduct defined in the law (using
comparable standards in other of the country's
laws) to avoid dismissing them for political or
petty reasons. Terms in office should be stag-
gered to provide continuity in membership and
to allow experience gained not to be lost all at
once.

• The board members of a government-run deposit
insurance agency should be nominated by the
government (the administration) and confirmed
by the legislature where there is a "separation of
powers;" otherwise the board members should be
confirmed by the cabinet. In this way, the gov-
ernment would be responsible for the integrity
and effectiveness of the board, and the avenue for
the agency's accountability through the govern-
ment to the public would be established.

• When it backs the deposit insurance fund, the
government should be able to appoint board
members who would have a fiduciary interest in
protecting the public. Such members would
serve the public interest and not focus on the
particular concerns of the banking industry, sec-
toral interests, or politicians' preferences.

• The board of a government-run deposit insur-
ance system should have two ex-officio mem-
bers. One would represent the supervisor (the
agency head or his designated representative),
and one the ministry of finance (the minister or
his designated representative). The government
needs to be represented on the board, but should
not dominate it by having a majority of the
membership or the position of chairman. As the
government wi l l guarantee the system and bear
the costs of any failures, the ministry of finance
must be represented on the authority's board.
The monetary authority might, but does not
have to be, represented on the board.

• The remainder of the board, constituting the
majority, should be drawn from outside the gov-
ernment. This provision serves to protect the po-
litical independence of the deposit insurance au-
thority, and also to draw on the necessary
expertise. One of these outside members should
be appointed chairman.

• There should be no board members who are
currently employed by financial institutions

that are members of the deposit insurance sys-
tem on a government-run deposit insurance
agency.34 Likewise, major shareholders of in-
sured institutions, and other individuals with
close family or financial linkages (to be defined
in the banking law) with them, should not be
board members. For example, the agency wi l l
have access to information about the condition
of individual member institutions. It would be
inappropriate to give this information to a
board member who is an employee, major
shareholder, or closely linked with another
insured institution. This provision prevents in-
stitutions "connected" with a board member
from receiving information that would give
them an advantage over competitors. More-
over, bankers might suffer from a conflict of in-
terest and try to underfund the authority, so that
the government would be forced to cover addi-
tional costs. However, bankers' experience and
perspectives wi l l be valuable to the deposit in-
surance agency. Consequently, a consultative
council of bankers should be formed to advise
the authority and bring members' concerns to
the attention of the board.

• Other qualifications could be specified in the
deposit insurance law. For example, the law
might specify that board members and senior
officials should be "fit and proper," have rele-
vant education and/or experience, and other
characteristics deemed desirable.

• The law also should grant board members im-
munities and protection against lawsuits for of-
ficial acts taken in the course of their duties.

In small countries with limited financial expertise,
however, the public deposit insurer may be a separate
department of the central bank, which may also con-
tain the supervisory agency. The central bank may
have difficulty in separating its responsibilities as
guardian of monetary policy and lender of last resort
from those of supervising banks and running the sys-
tem of deposit insurance, even if lodged in a separate
department. Moreover, the objectives of the three en-
tities may conflict. For example, by relying on its pri-
ority as a collateralized lender over the assets of the
failed bank, the last resort lender may be too ready to
provide liquidity assistance to a troubled bank be-
cause it is sure of getting its money back. But in
being overly willing to provide liquidity assistance to
prevent the bank from failing, it frequently imposes
additional losses on the deposit insurer and uninsured

34Nevertheless, a number of countries have successful privately
run deposit insurance systems that do have bankers on the board.
Obtaining confidential information remains a problem to be over-
come for privately run deposit insurance system, as does provid-
ing government financial support.
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creditors.35 But where it is less assured of being made
whole, it may be unwilling to provide needed liquid-
ity assistance even when appropriate. Similarly, the
responsibilities of the supervisor or the ministry of fi-
nance may sometimes conflict with those of the de-
posit insurance system, so there can be advantages to
housing them in separate agencies.

Accountability

A privately run and completely privately funded
deposit insurance system is responsible to its member
banks. While the government-run deposit insurance
agency must be free from political interference and
industry domination, it must be held accountable to
the government, the public, and the banking industry
for its decisions and actions. Otherwise, there is a
greater risk that it would act in an arbitrary, capri-
cious, or ineffectual manner. The path of accountabil-
ity will differ depending on the political structure of
the country and may well differ in a parliamentary
system from a country that practices the separation of
powers. Recommendations for facilitating account-
ability in a parliamentary system follow:

• The accountability of a government-run deposit
insurance agency should be to the administra-
tion and to the legislature. Because the ministry
of finance must ultimately meet the cost of any
financial inadequacy in the authority fund, the
agency might first be accountable to the min-
istry of finance. Through the ministry, the
agency will be accountable to the cabinet, par-
liament, and, ultimately, to the public. The press
will have an important role to play in keeping
the public informed.

• The deposit insurance authority should be fis-
cally responsible, have financial integrity, and
provide the public and the banking industry
with a means of monitoring its performance.
The authority must maintain its books and
records in a transparent way and be subject to
the same audit rules as other public entities. The
records of a public deposit insurance agency
must, therefore, be subject to a published annual
audit conducted by the Office of the Auditor
General or its equivalent.

Striking a Balance Between Independence and
Accountability

Special arrangements are needed to strike an ap-
propriate balance between independence and ac-

35U.S. congressional staff found that 90 percent of the extended
credit granted by the U.S. Federal Reserve as lender of last resort
went to banks that subsequently failed (U.S. House of Represen-
tatives, 1991, p. 94).

countability. This can be achieved in a privately fi-
nanced and privately run corporation by having
bankers dominate the deposit insurance system's
board. The board could be elected by the sharehold-
ers so as to represent all segments of the insured in-
dustry and not just the largest members. This should
help to make the system politically independent (as
long as it is financially sound and does not need to
request financial support from the government).
Having members elect the board for a fixed term of
office, and having the board report to the members
in an annual report and shareholders' meeting, en-
courages accountability.

Achieving the right balance is more problematic
in a scheme that has government financial support
and is run by a government agency/corporation. Po-
litical interference can be discouraged by making the
deposit insurer a department of either the central
bank or the supervisory agency, where the host has a
constitution that grants it independence and a reputa-
tion supports it. But this arrangement can present
conflicts of interest within the central bank or super-
visory host. A number of countries prefer, therefore,
to have a system that is separate from both the cen-
tral bank and the supervisory agency. To gain inde-
pendence it will need an appropriate implementing
statute; adequate sources of private funding with
legislated back-up funding that does not require par-
liamentary approval; fixed terms of office for mem-
bers of the board who should be removed only for
good and specified causes; clear criteria for eligibil-
ity for membership of the board;36 an appointment
process that features public hearings and legislative
approval of the government nominee; and direct re-
porting of the deposit insurance system to parlia-
ment rather than to a government ministry.37 In addi-
tion, an active and inquisitive press will facilitate
accountability.

Staffing

The proposed deposit insurance agency could
have a small staff in a country where there is not a
large number of insured institutions and failures are
rare. It can, in addition, delegate responsibilities to
the central bank or the supervisory authority when
necessary. Where the authority has a broad mandate,
it could subcontract liquidations to private liquida-
tors or financial institutions. Staff would need to be
augmented in times of stress on the banking system

36Members of parliament or people currently employed in the
industry should be ineligible.

37Having the deposit insurance system board report to the cen-
tral bank or supervisory host is an alternative way to achieve in-
dependence, but it does so at the expense of accountability to the
public.
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by borrowing from the central bank or supervisor
that had qualified personnel. Under the deposit in-
surance law, the staff (as well as the board) of the
government-run authority must be granted legal pro-
tection in the form of immunities and protection
against lawsuits for any actions they take in the
course of their duties, and that are in accordance
with the law. Staff would, of course, need analytical
skills and high integrity.

Infrastructure

To support a system of deposit insurance, appropri-
ate laws and an effective judicial system must be in
place, so that property rights can be protected when
needed. In addition, systems of accounting and audit-
ing need to meet international standards to facilitate
the accurate valuation of banks' portfolios. A broadly
based financial system that includes, for example, in-
surance companies, wil l strengthen the banking sys-
tem by allowing it to diversify its portfolios.

Public Relations

A good program of public relations w i l l help
maintain the credibility of the system of deposit pro-
tection. Such a program requires that the deposit in-
surer issue pamphlets and publications that keep the
public informed about coverage under the guarantee.
The public needs to know the monetary limits on
coverage. These issues are easier for the public to
understand and remember i f they do not change fre-
quently. The authority must also ensure that member
institutions provide information on coverage to cus-
tomers and potential customers. This wi l l be easier i f
the deposit insurance system has its own logo, which
members can display. The authority must also pre-
vent nonmembers from masquerading as insured
under the system.

Ensuring Financial Integrity

A number of financial issues need to be resolved
before setting up a system: when to initiate the sys-
tem of deposit insurance; whether to fund the system
by ex ante premiums or ex post assessments on mem-
ber institutions; where to set the target level for the
fund; who should pay the start-up assessments; how
to set the structure for premiums, provide back-up
funding, and manage fund assets; and what should be
the order of priority over the assets of a failed bank.
Resolving these issues effectively wi l l improve the
financial position of the system and reduce its need to
call on government resources for backup.

As mentioned previously, a deposit insurance sys-
tem should be initiated when the banking system is

sound. To do otherwise is to risk placing excessive
demands on the fund before it has accumulated suf-
ficient reserves; in such a case a crisis might drain
the fund's coffers and result in its insolvency.38

To Fund Ex Ante or Ex Post?

Deposit insurance outlays can be met either from
a fund that has been accumulated from system pre-
miums paid in the past or by imposing an ex post
levy assessed on surviving banks. In principle and in
practice, it is possible to both accumulate a fund and
to impose an additional levy ex post, i f the fund
proves to be insufficient. In fact, more countries
have opted to build a fund ex ante, rather than to
levy an ex post assessment (see Table A 4 of the Sta-
tistical Appendix) and a number do "top up" their
fund with additional ex post assessments, when the
fund comes under financial pressure.39 In either
case, making it clear that the responsibility for cov-
ering the insured deposits of failed banks falls on
banks, not the government, encourages banks to re-
strain their risk-prone peers, and thus reduces out-
lays by the system.

With regard to funding, it is recommended that:
• A n insurance fund should be established. Most

countries that have recently adopted a system of
deposit insurance have established such a fund.
A n appropriate fund increases the flexibility to
deal with banking problems and, thus, enhances
public confidence in the deposit insurance and
the banking systems.

• A country should choose a target level for its
fund sufficient to cover outlays under normal
circumstances. The target is often set as a per-
centage of insured deposits at a level that would
enable the fund to cover insured depositors in a
number of small banks, or say, two medium-
sized banks or one large bank. It may need to be
acknowledged that it would be too costly to
maintain a fund at a level to enable a payout of
all the deposits of the largest banks.40 The de-
posit insurance agency would only be able to
deal with problems in individual banks. In the
case of a systemic crisis, the government would
probably need to override the agency frame-

38The Bank Insurance Fund started in the United States after
the banking system had been restructured by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation during the Great Depression. After accumu-
lating a fund of $18 billion (or 1.25 percent of insured deposits)
over the intervening years, the fund became illiquid, but not in-
solvent, in 1991 when faced by a large number of bank failures.

39Ex post assessments tend to be chosen by privately financed
and privately operated deposit insurance scheme.

40Failure of a country's largest banks would be a systemic fail-
ure, as discussed in Section III.
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work and adopt more comprehensive measures
(see, for example, Enoch, Garcia, and Sun-
dararajan, 1999).

Optimum Fund Size

Providing an analytical basis for determining the
optimum size of a deposit insurance fund in any
country is a subject where additional research is
needed. There are two separate philosophies regard-
ing fund size. One aims to have a fund large enough
to self-sufficiently compensate depositors immedi-
ately when bank failures occur in normal times. The
second philosophy is to reduce fund size, but only to
a level that enables the system to borrow to pay de-
positors in failed banks. The system wi l l then repay
the borrowings over time. The second approach
verges on ex post funding. The United States main-
tain a large fund; Canada a smaller fund.

Start-Up Funding

A newly established system may receive initial
contributions from banks, the government, and/or the
central bank (Table A 4 of the Statistical Appendix).
Where banks are strong enough initially to foot the
bill , they should do so. But this is often not the case.

Whatever its source:
• Initial funding should be set at a level sufficient

to make the scheme credible and operational. As
the scheme wil l ideally be introduced only when
the banking system is sound, the scheme should
not have to handle any failures upon its introduc-
tion. Nevertheless, the initial contribution should
be sufficient to enable the fund to reach its full
target capitalization as quickly as possible.

• If the government provides initial funding, pro-
vision can be made for the deposit insurance
fund or banks to repay the government's contri-
bution over time.

Ongoing Funding—Premiums

Going forward, an insurance fund would be accu-
mulated and members would be required to pay pre-
miums quarterly or semiannually at the rate of "x"
percent per year based on total deposits. The premi-
ums would be levied as needed to cover expenses
and build, maintain, or rebuild the fund to its target
level. Thus, premiums w i l l vary from country to
country and from time to time. Levying premiums
on all kinds of deposits (insured and uninsured) is
easier to administer, and it provides a broader contri-
bution base, although many countries find it more
equitable to levy charges against only the total value
of deposits held in insurable instruments, or to go
further toward equity and levy only against the value

of those deposits that are actually covered (for coun-
try practices in this regard, see Table A 4 of the Sta-
tistical Appendix).

When setting premiums, policymakers should
keep the following in mind:

• Regular premiums or contributions should be
set by the deposit insurance agency as a percent-
age of total, insurable, or insured deposits. A n
argument can be made that premiums should be
assessed on all deposits, because all depositors,
whether insured or not, benefit from the system
of deposit insurance. A number of countries,
however, believe that fairness is enhanced by
confining assessment to insured deposits—that
is, those who benefit most directly.

• Premiums could be paid directly to the deposit
insurance agency or they could be automatically
deducted by the central bank from the reserve
accounts of members and passed to the system.

• Premium levels wi l l vary with the deposit base.
The broader the base, the lower is the premium
necessary to achieve a chosen income level. The
premium could be determined by the deposit in-
surance agency, but should not exceed a legally
set rate that would impose an undue burden on
covered institutions.

• The agency's board would have the discretion to
reduce premiums but only after the target level
for the fund is reached, and after the initial con-
tribution by the government has been repaid.
The premium reduction should be made in a
way that maintains the fund at its target level.

• The board should have the right to levy addi-
tional premiums i f the fund has been depleted.
These premiums would continue until the fund
is restored to desired levels.

• Bankers should be encouraged when they recog-
nize that premiums wil l be reduced once the fund
reaches its target. They would then have incen-
tives to support early intervention by supervisors
in problem banks to limit future claims on the
fund.

• Risk-based premiums are fairer in principle and
should reward sound institutions. Premiums
should be set at a uniform (flat) rate, however,
until the supervisory system is in a good position
to differentiate among risk profiles. Otherwise,
bankers wil l contest those assessments they per-
ceive to be unfair. Once the supervisors have
honed their monitoring and assessment capabili-
ties, a system of risk-based premiums can be in-
troduced, preferably one that reduces the pre-
mium for exceptionally strong banks, while
raising it for risky institutions.

• Premiums would be accounted for as an ex-
pense and thus would be tax deductible. They
would not be counted as an asset of the con-
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tributing institution. Paying premiums would be
the legal obligation of each institution, and a
cost of doing banking business in the country.
As such, the expense should be tax-deductible.

Controlling Outlays

To preserve fund levels and keep premiums low,
the insurer needs to restrict its outlays through effi-
cient operations, maximize recoveries from the dis-
position of the assets of failed banks, limit its obliga-
tions in various ways, and make wise investments.
Dealing with troubled banks promptly and firmly re-
duces outlays.

Depositor Preference

Giving depositors and/or the insurance fund pref-
erence over the assets of the failed bank increases
their share in the value recovered and reduces the
fund's net outlays, while increasing the share of the
losses borne by others (Garcia 1996, Appendix I).

In the absence of deposit insurance, the treatment
of depositors, creditors, and other claimants when a
bank fails is determined by the priorities that the law
establishes among claimants over the assets of the
bank in liquidation. Deposit insurance, in effect, sat-
isfies small depositors' claims first. It must therefore
be determined where the deposit insurer itself stands
within the hierarchy of claimants.

One way to protect the resources of the deposit in-
surance system is to give depositors, or the system
itself, priority over the claims on the assets of the in-
sured failed bank. Such priority has an advantage in
that it increases the amount the system is likely to re-
cover from the failed bank's assets, and so reduces
financial demands on the accumulated fund. The
more the system recovers, the less it has to call on its
accumulated resources or levy its members. But pri-
ority also has a major disadvantage where the in-
surer is the receiver/liquidator of the failed bank. It
then has less, or no, incentive to maximize the total
value of recovered assets, especially in cases where
it has a legal priority. If depositors, insured deposi-
tors, or the system itself are reimbursed ahead of
other claimants, they wi l l receive a higher propor-
tion on all of their claims than they would, absent
such priority. Granting priority conserves fund re-
sources, but it does so at the expense of other
claimants and it may reduce the care that the deposit
insurance system executes when it liquidates or oth-
erwise disposes of the assets of the failed bank.

The choice between granting priority and not
granting it (i.e., having the deposit insurer, succeed-
ing to the rights of the insured depositors, with the
same priority over the assets of a failed institution as
large depositors, and ranking equally with general

(unsecured) creditors) is a judgment call. The choice
would be influenced by an assessment of the balance
between a fiscal need and deposit insurance system
efficiency in recoveries. This recommendation
would need to be coordinated with the priorities es-
tablished in new Banking and Bankruptcy Laws.

Managing Fund Assets

Another defense of the fund is to invest fund re-
sources wisely, preferably in safe assets. As even
government paper may not always be sufficiently
liquid in a small volatile economy, the deposit insur-
ance system may wish to invest in government secu-
rities abroad. It should not place deposits in troubled
banks.41

When investing fund resources:
• The deposit insurance agency fund should be in-

vested in government securities. The agency
should not be allowed to invest in risky securi-
ties or investments that might cause a loss.
Funds should not be placed as deposits in in-
sured institutions. The insurance fund should
earn market interest on the funds it has accumu-
lated and carefully consider its needs for liquid-
ity. Government securities are an appropriate in-
vestment and safe haven for the agency fund.
The agency should determine the most appropri-
ate maturity for those securities. For example,
the securities could be long-term because longer
maturities would typically pay higher interest
rates. Safety, however, is of greater importance
than yield. The fund should be able to discount
its government securities at the central bank to
get liquidity when needed. Investing in (sound)
foreign government securities may diversify the
portfolio, protect against foreign exchange
losses, and against credit risk if the financial po-
sition of the domestic government is weak.

Back-Up Funding

Despite the efforts to build a fund and control ex-
penses, in times of stress, the accumulated fund may
prove insufficient to meet the demands placed upon
it. For example, unexpected failures could impose
more costs than the deposit insurance agency had an-

41Venezuela's deposit insurance reserves were invested heavily
in insolvent banks, whereas they should have been invested in
safe assets that can be easily liquidated in case of a need. This
typically means investing in government securities at home or
abroad. Small countries, in particular, may wish to diversify by
investing fund resources in easily marketable securities issued by
foreign governments to keep the fund liquid and protect its value
against high rates of inflation. Investing in foreign government
securities would give some protection against foreign exchange
losses in highly dollarized economies.
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ticipated. The system wi l l need back-up sources of
funding to cover this contingency. It could have a
government guarantee, a right to borrow without limit
from the treasury/the national debt office, the central
bank, or from the markets.42 In addition, the deposit
insurer might purchase reinsurance coverage from
private insurance companies, although such compa-
nies typically do not have resources that are adequate
to cover systemic banking problems. As indicated
above, provisions should be made for the government
to cover shortfalls in the fund by, for example, impos-
ing an ex post levy or additional insurance premiums
stretched over time. This provision wi l l reduce the
impact of the system's demands on the budget in the
longer term and wi l l enhance financial stability and
fiscal sustainability. Partly because the central bank
has very limited capital of its own, I M F staff have
generally recommended that the government, not the
central bank, support a system, although a central
bank may provide temporary lender-of-last-resort
support to a system with a government guarantee.43

The Government Guarantee

The following points should be considered when
a government guarantees the deposit insurance
agency:

• The government's explicit and irrevocable guar-
antee should be provided under the law that es-
tablishes the deposit insurance agency. The fund
may need a government guarantee to be credible
with the public. If banking supervision is
strengthened and the agency is properly man-
aged, there should never be any reason to acti-
vate this guarantee.

• To maintain the credibility of the system, the
agency should have the power to borrow ac-
cording to rules but without any limit on the
amount needed to restore its viability from the
treasury/debt agency or the central bank and
issue bonds and notes in the markets. The
agency would have no authority to take a loan
from any other financial institution. The agency
could need to borrow if it were to have insuffi-
cient resources to pay out or transfer deposits. It
could be illiquid but solvent, because it had in-
vested in long-term government securities for
which there may not be a liquid market. In this

42Funds raised in the national debt markets are monetarily neu-
tral, which is important where bank solvency is a problem.

43Central banks typically have very little capital and no power
to tax; therefore, all too frequently, the only way to cover any
losses they incur is to print money. From a fiscal perspective, the
accounts of the central bank and the government should be con-
solidated; although the budget effects of lender-of-last-resort and
deposit insurance system losses are often hidden as "quasi-fiscal"
losses at the central bank.

situation, it could discount its assets or borrow
against its assets from the central bank. It could
also be allowed to borrow from the markets.

• The agency would not need to provide good col-
lateral against loans from the central bank where
it has full government backing. (The central
banking act should reflect this recommendation.)
The government's guarantee of the deposit in-
surance system would ensure that any central
bank liquidity support is repaid. The agency
would not need prior approval from the ministry
of finance to borrow from the central bank.

• The deposit insurance agency would need to
seek prior approval (from the ministry of finance
and central bank) regarding the timing of bor-
rowing from the markets. Given the government
guarantee, the agency should be required to seek
prior approval from the ministry of finance for
any borrowing in the markets, to avoid a situa-
tion where such borrowing would conflict with
the timing of other government issues or with
the objectives of monetary management.

• The agency should have the authority to impose
special, additional, ex post assessments on all
member institutions, as needed; for example, to
repay borrowed funds. The law should specify a
limit to the combined assessments that could be
imposed on banks in any one year. For example,
analysis might reveal that it would be unwise to
let the sum of regular and special assessments
exceed 1 or 2 percent of total deposits in any one
year. However, although the industry would not
have the capacity to pay an unlimited amount in
any one year, special assessments could be re-
peated until borrowed funds are repaid.

A Summary of IMF Advice

The recommendations above seek to create an in-
centive-compatible system of deposit protection to
keep the banking system sound and to avert crises. A
properly designed system of deposit protection can
help underpin the stability of the system while limit-
ing government outlays, i f it is introduced (1) in situ-
ations of reasonably solvent (possibly restructured)
banks; (2) with the support of adequate prudential
regulation and supervision; and (3) if accompanied
by well-formulated lender-of-last-resort policies by
the central bank or others.44 The severe problems in
the U .S . savings and loan industry in the 1980s
demonstrated that a poorly designed deposit insur-
ance system can weaken internal controls, thwart

44Having a currency board forced Argentina to use alternative
means to support illiquid banks.
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market discipline, and hamper supervisory action.
Consequently, good design is important. While a
weak incentive structure wi l l not necessarily make a
system insolvent, it may lead to higher premiums or
additional supervision and regulation, both of which
wil l be opposed by the banking community as limit-
ing the growth of their industry.

The I M F has advised that deposit insurance can
assist in the maintenance of a stable system, but only
if it is accompanied by an effective system of super-
vision and clear legislation, including firm entry and
exit policies. A n efficient and competitive banking
system should allow for entry of new banks (that are
adequately capitalized and have fit and proper own-
ers and managers) and, more important, should force
the early exit of nonviable and insolvent banks
whose presence can distort competition and lead to a
rapid buildup of losses.45 The legal and supervisory
framework should allow for a spectrum of prompt
corrective actions to restore troubled banks to health,
or facilitate their resolution in order to keep individ-
ual insolvencies from developing into systemic un-
soundness. However, prompt exit reduces the losses

45While a discussion of viable and nonviable banks is beyond
the scope of this paper, a viable bank is one that has enough earn-
ing assets in relation to liabilities to be profitable enough to re-
build capital to acceptable levels over a short time (two- to three-
year) horizon. See Lindgren, Garcia, and Saal (1996).

that are incurred and is facilitated by formal provi-
sions that protect small depositors from loss. Such
protection helps to avoid the public complaints and
political pressures that often accompany the closing
of uninsured banks. Fears of public outcry have
sometimes persuaded officials to keep troubled
banks operating unresolved until runs occur.

I M F advice has cautioned that, as far as possible,
deposit insurance should not be introduced in situa-
tions where banks are widely believed to be insol-
vent and where banking supervision is inadequate.
The reason is that in such situations, the govern-
ment wi l l be tempted to give depositors a compre-
hensive guarantee that wi l l be very expensive for it
to underwrite and that it may not have the means to
support. In addition, such a full guarantee may re-
ward those who allowed the banking problems to
occur in the first place. A n additional problem is
that it may allow the authorities to avoid taking the
measures that are needed to strengthen the system,
and so set the stage for a repetition of problems in
the future.

With or without a system of deposit insurance, de-
spite all precautions, careful design and implementa-
tion of the system, mistakes may be made and/or
contagion can bring a banking crisis even to well-
prepared countries. In that event, additional mea-
sures that are discussed in Section IV may become
necessary.
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Arecent survey of 85 different systems of deposit
protection found that of the 85, 67 countries of-

fered an explicit, limited deposit insurance system in
normal times (see Table A1 of the Statistical Appen-
dix).46 They are the focus of the survey that follows.47

As Table 2 shows, four of the surveyed countries are
in Africa, 10 are in Asia, 32 are in Europe, four are in
the Middle East, and 17 are in the Americas.

Year of Origin of Limited Deposit
Insurance Systems

Although two of the three systems in the United
States (one for commercial banks and the second for
savings associations) were started in the 1930s, it was
not until the 1960s that other countries began to adopt
the deposit insurance systems that are still in exis-
tence.48 Eight schemes were initiated in the 1960s, and
nine in the 1970s. As the incidence of banking crises
escalated in the 1980s, 19 schemes were initiated
during the decade. Thirty new limited systems com-
menced during the 1990s, as banking problems con-
tinued to escalate on all continents. (See Figure 2).

Revisions to deposit insurance systems have been
quite common, especially since the European Union
Directive in 1994.49

46Seventy-two countries had systems that were explicitly de-
fined in law and/or regulation. Full coverage was being offered in
Spring 2000 in 10 of these countries. In seven of the full-coverage
cases, comprehensive coverage replaces systems that have limited
scope in normal times. Six African countries that have not fully
ratified their agreement to form a regional insurance system and
the system in Panama are excluded from the survey because it ap-
plies the guarantee only to credit cooperatives. Russia is also ex-
cluded because of a dearth of information.

47The entries in the Tables A1 through A7 of the Statistical Ap-
pendix extend and update into the second quarter of 2000 the survey
results presented in Garcia (1999), which were exhaustively re-
viewed. Every effort has been made to include new schemes in the
tables and to reflect revisions that have been made to existing
schemes. The author requests the reader's forgiveness if any
changes have been missed, because changes are frequent at present.

48Some states within the United States began a deposit insur-
ance system earlier, as did the former Czechoslovakia.

49In addition to the revisions included in the Statistical Appendix,
the United Kingdom expected to revise its system before long.

The survey, whose results are presented in the Sta-
tistical Appendix tables, wi l l be used to throw some
light on common practices. Later, the survey wi l l
also be used to examine the extent to which good
practices have been adopted, and where they have
been disregarded.50 It finds that countries are in-
creasingly adopting provisions that temper incentive
problems, but certain deficiencies remain in some
instances.

The Deposit Insurance Agency: Role
and Responsibilities

There are basically two models for the role and re-
sponsibilities of a deposit insurance agency. Under a
narrow construction, the deposit insurance system's
obligation is to pay depositors of failed banks when
instructed to do so by the appropriate authority,
which is frequently the bank supervisor, and to ac-
quire the funds by collecting premiums and building
a fund or by imposing ex post assessments. The de-
posit insurance agency in 34 countries plays such a
narrow role. The alternative model for the agency is
much more comprehensive. The agency takes charge
of failed banks and resolves them according to the
country's laws. The deposit insurance agency in 33
countries carries a broad range of responsibilities
that often includes anticipating bank problems and
resolving failed banks. The narrow construction
dominates in Europe, but broader responsibilities are
common in As ia and the Western Hemisphere.
Moreover, a number of countries have recently
broadened the role for their agencies or they are con-
sidering enlarging those responsibilities. None is
known to be considering reducing that role.

Membership

Table A1 of the Statistical Appendix shows that, to
avoid the problem of adverse selection, 62 of the

50Issues relating to prompt corrective action, failure resolution,
and speed of depositor compensation were not surveyed.
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Table 2. Countries with Explicit, Limited Deposit Insurance Systems

Africa Asia Europe Middle East Western Hemisphere
(4) (10) (32) (4) (17)

Kenya Bangladesh
Nigeria India
Tanzania Japan
Uganda Kazakhstan

Korea
Marshall Islands
Micronesia
Philippines
Sri Lanka
Taiwan Province of China

Austria Latvia Bahrain Argentina
Belgium Lithuania Lebanon Barbados
Bulgaria Luxembourg Morocco Brazil
Croatia Macedonia Oman Canada
Czech Rep. Netherlands Chile
Denmark Norway Colombia
Estonia Poland Dominican Republic
Finland Portugal Ecuador
France Romania El Salvador
Germany Slovak Rep. Guatemala
Gibraltar Spain Honduras
Greece Sweden Jamaica
Hungary Switzerland Mexico
Iceland Turkey Peru
Ireland Ukraine Trinidad & Tobago
Italy United Kingdom United States

Venezuela

Source: Survey results presented in Table A7 of the Statistical Appendix.

Figure 2. Decade of Origination of Explicit
Deposit Insurance Systems
(Number of Countries)
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Source: IMF staff survey.

premiums as an alternative means to combat adverse
selection.52

While objectives are not investigated by the sur-
vey, they can sometimes be inferred from deposit in-
surance practices. For example, i f the objective of
the system is primarily to protect small depositors, a
country is likely to include all institutions that are l i -
censed to accept deposits (particularly, small de-
posits) from the public. To reduce unfairness to well-
supervised institutions, the country makes an effort
to oversee all insured institutions to the same strict
standards. But, where a country is more interested in
maintaining financial stability, it may confine mem-
bership to those classes of institution that it consid-
ers to have systemic importance. In this case, mem-
bership may be focused principally on commercial
banks. There may also be subsidiary insurance
schemes for smaller, or less systematically important
groups of institutions, such as savings associations
and credit cooperatives.

Table A 2 of the Statistical Appendix examines
these issues and finds that countries typically at-
tempt to cover (in one or more insurance system) all
institutions that take deposits. Confining coverage to
licensed commercial banks tends to be the excep-
tion, not the general rule (column 2, Table A3) .

52The voluntary system in Sri Lanka began in 1987 by charging
its 13 members a premium of 0.04 percent of deposits. In 1992,
the premium was raised to 0.15 percent and two banks withdrew.
Only seven members currently remain.

systems surveyed are compulsory.51 Nevertheless,
seven schemes are voluntary and three of the volun-
tary schemes (those in the Dominican Republic, Sri
Lanka, and Switzerland) do not impose risk-adjusted

51The sum of the numbers of compulsory and voluntary systems
exceeds 67 because some countries have more than one deposit
insurance system.
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Countries typically require the branches and sub-
sidiaries of foreign banks that are operating (taking
small deposits) within a country to belong to the sys-
tem (column 3, Table A2). Countries in the European
Union may relax this requirement somewhat by
granting exemptions to foreign institutions that are
covered by their home system of deposit insurance,
although they may allow them to join if coverage in
the host country's system is more generous than the
home scheme. Country authorities typically see their
responsibility to protect their citizens. Thus, they
typically do not insure the deposits that domestic
banks take offshore (column 4, Table A2). The sur-
vey noted two exceptions to this general practice.
The first covers countries of the European Union,
which often offer coverage to customers of their
banks anywhere within the European Union. The
second exception is countries that are particularly
dependent on foreign deposits and fear the impact of
their loss on the domestic financial system.

Funding the Deposit Insurance System

Funding for the system of deposit insurance has to
be adequate, and has to be seen by the public to be
sufficient, i f the system is to succeed in compensat-
ing depositors and maintaining public confidence.
To this end, there are a number of issues to be ad-
dressed. They include whether (1) funding should be
mainly private, but have public backing in emergen-
cies; (2) the system should accumulate a fund or im-
pose ex post levies; and (3) whether to give to de-
positors or the insurance system legal priority over
the assets of the failed bank.

Private Funding

A deposit insurance system that is privately
funded encourages bankers to keep their institutions
sound. A l l but one of the 67 of the explicit, limited
systems in the survey are privately funded by their
member institutions. Only Chile offers an exception;
its system is fully funded by the government.

Official Backing

As discussed in Section II, an underfunded
scheme wi l l prove to be an obstacle to closing failed
banks and so may lead to costly forbearance.53

Countries usually decide that they want the govern-

53The best known example of an insolvent insurance scheme is
perhaps the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation in
the United States, which practiced forbearance for a number of
years with costly consequences for U.S. taxpayers.

ment to back up a well-run system of deposit insur-
ance that is met by unexpected demands on its re-
sources and is in need of additional funds in order to
carry out its responsibilities. Consequently, many
countries make provisions for the government
(preferably, but not always through the ministry of
finance) to assist a depleted fund with loans. While
66 of the explicit, limited systems have private fund-
ing, 55 have access to public funding. Some have al-
ready received financial help from official sources to
get the system started or to cope with a systemic
banking crisis; others expect to obtain it when they
need assistance (column 3, Table A3) . To contain
moral hazard among bankers, banks must be re-
quired to repay their loans, including those from the
government.

The Canadian government goes further in requir-
ing that the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation
(CDIC) pay a "credit enhancement fee" to the gov-
ernment when it borrows funds in the private mar-
kets. The rationale is that, as a Crown Corporation,
the C D I C can borrow at a lower rate than it would if
it were a private corporation. The fee covers the dif-
ference. Thus, when the CDIC borrows it pays a pri-
vate market rate.

As mentioned in the discussion of good practices,
a reticence to commit public funds would be under-
standable where a deposit insurance scheme is pri-
vately run because of potential conflicts of interest.
The information in two of the tables in the Statistical
Appendix (Tables A 4 and A8) brings to light cases
where such conflicts of interest may exist among ex
post systems. The two tables show that seven of the
privately administered ex post systems do have ac-
cess to back-up funding from the government. In
two other instances, however, the authorities explic-
itly deny that they offer backup funding. The situa-
tion is unspecified and unclear in the other three in-
stances. Only one ex post system (in the
Netherlands) is operated by the government.

Ex Post Schemes and Funded Deposit
Insurance Schemes

A country has a choice between funding its system
of deposit insurance ex ante by regularly charging
premiums to member banks and accumulating them
in a fund, or imposing a levy on surviving member
institutions after a member bank fails. As shown in
column 4 of Table A 3 , most (58) countries have
opted for a funded system.

However, nine countries—Austria, Bahrain, Ger-
many (for its private system), Gibraltar, Italy, Lux-
embourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom—fund their systems solely or
mainly by imposing a levy on members after a bank
fails and its depositors need to be compensated. Ex
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post funding is more popular in Western Europe than
elsewhere. That popularity is waning, however; Ger-
many instituted a government-run funded scheme in
1998, France changed from an ex post to a funded
system in 1999, Bahrain has draft legislation to fund
its system, and Italy is reported to be considering
switching to a funded system.

Contrasting Ex Post and Funded Deposit
Insurance Systems

Differences need not be inherent in the design of
the two different forms of deposit insurance sys-
tems; but in practice, they exist. There are, in fact, a
number of differences—some important—between
funded and most ex post systems.54 First, five of the
ex post schemes began in Europe in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, which is earlier than many of the
funded schemes.55 Second, ex post schemes were
often initiated by groups of bankers seeking mutual
protection, whereas funded insurance systems have
more typically been sponsored by the government.
Third, seven of the ex post systems have remained
both privately funded and administered. (Bahrain's
and Gibraltar's privately funded systems are jointly
administered.) Four of the ex post, privately admin-
istered schemes have government backing, how-
ever—a situation that presents potential conflicts of
interest.

Funded schemes appear to be more rule-based and
offer less discretion for the administrators and less
uncertainty for those insured than ex post systems.
The reason may be that ex post systems are privately
run by their member institutions and they lack the
authority of a government agency to promulgate and
enforce rules. So, typically, private systems have not
transparently specified members' responsibilities re-
garding sharing the costs of compensating deposi-
tors. They also often lack backstop funding from the
government; are limited in their roles and responsi-
bilities; and, because they are privately run, have
difficulty in obtaining information from the supervi-
sor and the central bank. Given that good practices

54The author is grateful to Charles Siegman for this insight.
55Initially, a number of the ex post schemes were voluntary, but

by the end of the twentieth century all were compulsory. A l l but
one (Bahrain) of the nine ex post systems are located in Europe
and all but two of the European ex post insurance systems (Gibral-
tar and Switzerland) belong to countries that are members of the
European Union. The E U Directive on Deposit Guarantee
Schemes requires member countries to offer compulsory deposit
insurance. Consequently, two member countries (Germany and
Italy) with ex post schemes that were previously voluntary now
offer compulsory systems of deposit insurance. In addition,
France switched from a voluntary, ex post system to a compulsory
funded scheme in mid-1999. As a result, today, both funded and
ex post schemes are now typically mandatory.

recommend transparency and sharing information, it
is perhaps not surprising that most recently created
systems have opted to build a government-spon-
sored fund.

One of the notable ambiguities in ex post systems
concerns the base on which the insurance obligation
is to be calculated. While four ex post countries base
the insurance obligation on insured deposits and an-
other uses total deposits, the base is less specific in
Germany's private schemes, Italy, the Netherlands,
and Switzerland (Table A4).

One of the principal differences between ex post
and funded systems is in the coverage they offer. Ex
post schemes typically offer low coverage. For
example, Austria, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, and Bahrain all offer coverage at less
than per capita GDP (see Figure 1). Only Italy (at 5.5
times per capita GDP) and Germany's private sys-
tem offer coverage above the commonly used rule-
of-thumb of twice per capita GDP. In addition, Aus-
tria (for business deposits), Gibraltar, Luxembourg,
and the United Kingdom also impose a haircut on
deposits under their systems of coinsurance.

There is likely to be a difficulty for a government-
run central bank or supervisory agency to pass confi-
dential information on financial condition of a mem-
ber bank to a privately run bankers' club that is
operating an insurance system. Deposit insurance
staff in Argentina and France have explicitly men-
tioned this difficulty. Germany's private system re-
quires its members to be audited and classified by
the Auditing Association of German Banks, which
can impose disciplinary measures.

Guarding Fund Resources

Investing fund assets wisely will guard fund re-
sources. The survey noted—in column 5 of Table
A3—that many systems place their resources in
domestic government securities. Some encourage in-
vestment in safe assets abroad. Unfortunately, a num-
ber of deposit insurance systems invest their funds in
domestic banks, which places them in jeopardy.

Granting Depositors or the Deposit Insurance
System/Deposit Insurance Agency Legal Priority

From their actions, half of the countries surveyed
(where information was available) perceive the fis-
cal advantages of giving depositors priority over a
failed bank's assets to be more important than the
incentive risks. The other half assess the balance
differently. Table A3, column 6, shows that 31 of
the countries surveyed gave legal priority to deposi-
tors or the deposit insurer, but 30 countries did not.
In other countries, such as Hong Kong SAR and
Malaysia, priority is/was used as a way to protect
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depositors without establishing a formal system.
(Malaysia found legal priority insufficient on its
own to maintain depositor confidence during the
Asian crisis and also introduced an explicit full
guarantee. Hong Kong SAR is considering intro-
ducing a limited system of deposit insurance.)56

Choosing When to Begin

A country must make an important decision re-
garding when to introduce a deposit insurance
scheme. Beginning one too soon before the banking
system has been strengthened can lead to risky be-
havior at weak banks that will lead to major expen-
ditures in resolving failed banks and can cause
the system to become insolvent. Yet, countries are
often tempted to begin a limited, explicit system
when a crisis is imminent or in progress in the mis-
taken belief that it will avoid or cure the crisis. Lim-
ited coverage will not prevent uninsured depositors
from running to safer havens. Even without a sys-
temic crisis but fearing runs, the authorities may
consider setting the coverage rate high—perhaps
too high.

If the public perceives that all banks are weak,
there is a risk of a "flight from the system and from
the currency" to banks abroad. Otherwise, there will
be a flight "to quality" from weak banks to safer in-
stitutions within the country. Only full coverage can
(but not necessarily will) counter flights to quality
and from the currency. Thus, to initiate a limited de-
posit insurance system when there is a risk of de-
posit runs, is to invite such runs. Setting high, but
limited, coverage does not resolve the dilemma. Not
only may there be runs by those depositors who hold
deposits above the limit; but politically, later reduc-
ing the coverage level in order to reduce moral
hazard will prove very difficult.57 Faced with a sys-
temic crisis, a country has two main courses of ac-
tion to avoid runs: retain its existing implicit guaran-
tee; or institute a full, explicit, temporary guarantee.
Questions concerning the placement of a full guar-
antee and its removal are addressed in more detail in
Section IV.

56Among countries granting full guarantee (Costa Rica—for
state-owned banks, Ecuador, Honduras, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Mexico, Thailand, and Turkey), Ecuador, Malaysia,
Mexico, and Turkey had previously granted depositors priority.

57Countries, such as the United States, set a high level when it
raised coverage in 1980 and had to wait for inflation and the
growth of GDP to reduce the coverage ratio to more incentive-
compatible levels. The $100,000 limit set by the United States in
1980 was virtually nine times per capita GDP at that time. It has
taken 19 years to reduce the coverage ratio to the current more in-
centive-compatible level of three times 1999 GDP. The exces-
sively high coverage contributed to the S&L crisis in the 1980s.
(See Garcia and Plautz, 1988, pages 257-279).

Controlling Administrative Costs

Limiting administrative costs is an additional way
to protect system resources. The staff may be kept
small, but may be supplemented in emergencies by
borrowing skilled employees from other agencies.
The scheme (particularly a narrow system of deposit
insurance) may also be managed by another agency,
where it would remain largely dormant until needed.
While the survey did not inquire systematically into
such practices, column 6 of Table A8 of the Statisti-
cal Appendix provides some information on country
practices with regard to running the deposit insur-
ance scheme.

Setting a Target for the Fund

Many countries find it useful for the deposit insur-
ance agency to set a target level for the fund (usually
expressed as a percentage of total or insured de-
posits) that would allow it to attain and retain finan-
cial viability and avoid the financial deficiencies that
lead to forbearance for troubled banks and/or insol-
vency of the fund. Private funding needs to be suffi-
cient to meet all demands that can be expected to be
placed upon it in normal times and in moderately ad-
verse circumstances. When the insurance system is
new, the target will be initially set after forecasting
the income and expenses (including outlays to com-
pensate depositors of failed banks) of the fund. The
target then provides an indication of the premiums
that need to be set, and subsequently whether they
should be reduced when the fund exceeds its target
level, or raised to replenish a depleted fund. Setting
an appropriate target demands a realistic assessment
of the condition of the banking industry, the size and
timing of the financial demands that are likely to be
placed on the fund, the system's ability to borrow
when necessary, and the industry's ability to pay the
necessary premiums without prejudicing its prof-
itability, solvency, and liquidity.58

Canada has adopted a different approach. It re-
quires its system to estimate its future losses and to
make provision for them. Such provisions form a
part of the accumulated fund, which may not be suf-
ficient to compensate depositors in the interval be-
fore the failed bank's assets are sold. Should the
CDIC need liquidity or underestimate the demands
that are placed upon it, it can borrow from the mar-
kets or the government to supplement its small fund.
This process involves partial reliance on ex post
funding to repay the borrowed funds.

Column 2 of Table A4 shows that 29 countries
(most of which have a funded system) maintain a

58If the banking industry is very weak, a deposit insurance
scheme may not be feasible until it has been restructured.
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Figure 3. Insurance Fund Targets and Actual Levels Attained
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target level for the fund, which is often expressed as
a desirable percentage of insured deposits. Eight
have explicitly not set a target. Gibraltar, Italy, and
the United Kingdom have small targets for covering
administrative expenses in their ex post schemes, but
small size does not reflect on the adequacy of the
capital resources of the system in these countries.
The target in funded systems ranges from a low of
0.4 percent of all deposits in Poland to the very high
levels of 20 percent of insured deposits in Kenya,
and an unrealistically high 50 percent in Ecuador.
The level of accumulation actually achieved by most
countries falls below the targeted level. Funding de-
ficiencies are not universal, however. Ukraine re-
ports a healthy balance of 10 percent of insured de-
posits in its fund, Tanzania approximates the target
for its fund, and the United States' balance in its
funds exceeds their targets. (Italy exceeded its low
target for meeting administrative expenses until the
fund recently became depleted by bank failures in
the southern region). Figure 3 shows the varying tar-
gets to which countries aspire and the levels (ex-
pressed as a percentage of insured deposits) that they
actually maintain.

The Premium Base

As deposits are the entity that is insured, most sys-
tems use deposits as the base on which to charge
premiums or to calculate the levy needed to compen-

sate depositors under ex post assessments. Charging
premiums on all of the deposits that a bank holds is
easier to administer than to charge selectively.
Twenty-seven countries do so, but many consider
charging premiums on categories of deposits that are
not eligible for insurance inequitable. Thirty-six
countries, therefore, levy charges against insured de-
posits (Table A4, column 4).

Some systems (six) impose charges on the total
value of deposits in those categories that are eligible
for insurance. These are referred to as "insurable de-
posits" in Table A4. Seven others, such as Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Guatemala, Sweden, Peru, and
Taiwan Province of China, go farther and charge
only for the amount of deposits that would be com-
pensated if the bank were to fail. That is, premiums
are paid on the sum of deposits that lie below the
limit of coverage. That amount is referred to as
"amount covered" in Table A4.

The latter procedure is more equitable in that it
avoids this cross-subsidization of insured deposits
by noninsured deposits, but it can be much more dif-
ficult to administer. In many cases, the information
available (for example, the English translation of a
country's deposit insurance law) was not sufficiently
precise to determine whether premiums were
charged on insured categories of deposits or only on
the amount actually covered. These cases are listed
as "insured deposits" in the table. Clearly, calculat-
ing correctly the amount of deposits actually insured
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Funding the Deposit Insurance System

involves knowing the size distribution of the de-
posits of each depositor in each insured bank. Not all
countries collect the information necessary to make
this calculation, especially on a regular basis.

A few countries use a base other than deposits.
For example, Norway bases its charges on risk-ad-
justed assets. Poland charges premiums on deposits
but sets an upper bound to those premiums that is
based on risk-adjusted assets.

Premiums Levied
A scheme that relies on an accumulated fund will

need to charge adequate premiums. Table A4 shows
that 58 systems charge premiums at regular inter-
vals. The size of the premium needed to maintain a
healthy fund will depend on the current condition of
the banking system and its future prospects. Premi-
ums charged in 1999 ranged from a temporary zero
percent of deposits for strong banks in the United
States,59 and a regular low of 0.005 percent in
Bangladesh, and a high of 2 percent in Venezuela,
which has experienced severe banking problems in
the mid-1990s (see Table A4 of the Statistical Ap-
pendix). Figure 4 shows a distribution of premiums
by size, and deposit base. The mode of the distribu-
tion is 0.15 percent and the medium lies in the band
between 0.2 an 0.3 percent.

Without detailed knowledge of the condition of
each country's banking system and deposit insur-
ance system, judging whether the premiums being
charged are adequate to cover immediate outlays or
to accumulate a fund sufficient to survive the next
banking crisis is difficult. However, it is noticeable
that the actual level of the accumulated fund falls
well below its target level in one-third of the 29
countries that maintain a target, suggesting that pre-
miums in these countries are not currently adequate
to meet the needs they face. Moreover, lax account-
ing permits systems in some countries to report mis-
leadingly healthy levels of accumulated resources.60

In addition, premiums in other countries that do not
set a target may also be insufficient to cover the risks
that the system faces.

Risk-Adjusting Premiums
Adjusting the premiums that banks pay for risk is

conceptually a challenging process. In addition,

59By law, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in the
United States does not impose premiums on the highest quality
banks when its fund is above its statutory target level of 1.25 per-
cent of insured deposits, as it is in the year 2000.

60For example, a deposit insurance scheme may have made a fi-
nancial assistance loan to a very weak bank that may not be repaid
but allows the bank to keep operating. The system may not have
made provision for the losses expected on this loan.

there are at least two practical problems to risk-ad-
justing the premiums banks pay for the deposit guar-
antee. Solving these problems may be expected to
elicit country-specific responses.

The first problem is accurately forecasting the de-
gree of risk that a bank places on the fund—it is a
skill that is currently undeveloped. Moreover, the
risk premiums imposed by the deposit insurance
agency need to be based on objective criteria so that
they can be justified to the bank and the courts,
should the bank challenge the ruling. Two popular
candidates for inclusion in the calculation of a
bank's risk to the deposit insurance system are capi-
tal adequacy and supervisory rating. Some countries
use one, some the other, while others, including the
United States, combines capital adequacy and
CAMELS rating into a composite measure. There
are disadvantages to these measures, however. Capi-
tal adequacy, even when accurately measured, tends
to be a lagging indicator of bank condition, and is
also subject to manipulation through a bank's system
of loan classification and provisioning. Although su-
pervisory ratings are kept confidential in most coun-
tries, they will be revealed if the bank's annual ac-
counts report the premium the bank is paying.61 An
alternative, more direct approach to risk-adjustment
(used by Norway, Poland, and Germany's system for
savings and cooperative banks) is to charge flat-rate
premiums on risk-adjusted assets instead of deposits,
so that banks with less risky assets pay less for their
insurance.62 This approach saves the banks some ef-
fort because they have already calculated the risk-
adjusted assets in order to assess their capital ade-
quacy. However, it may place undue emphasis on
imprecisely measured risk-adjusted assets.

A number of other countries use a complex for-
mula to assess risk (Argentina, Canada, Italy, Kaza-
khstan, Romania, and Taiwan Province of China). To
retain confidentiality and track risk accurately, the
calculation of the risk premium can be designed to be
complex; yet there is a valid argument for simplicity,
transparency, and accountability in premium setting.
The just-mentioned characteristics may be desirable
when the financial system is sound, but are unattain-
able when it is weak. Thus, countries may want to an-
nounce their intention to risk-adjust premiums and
then set a timetable for successive stages of widening
the premium band so that the banks have time to
make complementary adjustments as they wish.

61 The current proposal by the Basel Committee on Banking Su-
pervision to allow supervisors to set institution-specific capital ad-
equacy ratios would make it more difficult for the public to dis-
cover its supervisory rating.

62Poland also uses risk-based assets to provide an upper bound
on premiums that are, in practice, determined as a percentage of
total deposits.
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Figure 4. Premiums on Total Deposits, Insurable Deposits, and
Covered Deposits
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Deposit Coverage

The second problem is that a degree of subsidy is
inherent in insurance. If premiums were to precisely
represent a bank's risk to the fund, they would be-
come prohibitively expensive for already weak insti-
tutions. This observation reinforces the argument
that the gradations in risk-adjustment should be in-
troduced slowly, so that institutions can adapt their
behavior over time by improving their management
control practices in addition to reducing their risk
exposure and thus the subsidy they are to receive
from their stronger peers.

Given the difficulty in executing an equitable sys-
tem of risk-adjusting premiums, a surprisingly large
number of countries attempt to do so. The systems
in 24 countries (Argentina, Canada, Colombia,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Finland, France, Germany's
private system, Hungary, Italy, Kazakhstan, Mace-
donia, Mexico, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Ro-
mania, Sweden, Taiwan Province of China, Turkey,
the United States, and its two Asian island protec-
torates—the Marshall Islands and Micronesia) cur-
rently set risk-adjusted insurance premiums (column
6, Table A4).63 This is a marked increase in number
from earlier in the decade of the 1990s.

Deposit Coverage

Limiting the coverage offered by the system of
deposit insurance is the most common way to con-
tain the moral hazard that deposit protection offers
both to banks and their depositors. The actual objec-
tives chosen for the system will influence a number
of decisions that have to be made. These decisions
include: (1) what types of institutions should be eli-
gible to join the system; (2) which financial instru-
ments should be covered; (3) which types of deposi-
tors should be covered and which excluded; (4) the
amount that is covered; (5) whether the basic
amount should be covered in full or whether a hair-
cut should be imposed on the covered amount under
a system of coinsurance; and (6) deciding whether to
switch to full coverage in a systemic emergency.
This survey examines country practices with regard
to all of the seven questions.

While country objectives were not explicitly sur-
veyed, clearly they will influence membership and
coverage. It is, for example, possible to discern from
countries' behavior with regard to coverage that in
most countries, consumer protection is one of the top
priorities for a system. Deposit insurance is designed
to conserve the time and money of the small deposi-
tor for whom it is not feasible or not cost-effective to

63Each of these systems is compulsory despite the risk-adjusted
premiums.

monitor the condition of his/her bank. Protecting the
stability of the financial system by promoting confi-
dence and avoiding bank runs is a second high-prior-
ity objective. Resolution of a number of conceptual
and practical issues follow from a careful explica-
tion of the system's priorities.

Limited and Full Coverage

Currently, almost all countries place limits on the
explicit coverage they offer. Six countries (Ecuador,
Honduras, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Turkey) that
normally have explicit but limited coverage, have
temporarily, but explicitly, extended full coverage
during times of acute financial distress (see Table A5
of the Statistical Appendix).64 These countries plan
to return to limited coverage when they can. An ad-
ditional three countries without a system of deposit
insurance (Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand) have
explicitly extended full coverage during their finan-
cial emergencies, and all but Malaysia have already
announced their intention to convert to limited cov-
erage when their crises are over.

Setting the Limits on Coverage

The coverage limit should be low enough to en-
courage large depositors and sophisticated creditors
to monitor and discipline their bank. Sophisticated
depositors exert this discipline by demanding higher
deposit rates from weaker banks in compensation for
the higher risk of loss they are accepting; in other
circumstances, depositors may withhold funds en-
tirely from a particularly troubled bank.

There is a wide range to the limits that a country
sets for its deposit insurance system, but there is
greater uniformity in the European Union, where a
minimum coverage (€20,000 in the year 2000) is
prescribed. Translating the limits countries offer into
either 1998 dollars or euros, coverage ranges from
the dollar equivalent of a low of $120 in Ukraine to a
high of $253,520 in Norway (excluding countries of-
fering a full guarantee). While Germany's official
scheme offers limited coverage, Beck (2000) argues
that the private system offers virtually unlimited
coverage to customers of member commercial
banks. Corrective discipline is exercised by fellow
members, which will be assessed ex post to meet de-
ficiencies, rather than by depositors.

Any given limit expressed in dollar values (as in
column 2 of Table A5) will be more generous in a
country that has a low level of per capita income
than where incomes are higher. While IMF staff typ-
ically uses the world average of per capita GDP as a

64Jamaica recently ended its full coverage.
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Figure 5. Deposit Coverage by Continent
(unweighted)
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rough rule of thumb for appropriately limiting cov-
erage, coverage observed in the survey is sometimes
high and can considerably exceed the rule-of-thumb

limit. Consequently, Figure 1 shows coverage per
capita country by country and Figure 5 shows that
the unweighted average coverage ratio worldwide is
2.4 times per capita GDP; with the highest average
in the Middle East and the lowest in Europe. The
weighted average is lower at 2.1 times per capita
GDP. This number falls to 1.8 times per capita GDP
if the largest country, the United States, which has
relative high coverage, is excluded. The individual
country offering the highest per capita coverage is
Oman, which guaranteed up to 8.8 times 1999 per
capita GDP. The lowest ratio for coverage that ap-
pears in the survey is that of Ukraine, which covers
only a small fraction of per capita GDP.

As Figure 6 shows, countries typically cover a
high percentage of the number of deposit accounts.
Excluding countries offering a comprehensive guar-
antee, the percentage of accounts covered in full is
typically over 90 percent, although it is lower in
Kenya, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania (see Table
A6 of the Statistical Appendix). As is appropriate,
the guarantee covers a typically much smaller
percentage of the value of deposits, ranging from
negligible in Estonia and Sri Lanka, to 12 percent in
Tanzania, to a high of 76 percent in Norway (see
Figure 7).

Figure 6. Percentage of the Number of Depositors Covered
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Adjusting the Limits on Coverage

Coverage can be adjusted upwards over time to
reflect higher GDP and faster rates of inflation. If the
coverage ratio was initially set very low because the
system fund needed time to build its resources, the
level can be raised as the fund matures. The adjust-
ments can be made by indexing coverage or making,
preferably rare, adjustments. There is both an advan-
tage and a disadvantage to indexing coverage levels.
The advantage is that it avoids setting unduly high
limits initially; the disadvantage is that it will be
hard for the public to keep abreast of repeated
changes in the coverage level. Also, indexing cover-
age typically results in unrounded numbers, whereas
round figures are easier to remember and use.

Applying the Limit Per Deposit or Per Depositor

Conceptually, a country could apply its coverage
limit to each and every deposit that a depositor held
anywhere in the country. This would allow a deposi-
tor to split his/her funds into a number of accounts at
the same bank and gain virtually unlimited coverage.
Far fewer countries do this today than did a few
years ago. There has been a shift from per-deposit to
per-depositor coverage since the earlier surveys

(Kyei 1995; Lindgren and Garcia 1996). In fact, per-
deposit coverage is offered in only one country (the
Dominican Republic) today.

Most countries apply their limit to the sum of all
the deposits that a customer holds at any particular
bank. This arrangement allows a depositor to obtain
coverage above the limit by splitting his/her funds
across a number of banks. This relaxes the limit
somewhat, but does not allow the largest depositors
to obtain full coverage. Some countries might want
to go further and seek to limit coverage at any point
in time to the sum of any individual depositor's ac-
counts across all banks, regardless of the number of
accounts held in any or all banks. In fact, Chile at-
tempts to do this by imposing a limit on coverage
available in any year on deposits held by any single
depositor anywhere in the financial system.

Coinsurance

Some countries attempt to strike a balance be-
tween discouraging moral hazard and avoiding sys-
temic runs by adopting a system of coinsurance. In
20 deposit insurance systems (those in Austria,
Bahrain, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, the Czech Re-
public, the Dominican Republic, Estonia, Germany,
Gibraltar, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Lux-

Source: IMF staff survey.
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Figure 8. In Practice: Exclusions in the
Year 2000
(Number of Schemes)

III A SURVEY OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE PRACTICES

embourg, Macedonia, Oman, Poland, Portugal, and
the United Kingdom) the depositor loses a small per-
centage of the covered deposit but is reimbursed for
the majority by the system. (See column 5 of Table
A5). The haircut commonly ranges from 10 percent
to 25 percent, but some countries, such as Bulgaria
and Kazakhstan, have multiple tranches on which
they impose successively higher haircuts that range
up to 50 percent of the initial deposit. To protect
"widows and orphans," it is preferable to cover a
very small deposit in full and coinsure above that
level. This dual arrangement will reduce the incen-
tive for retail runs while maintaining market disci-
pline. In fact, 15 countries impose a haircut on all of
the insured deposit, while only five use coinsurance
above the basic coverage limit.

Which Deposits to Cover and Which
to Exclude?

Most countries aim to protect small depositors
while requiring larger depositors to monitor the con-
dition of their bank and contain moral hazard. Of the
two contrasting approaches used to achieve these
two objectives, one makes the objective of deposit
protection politically and conceptually clear, while
the other is easier to administer and effect speedy
compensation.65

The survey revealed that eight systems cover de-
posits of all types and 21 cover most kinds (see col-
umn 2 of Table A6). However, 17 systems exclude
all foreign currency deposits and nine schemes in
countries that are in, or aspire to be in, the European
Union exclude some non-EU currency deposits from
coverage. Some countries that cover foreign deposits
(for example, France, Honduras, Jamaica, Latvia,
and Ukraine, among others), pay out in domestic
currency to help protect the system from exposure to
foreign exchange risk. Fifty-four systems do not
cover interbank deposits. Thirty-three systems ex-
clude government deposits and 34 countries explic-
itly do not guarantee the deposits of insiders who
could use privileged information to take advantage
of the guarantee. Twenty-three countries explicitly
exclude illegal deposits in their deposit insurance
laws. Nine countries exclude deposits that pay ex-
ceptionally high rates. This exclusion serves to dis-
courage weak institutions from bidding for deposits
and gambling for recovery with the proceeds and

65The U.S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and
the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC) each have
computer programs into which they feed a failed institution's data
to identify insured depositors and the amounts owed to them. The
fewer the exclusions from coverage, the more effective are these
programs. Lacking exclusions, the FDIC typically compensates
depositors within three days.

raising the costs of intermediation for their stronger
competitors. Eighteen countries guarantee only, or
mainly, household deposits. Evidently, as shown in
Figure 8, a large number of countries find it worth-
while to undertake the administrative burden of giv-
ing preference to less sophisticated depositors—
probably for political rather than financial reasons.

Full Coverage in a Crisis

Ecuador, Honduras, Japan, Indonesia, Korea,
Malaysia, Mexico, Thailand, and Turkey currently
offer coverage in full to depositors and creditors of
all types and also most other liabilities. Chile covers
demand deposits in full to protect the payment sys-
tem, but offers limited coverage on other types of ac-
counts. The comprehensive coverage in six of these
countries (Ecuador, Honduras, Japan, Korea, Mex-
ico, and Turkey) overrides the regular deposit insur-
ance coverage in these countries. The other three
countries previously had no explicit system.

Most of these countries began offering full cover-
age when they perceived a financial emergency, with
the intention of replacing full emergency coverage
with a limited system after the banking system had
been restructured to soundness. Sweden, Finland, and
Jamaica also offered full coverage during their finan-
cial crises but have already retracted it and replaced it
with a system of limited coverage. As discussed fur-
ther in Section IV, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Turkey plan to replace their comprehensive guaran-
tees when their crises are over, but have not specified
a time for doing so. Ecuador plans to limit coverage
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Governance

in the year 2001, Japan and Honduras in 2002, Korea
by the end of 2000, and Mexico plans to complete
phasing out its blanket coverage by 2005.

Timing the Repayment

The speed with which a depositor regains access
to his funds affects the value of the coverage of-
fered. Delay reduces any stated coverage value ac-
cording to the time-value of money and the incon-
venience imposed on the depositor by the delay.
Whatever the degree of coverage, small depositors
at failed banks typically need access to their insured
funds rapidly. In effect, delaying payment reduces
the value of coverage and increases systemic uncer-
tainty. Thus, it behooves the deposit insurer to com-
pensate insured depositors immediately, but cer-
tainly within 30 days; otherwise, the credibility of
the system can be undermined, depositors may run
from weak banks, and the retail payment systems
may be disrupted. Depositors, finding themselves
without their transactions and savings balances,
may curtail their expenditure, which can cause or
exacerbate a recession. The FDIC's practice of pay-
ing compensation within three days is a good exam-
ple of prompt payment. In many countries, how-
ever, the survey found that repayment is remarkably
slow. The EU Directive allows countries three
months to make payment, but allows them to extend
the time period in unusual circumstances. (Column
4, Table A7.)

Governance

Correct alignment of the deposit protection
scheme with respect to three topics facilitates con-
trol over agency problems.66 The first necessity is to
ensure adequate funding. The second is to specify
clearly the system's role and responsibilities. They
were discussed earlier. The third is to design an ap-
propriate organizational structure.

Organizational Structure

In the quest for potential independence and appro-
priate accountability, in 29 countries the deposit in-
surer constitutes a separate, independent legal entity
(see column 6 of Table A8). Nevertheless, in a num-
ber of instances, it was, either in law or in practice,
under the control of a government agency, which is
usually the central bank or the ministry of finance,

66As discussed in footnote 1, agency problems involve a lack of
coincidence between the principal in a transaction and the party
acting as the agent for its execution.

but is sometimes the bank supervisor. The deposit
insurer was found to be subordinate to the central
bank in one-third of the countries, and to either the
ministry of finance or the supervisory agency in an-
other third. Even so, the deposit insurance agency
does not normally have the power to grant or with-
draw bank licenses, to supervise, or to provide
lender-of-last-resort credit to failing banks, because
that would detract from the stature of the supervisor
and possibly diminish its effectiveness.

The Board of Directors

The survey shows that privately run systems are
operated by bankers, who also typically are included
on the boards of jointly run systems, while less fre-
quently on government-run systems (see column 6,
Table A8). Government-run schemes typically in-
clude representatives of the supervisory agency, the
ministry of finance, and the central bank represented
ex officio on the board of the deposit insurance
agency. In relatively few instances, the chairman and
the majority of the board are worthy, experienced,
but independent members of the public with no cur-
rent ties to the banking industry.

Good practices suggest that the government
should provide back-up funding. Consequently,
leaving financial decisions to a board of bankers is
likely to result in an underfunded scheme. Never-
theless, the privately run schemes in Argentina
and Germany have been successful to date. How-
ever, bankers can form a consultative committee to
advise the board of a publicly funded deposit insur-
ance scheme. There is a wide dispersion in arrange-
ments regarding the running of the system. Thirteen
schemes are privately administered, 39 are run by the
government, and 16 are jointly operated (columns
3-5, Table A8). The authorities are able to exert
some influence over some privately run schemes,
such as those in Argentina and Brazil.

The danger of banks providing insufficient pri-
vate resources to maintain the solvency of the fund,
as they hope to be subsidized by a government, ap-
pears to be a reality in more than half of the systems
surveyed. Nine of the privately run systems and 12
of the 16 jointly run systems have financial backing
from the government. The remaining privately run
schemes and 4 jointly operated systems, however,
have attempted to avoid this particular agency prob-
lem by refraining from providing government finan-
cial support. In some cases, the law is silent on the
subject of funding; in others, government financial
backing is explicitly foresworn. However, whether
those governments that have made a precommit-
ment not to fund the system can sustain this com-
mitment in face of an underfunded system remains
to be seen.
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Table 3. Characteristics of Deposit Insurance Systems by Continent in 1995 and 2000

Source: IMF staff survey.

Trends and Convergence to
Good Practice

A number of major changes in deposit insurance
practices can be observed in comparison to the ear-
lier surveys of Kyei (1995) and Lindgren and
Garcia (1996). A summary comparison between the
present survey and that of Kyei (1995) is presented
in Table 3. It shows that there are many more (67)
explicit systems in 2000 than there were in 1995,
since a number of the countries listed in Kyei
(1995) as having implicit schemes have replaced
them with formal, explicit schemes in a major shift
toward following good practices. In addition, other
countries that were not included in the survey
by Kyei have also recently put in place explicit
systems.

A number of other trends have developed since
Kyei's survey. First, the increase in formal systems
has been marked in Europe, where the number has
risen from 23 in 1995 to 32 in 1999. There has been
no increase in the number (4) of systems in Africa,
although six Central African countries agreed to
form a regional system of deposit insurance in 1999.
A year later, however, only two of the signatories
have ratified the agreement, which will not go into
effect until all do so. There has also been some
growth in the number of systems in the Middle East
and the Americas. In the Western Hemisphere, the
number of explicit systems has risen to 17 in 2000
from 11 in 1995. In addition, a number of additional
countries in the Americas are planning to introduce
formal systems to replace their implicit ones. The in-
troduction of new systems may be expected in Asia
as countries recover from their financial crises and
replace the full guarantees they have put in place
with limited coverage.

Second, more countries—more than one-third of
the total—now risk-adjust their deposit insurance
premiums. Only two countries (other than the United
States' protectorates in Asia) were identified in Kyei
(1995) as adjusting their insurance premiums for
risk. The increase in risk-adjusting countries has oc-
curred in Africa, Europe, and the Americas. Assum-
ing that the risk-adjustment is being well executed,
this change constitutes a substantial shift toward
good practices.

Third, there is a shift away from voluntary systems
to compulsory schemes. Today, nine of every ten sys-
tems seek to avoid adverse selection in this way,
whereas only just over half did so in the mid-1990s.
The switch has occurred not only in Europe, as a re-
sult of the 1994 European Union Directive on De-
posit Guarantee Schemes, but the trend has also been
noticeable in the Middle East and in the Americas.67

Fourth, there has also been a trend toward funded
systems. While only a few countries have switched
from ex post levies to funded systems, newly created
systems have almost universally been funded.
(Gibraltar's new scheme is the exception in that it
follows the ex post practice of the United Kingdom.)
Funded schemes are universal in Africa and Asia and
have increased elsewhere to reach dominance world-
wide. Schemes that maintain a fund have been ob-
served above to be more rule-based and less ambigu-
ous in practice than the ex post systems favored by
bankers' clubs. In this respect, the recent emphasis
on funded systems is another example of conver-
gence toward good practices.

67While the regional scheme agreed to in Africa in 1999 would
be voluntary, the signatories attempted to combat adverse selec-
tion by proposing to risk adjust premiums.
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Trends and Convergence to Good Practice

Fifth, while most systems continue to be funded
primarily by their member institutions, an increasing
proportion of systems have access to back-up funding
from the government, as recommended in Section II.
In 2000, over three-quarters of systems have received
or can expect to receive government assistance when
necessary. There has been a small commensurate
shift—from just under to slightly more than half—in
favor of public administration of systems. This shift is
to be expected as government funding is likely to be
accompanied by government control. The remaining
systems of deposit insurance divide themselves be-
tween privately run and jointly run schemes.

Sixth, virtually all countries now provide coverage
per depositor, rather than per deposit, which tends to
lower the effective coverage ratio. The reduction in
the number of per-deposit coverage noted in 1996
survey has continued so that by 2000, the number
had been reduced further to only one country.

There is also an increasing standardization of
practices with regard to system coverage as a result
of a EU directive, particularly among those countries
that are, or aspire to be, members of the European
Union. In the interests of competitive equity among
banks from different countries, the EU directive di-
verges from good practice in one respect, however.
By requiring the same minimum coverage limit
(€20,000 by year 2000) in all member countries, the
directive provides low per capita coverage in rich
countries but a higher ratio in poorer countries
within the European Union, which might, as a result,
be more exposed to moral hazard.68 However, the
mandatory coverage is so low in rich countries that it
remains relatively low even in less affluent EU
countries, so that moral hazard from this source is
unlikely to be a serious problem. Because there is so
little variation in coverage, the correlation coeffi-
cient between per capita GDP and the coverage ratio
is not significantly different from zero among mem-
ber countries of the European Union, suggesting that

68€20,000 is 0.4 times per capita GDP in Luxembourg, which
had the highest per capita GDP in the European Union in 1998,
but more than twice per capita GDP in Portugal.

moral hazard is not a problem there. Nevertheless, it
could be a problem for countries outside the Euro-
pean Union that aspire to join the Union and so emu-
late the European Union's deposit insurance system
coverage even when it is many times their per capita
GDP.

Worldwide, there is a small but statistically signif-
icant negative relationship between per capita GDP
and the deposit insurance coverage ratio. That is,
poorer countries, on average, offer higher coverage
in relation to GDP than do richer countries. Perhaps
they do so to enable their banks to complete interna-
tionally and to discourage deposits from migrating
abroad. The inverse relationship is evident in all re-
gions except Europe, but is particularly strong in
Africa. This result indicates that moral hazard is pre-
sent worldwide, but is stronger in developing coun-
tries than in Europe.

Despite shifts in favor of good practice, areas re-
main for improvement. For example, some countries
have not resolved the potential conflict of having a
privately run system of deposit insurance with gov-
ernment financial support. In addition, deposit com-
pensation practices are often surprisingly slow. This
problem may be exacerbated by an increasing trend
toward excluding categories of depositors from cov-
erage. For example, a large increase in the restriction
of system protection to individuals, households, and
nonprofit organizations is observable, mostly be-
cause former Soviet countries made explicit their old
practice of guaranteeing household deposits. Such
restrictions have been adopted by over one-quarter
of countries, whereas only one-eighth did so in
1995. There has also been an increase (from 45 per-
cent to 80 percent) in the number of systems that ex-
clude interbank deposits from coverage. The change
occurred in both Europe, where the EU Directive on
Deposit Guarantee Schemes lists interbank deposits
as a candidate for exclusion, and also in the Ameri-
cas. There has also been, perhaps surprisingly in
light of the recent currency crises, a trend—apparent
on all continents—toward excluding foreign cur-
rency deposits from coverage. In 2000, 39 percent of
countries excluded all or some deposits denominated
in foreign currency.
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IV On Instituting and Removing a Full
"Blanket" Guarantee

While a well-designed, limited system of de-
posit insurance can protect small depositors'

funds in normal times, help to avoid unjustified runs,
and provide a framework for the efficient resolution
of individual failed banks—thus enhancing systemic
stability—a limited system cannot be expected to
maintain systemic stability in the face of an unfore-
seen shock of massive proportions or where weak-
nesses have been allowed to become so widespread
that the system shudders even in response to smaller
shocks. Faced with such a scenario and recognizing
that financial stability is a public good, the govern-
ment may decide to take emergency action to pre-
serve the stability of the financial sector. It may also
choose to bear the costs of the economic emergency
and override the system of limited deposit protection
and offer a full, temporary guarantee of depositors
and creditors to ensure the continued functioning of
the financial system. That guarantee should, how-
ever, be removed as soon as possible and replaced
by a formal, limited, compulsory system of deposit
protection that is funded by the banking system and
supported by a good incentive structure, including
effective regulation and supervision.

Indications of Systemic Instability

A systemic crisis can be defined in a number of
ways. However, following Sundararajan and Balino
(1991) and Lindgren, Garcia, and Saal (1996), the
phrase is used after the event to refer to cases where
there are "runs or other substantial portfolio shifts,
collapses of financial firms, or massive government
intervention."69 Ex ante, identifying a system crisis
is more difficult.

There are, in fact, a number of indications of prob-
lems that are so severe that they cause the govern-
ment to consider instituting a full guarantee. The
typical developing-crisis scenario is one in which in-
solvencies begin to be perceived by the markets. The
crisis will become transparent when liquidity prob-

69See Lindgren, Garcia, and Saal (1996, page 20).

lems occur in individual banks, there is segmenta-
tion and eventual non-acceptance in the interbank
market(s), customers (both depositors and creditors)
withdraw significant amounts of their funds or
refuse to renew their contracts, banks engage in dis-
tress bidding for deposits,70 the market becomes
aware of shortfalls under reserve requirements,
and/or banks incur overdrafts at the central bank.
Such problems indicate that the system is deteriorat-
ing beyond the capacity of the banks to handle their
difficulties by themselves and are indicative of an
incipient, possibly systemic, crisis that will destroy
confidence in the financial system. These problems
typically become evident in the operation of the pay-
ment system, where risks of disruptions and pay-
ment defaults become pervasive. These indications
of banks' insurmountable problems typically be-
come apparent first to large and informed creditors,
who tend to run first.

Identifying (in advance) what problem should be
regarded as systemic will depend not just on the pro-
portion of banks or bank assets that are in trouble but
also on country-specific factors. These factors in-
clude, among others, the structure of the financial
system, the macroeconomic environment, the state
of public confidence in the financial system, and the
ability of the authorities to finance and commit to a
restoration strategy. As observed in a number of
countries, it is not always possible to agree on
whether or not a crisis is, or, even after the event,
was systemic. It is a judgment call.

Should a Deposit Insurance System Be
Introduced in a Time of Crisis?

Should a limited system of deposit insurance be in-
troduced when a country perceives the signs of crisis
described above? Or when it fears for other reasons
that it might experience a banking crisis? The author-

70Distress bidding for deposits occurs where a problem bank
that would become illiquid bids up deposit rates in order to attract
funds.
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Should a Full Guarantee Be Provided?

ities have considered doing so in many countries, but,
as explained above, deposit insurance is no substitute
for government support in a systemic crisis. IMF
staff advice, therefore, has been not to introduce a
limited deposit insurance scheme until the banking
system or its major banks have been restructured to
acceptable financial soundness that is judged mainly
in terms of their solvency and profitability.

Losses are realized when banks fail. To the extent
possible, the government should seek to share these
losses with owners, depositors, and creditors. Doing
so will reduce government outlays and keep moral
hazard in check. A limited deposit insurance system
facilitates the loss distribution process. However, in
cases where the condition of a large portion of the
banking system is in doubt and may require large
payments from the system, the system will often fall
short of resources even if a substantial fund has been
accumulated.71 In some instances, the system's
losses will be too large to be absorbed by the bank-
ing system even over an extended period of time.
While it is true that a system that gives itself or de-
positors, especially small ones, priority over the as-
sets of a failed bank helps to reduce demands on the
insurance scheme, this will not protect it from bank-
ruptcy when bank losses are severe.

Many countries have chosen to provide officially
limited, but generous, deposit guarantees, especially
in times of crisis. It would have been preferable if
they had taken early action to strengthen their bank-
ing systems. But some have not done so, so that by
the time problems erupt, they believe they must initi-
ate extensive, even comprehensive, deposit guaran-
tees to maintain confidence. Once a generous or full
guarantee has been provided, however, it is typically
difficult to reduce the coverage to restore market
discipline to the financial system. Consequently,
countries tend to retain the guarantee and seek to
rely excessively on formal systems of regulation and
supervision and on other restrictive measures to alle-
viate the contrary incentives that an excessive guar-
antee provides. They are, however, unlikely to be
successful in strengthening their banking system
through supervision alone, especially if systemic
bank restructuring has not been undertaken.

Allocating the Losses Caused by
Bank Failures

In this situation, the government has a choice—ei-
ther to absorb the losses itself or to allocate those
that have already occurred among the parties in-

71The best example of this is the United States where, even after
50 years of accumulating funds, widespread failures of savings and
loan associations (S&Ls) bankrupted the S&L insurance fund.

volved. (The bank's owners stand first in line to ab-
sorb losses. The holders of subordinated debt are
second.) Countries could, but have not explicitly
written down banks' debts. Instead, some have
frozen deposits temporarily, reduced the rates paid
on deposits, relied on inflation to cut real values,
converted private sector claims on banks into long-
term bonds or equity, or imposed a special levy on
social banks.72

Imposing Special Levies

Before it institutes a full guarantee, a deposit in-
surer may impose special charges on sound banks.
These special charges exceed the regular system pre-
miums in order to compensate the system for the
losses incurred by weak banks that it has covered.
Special charges, which can extend over a number of
years, can be justified, since all banks, including
sound banks, benefit from the overall stability in the
banking system and from the orderly exit of failed
banks. In fact, a deposit insurance fund can itself be
regarded as a formalized instrument for all banks to
share in funding the losses of weak banks. This loss
sharing should not, of course, be allowed to jeopar-
dize the viability of surviving banks.

Should a Full Guarantee Be Provided?

In normal circumstances, the cost of dealing with
individual bank failures falls first on the owners and
subordinated debt holders, and then on the large de-
positors, creditors, and the deposit insurance system.
Deposit insurance cannot be expected to deal with
widespread insolvencies arising from external
shocks, major macroeconomic imbalances, or accu-
mulated microeconomic mismanagement. Imposing
very extensive special charges on sound banks could
destroy them, lead to financial instability and runs
on other banks.

Thus, in case of a systemic crisis, the govern-
ment's objectives for depositor protection change.
There is then a need to protect the payment system
and avoid depositors' "flight to quality," which may
involve a flight to cash, other banks, or abroad. In
such a situation, the government needs to take con-
trol, declare a "state of economic emergency" and
possibly establish a temporary resolution authority
to deal with the crisis in order to restore confidence
and provide a breathing space to make necessary re-

72Converting deposits to equity will assist solvency. Converting
short-term deposits to a longer term will help liquidity, but not
solvency, unless the nominal value of deposits is also written
down. See Baer and Klingebiel (1995) for examples of countries
that have adopted these techniques.
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IV ON INSTITUTING AND REMOVING A FULL "BLANKET" GUARANTEE

forms. Thus, dealing with a systemic crisis calls for
actions that reach beyond the system of limited de-
posit insurance. In a systemic crisis, a full guarantee
can be helpful, even essential.73 That opinion has
been strengthened by experiences gained during the
recent crises in Asia and other countries. For a guar-
antee to be credible, it must be tailored to recognize
fiscal realities. A guarantee by a nearly insolvent
government may not be credible and therefore may
be meaningless.

Making the Decision

A government has a number of decisions to make
when it is faced with a financial crisis. If the govern-
ment judges the crisis not to be systemic, it will typ-
ically use its usual methods of resolving bank weak-
nesses and failures. If it judges the crisis to be
systemic or nearly systemic, it has to consider offer-
ing a comprehensive guarantee.

To prevent or control a crisis, the government may
decide to extend explicit blanket guarantees to all
depositors and also to creditors to maintain confi-
dence in banks and thus prevent a run on banks or
the banking system, avoid capital outflows, and aid
the economy to recover from the financial shock by
ensuring the continuing supply of banking and pay-
ment services. This was done in Finland and Sweden
in 1992, by Japan and Mexico in 1995,74 by Indone-
sia, Korea, Malaysia, and Thailand during the Asian
crises,75 and also by Jamaica in 1997, Kuwait im-
plicitly in 1992, and Turkey in 1999.

Not all countries that have faced a systemic cri-
sis have granted a comprehensive guarantee, how-

73See Folkerts-Landau, Lindgren, and others (1998, pp. 28-30).
But in crisis situations, including those that disrupt the payment
system, the government will need to take some of the financial re-
sponsibility and do what it should have done before—strengthen
the financial system so that it will be more able to withstand
shocks and not propagate or spread them. This strengthening
should include preparing concomitant reforms to minimize imme-
diate losses in the payment system, and eliminate future losses in
the banking system.

74Argentina did not issue an explicit guarantee although the
banking system's deposits declined by 18 percent in the early
months of 1995. Some depositors lost money at this time and a
few small banks were closed. Nevertheless, beginning in March
1995, the authorities implicitly extended a 100 percent guarantee
to bank deposits, while avoiding formal violation of the currency
board arrangement. It did so by the central bank providing all the
liquidity that banks suffering withdrawals needed, so that any de-
positor who wished to do so could withdraw his deposits, thus
fully protecting depositors. The central bank provided liquidity by
reducing reserve requirements across the board and by granting
rediscounts to the largest state-owned bank, which, in turn, pro-
vided liquidity to the rest of the system.

75Sweden, Finland, and Jamaica have already scaled down their
coverage to that more typical of a limited deposit insurance guar-
antee, and the other crisis countries are preparing to do so.

Table 4. Response to Selected Systemic
Crises

Countries
That Gave a

Full Guarantee

Countries
That Did Not Give a

Full Guarantee

Ecuador
Finland
Honduras1

Indonesia
Jamaica
Japan
Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Mexico
Sweden
Thailand
Turkey

Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Mongolia
Norway2

Philippines
Poland
Romania
Russia

Source: IMF staff survey.

1Honduras provides government bonds when a deposit ex-

ceeds the insurance limit and the assets of the failed bank.
2A generous guarantee was given by the Government Bank In-

surance Fund. There was not a full guarantee by the government

per se.

ever.76 As shown in Table 4, for example, a number
of countries, many in Eastern Europe and the Com-
monwealth of Independent States did not place a full
guarantee when their banking systems experienced
systemic problems. This was partly due to a lack of
fiscal capacity and partly because depositors were
concentrated in the large state-owned savings bank.
The government was concerned that a full guarantee
would allow insolvent and illiquid banks to bid de-
posits away from the state bank.

Weighing the Costs and Benefits

The direct and indirect costs of supporting the
guarantee can be substantial, but the losses from not
doing so can be greater. The guarantee requires pro-
viding liquidity to banks to allow depositors and
creditors to withdraw their funds at will. The intro-
duction of a comprehensive guarantee should include
a conscious decision that the value of maintaining a
payment system and the supply of credit exceed costs

76Depositors and/or creditors incurred losses in Argentina in
1989-90, Brazil in 1994-96, Chile in 1982-84, Cote d'Ivoire in
1991, Estonia in 1992, Latvia in 1995, Malaysia in 1986-88,
Thailand in 1983-87 and in 1997, and the United States since
1991. See "Systemic Bank Restructuring and Macroeconomic
Policy" (Table 2). Moreover, depositors at some, but not all failed
banks, incurred losses in the Venezuelan crisis of 1994-95.
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Principles to Follow When Offering a Full Guarantee

of providing the guarantee. Opponents of granting a
decree will be concerned about creating moral hazard
and meeting the potentially large cost of compensat-
ing those who are guaranteed. However, a guarantee
is most cost effective if it is not used, which requires
that the promised coverage be credible. The govern-
ment or agency that issues the guarantee will need to
have explicit legal backing and fiscal resources for
the promise to be believable.

The blanket guarantee may have benefits. The
losses of banks and the economy in general may be
lower, confidence should be greater, both the pay-
ment and the financial system should function more
efficiently, and the authorities' responses to the
crises should be improved by the greater time avail-
able for making good decisions.

A guarantee may be implemented to promote confi-
dence in the financial sector; stabilize the liabilities of
guaranteed institutions; gain time to organize and exe-
cute systemic bank restructuring; and preserve the in-
tegrity of the payment system. A full guarantee may be
a necessary condition for containing a financial crisis,
but it is not a sufficient one. It cannot restore confi-
dence in a currency crisis or prevent the capital flight
that occurs when a, country experiences economic or
political turmoil, but it can reduce their severity.

Principles to Follow When Offering a
Full Guarantee

If it decides that the benefits of providing a blanket
guarantee outweigh the costs, the government will
provide full coverage. There are certain basic, gen-
eral principles that it should then observe in granting
comprehensive guarantees. For example, full guaran-
tees should not be made a regular part of the financial
landscape; otherwise such an action would increase
moral hazard. Guarantees should be granted only in
economic emergencies to calm the markets and give
the government (some) time to study and implement
its corrective policies. By not giving explicit guaran-
tees ahead of an emergency, the government is left
with flexibility to work out the particular solution
that is most compatible with market incentives and
the availability of fiscal resources. Sharing losses
with creditors and large depositors and closing indi-
vidual failed banks before the guarantee is given will
prove least expensive in the long run.

Many of the good practices appropriate in normal
times are also relevant during a systemic crisis
(Table 5). There are several differences, however.
The responsibility may or may not fall to the deposit
insurance agency, but it should be clearly defined
and publicly understood. The guarantee must be
publicly provided to ensure the credibility needed to
avoid its being used. Whereas limited coverage

should be offered in perpetuity, full coverage must
be temporary and must be known to be temporary, to
limit moral hazard. This problem must be tackled
also by strengthening supervision and regulation.

Credibility

Just as a limited system of deposit insurance will
not sustain financial stability in a systemic crisis, for
similar reasons, placing a full guarantee that exceeds
the government's capacity to pay will not restore
confidence in a crisis. Consequently, the guarantee
that is given must be tailored to fit financial reality.
The tailoring may involve excluding certain classes
of institutions, certain financial instruments, or cer-
tain classes of creditors from coverage. Those ex-
cluded may incur losses.

To effect a credible guarantee, the authorities must
then choose: (1) when and how to provide the guar-
antee; (2) which financial institutions to include; (3)
which financial instruments to cover; (4) which
types of depositors and creditors to protect; (5) in
which currency to provide compensation; (6) how to
deal with disruptions to the payment system; and (7)
what measures to take to ameliorate the moral haz-
ard that the guarantee carries.

How and When Should the Guarantee
Be Provided?

The existence and provisions of the guarantee
should be precisely specified in emergency legisla-
tion or decree, and the terms should authoritatively
be made clear to the public. Judging the correct lan-
guage and tone to use in making the public an-
nouncement of the guarantee is crucial to restoring
public confidence. While the government may be
able to share costs of bank failures at the beginning
of a crisis, it foregoes the option to impose losses on
creditors and depositors once it has put a full guaran-
tee into effect. Consequently, judging the correct
moment to enact and announce the decree is difficult
but important for its effectiveness and cost. Placing
it too quickly can weaken market discipline in the fi-
nancial system, while waiting too long can destroy
public confidence, which will be difficult to rebuild.
Skill is required in judging the optimal timing for
placing a full guarantee so that its validity is not
called into question and it is not called upon to pro-
vide large amounts of compensation to those bene-
fiting from a guarantee that is called or unnecessary
comfort if it is not called.

Dealing With Deficiencies in the Infrastructure

The country will need to show that it intends to
make progress toward legal, judicial, accounting, fi-
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IV ON INSTITUTING AND REMOVING A FULL "BLANKET" GUARANTEE

Table 5. Good Practices for Blanket Coverage in a Systemic Crisis

Good Practice for Deposit Insurance Systems Good Practices for Full Guarantees

Infrastructure

Moral hazard

Adverse selection

Agency problems

Financial integrity
and credibility

1. Have realistic objectives.

2. Choose carefully between a public or private
deposit insurance system.

3. Define the deposit insurance agency's mandate
accordingly.

4. Have a good legal, judicial, accounting, financial,
and political infrastructure.

5. Define the system explicitly in law and regulation.

6. Give the supervisor a system of prompt remedial
actions.

7. Resolve failed depository institutions promptly.

8. Provide low coverage permanently.

9. Net (offset) loans in default against deposits.

10. Make membership compulsory.

11. Risk-adjust premiums, once the deposit

insurance system has sufficient experience.

12. Create an independent but accountable deposit
insurance system agency.

13. Have bankers on an advisory board not
dominating the main board of a deposit insurance
system with access to government funding.

14. Ensure close relations with the lender of last
resort and the supervisor.

15. Start when banks are sound.

16. Ensure adequate sources of funding (ex ante or
ex post) to avoid insolvency.

17. Invest fund resources wisely.

18. Pay out or transfer deposits quickly.

19. Ensure good information.

20. Make appropriate disclosure.

Have realistic objectives.

Provide publicly a full guarantee.

Carefully assign and publicly announce the responsibility
for effecting full guarantee. It may or may not be the
deposit insurance agency's responsibility.

Have the same conditions, which remain essential.

Adopt explicit systems; they are typically more effective
than vague implicit guarantees.

Ensure supervisor retains prompt corrective action.

Resolve as promptly as is feasible.

Provide full coverage temporarily.

Offsetting past due loans is still appropriate.

Blanket coverage is mandatory.

Risk adjusting remains appropriate where feasible.

Design an authority that is accountable and
independent, to be in charge of resolving the crisis.

Not relevant.

Ensure that the agency in charge of implementing the
full guarantee has close relations with the supervisor.

Start only in a systemic crisis.

Make sufficient funding available and ensure the public
knows this.

Not applicable.

Provide liquidity to pay out deposits quickly.

Ensure that those effecting the guarantee have good
information to enable them to make wise decisions.

Provide information to the public—it is essential for
restoring confidence.

nancial and political reforms, if its temporary com-
prehensive guarantee is to be credible. Such reforms
are likely to take place over a number of years.

What Should a Comprehensive
Guarantee Cover?

Typically a full guarantee covers all bank debts to
both depositors and other creditors. (As discussed
above, protecting shareholders and subordinated
debt holders is inappropriate unless they carry no re-
sponsibility for the plight of their banks). It must be

decided whether the risks of exchange rate fluctua-
tion and the inflation-induced erosion of real value
will be covered.

Which Institutions Should Be Included in
the Guarantee?

The authorities must decide which financial func-
tions they seek to protect. Where commercial banks
provide the principal means of intermediation and
of collecting deposits, make loans, evaluate risks,
facilitate the payment system, and transmit mone-
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tary policy to the economy, they would be the first
candidates for inclusion in the guarantee. As the
conjunction of deposit-taking and loan-granting
makes institutions vulnerable to runs, other types of
depository institutions, such as finance companies,
merchant banks, savings banks, and credit unions
could also be covered if they operate as near banks
and play a sufficiently important role in the finan-
cial system and the economy.77 In addition, institu-
tions whose demise could contaminate the banking
system should also be included. The composition
of the set of guaranteed institutions will vary from
country to country with local conditions. Domes-
tic institutions and local subsidiaries, affiliates, and
branches of foreign banks would typically be
covered.78

When fiscal constraints are compelling, the gov-
ernment may decide to limit the institutions it will
cover under the full guarantee to the core banking
system in order to control its costs. It would be ill-
advised to try to pre-specify which banks will
emerge from the rehabilitation process that is to fol-
low as the core banks in the system. To attempt to
identify the core would require picking winners and
losers in the race for survival, and the government's
choice is likely to differ from the markets' determi-
nation. The core will emerge after the event. By not
extending the guarantee to all banks, it needs to be
assessed whether those that are not covered will fail;
how extensive will be the losses that their creditors
incur, and the social, political, and economic impli-
cations of these losses. Where compensation is
offered, it must be speedy if it is to be credible; oth-
erwise depositors will recognize that they are incur-
ring losses in present value terms. A comprehensive
guarantee in nearly all cases is basically a liquidity
guarantee, so it must be satisfied on demand.

The decision on which types of institution to ex-
clude would depend on where the government is
prepared to impose losses and where it expects con-
tagion to spread. To the extent that it fears runs and
flight to quality at home and abroad by large credi-
tors, the government will focus on guaranteeing the
institutions that house the funds at risk of flight. To
the extent that it is interested in protecting the
smaller citizens from hardship caused by the finan-

77Korea, Malaysia, and Thailand, for example, included com-
mercial banks, finance companies, and merchant banks in their
guarantees (see Lindgren and others, 2000).

78Korea and Malaysia also included the overseas branches of
domestic banking institutions in its guarantee. Some countries,
such as Mexico and Korea, have extended coverage beyond de-
pository institutions to insurance companies and brokerage
houses, but not Korea's investment trust companies or leasing
companies. Korea excluded repurchase agreements after July
1998, however, as a beginning to phasing out its full guarantee.

cial crisis, it will also cover smaller, consumer-ori-
ented institutions.

Which Creditors Should Be Protected?

The guarantee will be written in legal language to
encompass those creditors whose flight could
threaten the banking system. It will most probably
protect both the domestic and foreign creditors of
banks located onshore. Both large and small deposi-
tors and other creditors would be covered under the
comprehensive guarantee.79 Depositors and credi-
tors of offshore centers would not be protected if
the authorities want to send a message to sophisti-
cated creditors in these locations that they are at
risk. Offshore institutions often benefit from mini-
mum regulation and lax supervision, so that in-
vestors should assess their exposure to loss accord-
ingly. This will have to be judged case-by-case in
view of the importance of the offshore center to the
onshore sector. Some countries have chosen also to
protect subordinated debt holders, while others,
such as Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, and
Thailand imposed losses on the holders of subordi-
nated debt.80

Should External Creditors Be Protected?

The issues governing whether and how to cover ex-
ternal creditors are complex. Those countries that
have offered guarantees to external creditors have
done so in the hopes that the guarantees will increase
the confidence of these creditors, who would be en-
couraged to roll over their loans and not add to the
capital flight that may have already occurred. In many
cases, however, external creditors have not rolled
over their loans, and capital flight has continued.81

This observation raises important questions
regarding whether, and to what extent, losses should
be imposed on external creditors. This paper does
not seek to answer this question, which remains
to be resolved as one of the important issues regard-

79In Indonesia, insider deposits were not covered by the guaran-
tee (likewise in Thailand) unless claimants could prove that the
transactions had been made at "arm's length."

80At least in the case of Thailand, losses can be imposed only
when the bank is liquidated and not if it is intervened or reorga-
nized with new shareholders.

81In Thailand, for example, foreign creditors rather than domes-
tic depositors and creditors ran, even with a government guarantee
in place. Sweden's full guarantee was, on the other hand, success-
ful in stemming the flight of foreign capital. In Indonesia, both do-
mestic depositors and foreign creditors ran. Korea negotiated a
separate debt agreement with its foreign creditors that imposed
losses on them. Evidently the guarantee was most credible in Swe-
den and least credible in Indonesia. A question arises regarding the
reasons for these disparities in experience. Future research may de-
termine the reasons for the differences in credibility.
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ing private sector burden-sharing in the context
of discussions on the new international financial
architecture.

Which Instruments Should Be Encompassed
in a Full Guarantee?

A country may formally guarantee only straight-
forward deposits, repurchase agreements, senior, and
nonsubordinated debt instruments. In practice, it is
virtually impossible to exclude derivatives and other
off-balance-sheet contracts, once the institution
ceases operations. This situation arises because de-
rivatives often convert into the standard, on-balance-
sheet instruments that would be covered by the com-
prehensive guarantee when one party to the contract
defaults.

The Currency of Payment

Most countries that have offered a full guarantee
on foreign currency liabilities have made payment in
domestic currency valued at the current exchange
rate. Korea, however, provided liquidity support to
commercial banks in foreign currency.

Dealing with Disruptions to the
Payment System

The agency responsible for the integrity of the
payment system (often the central bank) can take
several steps to reduce the risk of loss, alleviate the
domino and contagion effects from the losses that do
occur, and curtail the costs incurred by the deposit
insurance system and the lender of last resort.

The central bank typically uses standing credit fa-
eilities, such as a Lombard facility, or intraday credit
accommodation of payments to maintain liquidity in
the payment system. Before the full guarantee is
given, assisted by the supervisory authority, the cen-
tral bank should ideally seek to accomplish the diffi-
cult task of distinguishing between illiquid and in-
solvent banks. It would lend to the illiquid but viable
banks, and rely on the supervisor to deal firmly with
nonviable banks. However, when problem banks are
numerous, very large, or cannot be identified ex
ante, it becomes difficult for the central bank to con-
tain its lending for fear of triggering a systemic cri-
sis. Before the full guarantee, central bank lending
should be temporary, strictly limited, carry an ex-
plicit government guarantee,82 and be considered as

82The guarantee would compensate the central bank for any re-
sulting losses it incurs by reducing the central bank's remission of
profits to the government or by providing additional capital, if
necessary.

the first step in a comprehensive financial and opera-
tional restructuring.83

Once the guarantee has been given, the central
bank must provide the liquidity to honor it. That
means providing liquidity first, before the bank's
capital position is known. Capital deficiencies will
be dealt with later by the deposit insurance system or
in the budget. All concerned, however, need to
clearly understand that the central bank has few real
resources (capital and reserves) to deal with bank in-
solvencies, and that the government needs to stand
behind all the credits that are extended by the central
bank. To the extent that such credits are not repaid,
their costs must be borne by the budget and, ulti-
mately, by the taxpayer.

Concomitant Measures to Contain
Moral Hazard

Countries have adopted a number of measures to
control incentive problems. They include (1) in in-
solvent banks, writing down the owners' shares and
subordinated debt-holders' claims and fully and re-
placing their management; (2) announcing that the
full guarantee is only a temporary measure;84 (3)
capping the interest payable on deposits at some
market determined rate;85 (4) covering only the prin-
cipal plus a limited amount of interest; (5) imposing
a fee for the guarantee;86 (6) intensifying the super-
vision of institutions encompassed under the com-
prehensive guarantee; (7) placing limits on asset
growth in individual institutions; (8) ensuring that
insiders and criminals are excluded; and (9) tem-
porarily nationalizing banks that are recapitalized
with public funds.

As discussed above, writing down the claims of
shareholders and subordinated debt holders and re-
placing faulty management serves as a warning for
such stakeholders to conduct their fiduciary steward-

83Chile is the only country where the central bank provides a
full guarantee for banks' demand deposits in addition to limited
government coverage for household savings and time deposits.
The quid pro quo for this guarantee is a 100 percent marginal re-
serve requirement on insured deposits when they exceed 250 per-
cent of a bank's capital. Thus, this scheme reduces moral hazard
by limiting banks' ability to acquire risky assets. At the margin,
this arrangement approximates the concept of a narrow bank
where all deposits are safely invested in government or other liq-
uid securities.

84Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Thailand have an-
nounced that their full guarantee will be replaced by a limited sys-
tem of deposit protection.

85Indonesia and Thailand capped rates at margins above those
paid by the best banks to prevent aggressive bidding for deposits.

86Indonesia and Thailand imposed an additional fee for the
comprehensive guarantee. Members of the deposit insurance sys-
tem in Japan, Korea, and Mexico continue to pay premiums to
their insurance fund while benefiting from the full guarantee.
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ship responsibly in the future. Announcing that the
full guarantee is temporary warns large depositors
and creditors to keep monitoring the condition of
their banks so that they can exert market discipline
when the guarantee is removed. Capping interest
rates and covering only principal plus limited interest
both reduce the ability of weak banks to bid for de-
posits and to use the guaranteed funds so obtained to
gamble for recovery or to loot the bank. These mea-
sures also reduce the financial obligation that the
government must cover. Imposing a fee for the guar-
antee on all banks reduces adverse selection and
helps to pay some of the government's costs of pro-
viding the guarantee. Intensifying supervision is nec-
essary to prevent bank owners and managers from
gambling for recovery, looting the bank, and from
taking other actions that will weaken their bank.

A number, or all, of these measures are recom-
mended as ways to reduce the much-feared moral
hazard associated with granting full coverage. At the
same time, moral hazard becomes less of an issue
and is more easily managed when the crisis is fully
transparent and the public recognizes that, temporar-
ily, exceptional measures are necessary to contain it.

Finally, despite all efforts to follow good practices
for installing a guarantee, the credibility of the guar-
antee will only be as good as the government's fi-
nancial position. The government's solvency and
liquidity, in turn, depend on the strength of the
macroeconomic, microeconomic, and structural re-
forms undertaken to resolve the crisis.

On Removing a Global Guarantee

Global guarantees are typically provided in two
conceptually different instances: in times of crisis
for a wide range of financial institutions and in the
normal course of events for state-owned banks. In
both cases, these guarantees contain moral hazard,
constitute major distortions, and should be phased
out as soon as possible to improve the competitive
efficiency of the banking system.

The Advisability of Removing Full Guarantees

The modalities of removing a full guarantee are
currently of interest to a number of countries. Some
countries have introduced a blanket guarantee for
bank depositors and creditors during a crisis where
there was no explicit deposit protection (as in In-
donesia, Jamaica, Malaysia, Sweden, and Thailand)
while others augmented the coverage offered by an
existing system (as in Finland, Japan, Korea, and
Mexico). Finland and Sweden subsequently have re-
placed their blanket guarantees with limited systems
of deposit insurance; and Honduras, Indonesia, Ja-

maica, Japan, Mexico, Thailand, and Kuwait are
preparing to do so.

A number of countries have given full guarantees to
their state-owned banks. Some, including China and
Costa Rica, are considering removing their full guar-
antees on state-owned banks. (Kuwait and China's
guarantees are implicit, and Costa Rica's is explicit.)

Having the full guarantee in place is costly. It may
involve explicit outlays and otherwise carry the
costs inherent in a contingent liability, see Merton
and Bodie, 1993. Whether it is called or not, it re-
duces market discipline and makes control exercised
by supervisors the basic means for limiting perverse
incentives. Thus, there is typically a need to scale
down the guarantee once the crisis is over. To do so
in a credible way normally requires new legislation
to provide for the introduction of a limited deposit
insurance system and an institutional infrastructure
to support it (laws and regulations necessary for cor-
rective actions and exit policies, and institution
strengthening and supervision). This is the route that
Finland and Sweden followed when they discontin-
ued their emergency guarantees of all bank liabilities
after their crises were resolved in the mid- to late
1990s and, at the same time, initiated a new or re-
vised system of deposit insurance.

Following necessary restructuring of the banking
system, improved macroeconomic policies, and
measures to strengthen prudential regulation and su-
pervision, an explicit, comprehensive guarantee
should be replaced by a system of limited protection
that is the same for large and small banks, whether
they are state-owned or private. However, replacing
a credible full guarantee with a limited system in-
vites runs when the condition of the banks is weak or
unknown. Thus good timing for removing the guar-
antee is essential.87

Timing the Removal

There is a trade-off with regard to timing the guar-
antee's removal. It is possible to retain the guarantee
pending the dawn of the perfect day when every
conceivably desirable condition has been met. But

87Not everyone favors replacing a full guarantee with limited de-
posit protection, however. Some argue that some countries have lim-
ited political capital available for dealing firmly with weak and
failed banks and that what is available should be expended on isolat-
ing a small group of bank creditors (subordinated debt holders, in
particular) as the only ones to stand at risk and monitor bank condi-
tion. Professor Charles Calomiris, for example, argues that, in prac-
tice, most creditors are protected, even in systems that have limited
protection in place. Protection is effected by resolving failed banks
by a purchase and assumption transaction that transfers all of a
failed bank's debts to the acquiring bank. Thus, protection is limited
in law, but not in practice. However, lessons learned from past crises
are contesting Professor Calomiris' assertion of full protection.
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Country Date Placed Date of/for Removal Comments

Finland

Honduras

Jamaica

Japan

Korea

Kuwait

Malaysia

Mexico

Sweden

Thailand

Turkey

February 2, 1993.

September 1999.

January 1997.

Announced June 1995, enacted
into law in June 1996, and
reiterated in November 1997.

November 1997.

1992.

January 1998.

Unclear.

December 18, 1992.

September 1997.

December 1999.

Removed on December 8, 1998.

September 2002.

August 1998.

To be removed in April 2002.

By December 2000.

No date has been set for
cessation.

Not yet announced.

To be phased out slowly by 2005.

Was removed on July 1, 1996.

Not yet announced.

No date has been announced.

The existing system of deposit insurance, in place
before the full guarantee, was revised in 1998.

Government bonds are issued to cover the amount
of a deposit that exceeds both the limits of the
insurance and the assets of the failed bank.

The full guarantee was removed when limited
deposit insurance went into operation.

The authorities have delayed the removal of the full
guarantee for one year until April 2002.

The deposit insurance system, enacted in 1996 and
overridden by the full guarantee, is to be revised.

The guarantee is has been announced, but it is not
written in law.

There has been some discussions concerning
starting a system of deposit insurance to replace the
blanket guarantee.

The process of phasing out the full guarantee has
already started.

Deposit insurance was started for the first time in
1996 to replace the full guarantee.

The government is preparing a system of limited
protection to replace the full guarantee.

The guarantee has been announced but has not
been written into the law.

and exit policies for banks that in the future are per-
ceived by the public to be unsound; (7) appropriate
accounting, disclosure, and legal systems are in
place; (8) a strong prudential regulatory and supervi-
sory framework is in operation; and (9) the public has
been given adequate notice of the pending change.

These ideal conditions may never be met and
there is a danger that the government will prolong
the guarantee indefinitely, especially as a number of
the conditions will take time to implement. The
government must use its judgment that the immedi-
ate issues have been addressed and sufficient
progress is being made toward achieving the longer
term goals. In other words, the guarantee can be
safely removed when it is no longer needed and re-
moval is a "nonevent."88

88Professor Edward Kane succinctly states that the time to pull
the guarantee is when its present value to the banks is minimal and
the authorities have put in place provisions to control the public
sector's exposure to the losses that banks incur.

that day may never come, so it may be preferable to
remove the guarantee once a minimum set of condi-
tions has been met. Some countries have adopted an
intermediate course of action. They begin to phase
out the full guarantee when they believe it will be a
nonevent. The phasing out allows public confidence
to be tested sequentially. More of the guarantee will
be removed as more of the conditions for removal
are met and the risk of runs has been reduced. A
summary of country practices regarding the removal
of blanket guarantees is given in Table 6.

The Idea! Time for Removal

To be certain to avoid disruption to the banking
system, the partial guarantee would not be introduced
ideally until (1) public confidence has been restored;
(2) the banking system has been restructured success-
fully; (3) the crisis has passed; (4) the economy has
begun to recover; (5) the macroeconomic environ-
ment is supportive of bank soundness; (6) the author-
ities possess, and are ready to use, strong remedial

Source: IMF staff survey.

Table 6. Length of Full Guarantees
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To avoid premature removal, the supervisory
agency and the central bank should both be prepared/
required to certify that the financial system is strong
enough to withstand the strain of removing the guar-
antee. This certification must be based on reliable
regulatory and market information about the current
condition of the banking system and credible fore-
casts of its future condition. Second, legislation
specifying the modalities of the system of deposit
protection and efficient bank exit should be in place,
and implementation plans should be virtually com-
plete, before the date for removal is announced.
Planning the reforms and passing the requisite legis-
lation can easily take more than a year.

Moreover, it would be advisable to have contin-
gency plans in place prior to removal in order to
cover an unexpected loss of public confidence in in-
dividual banks or an unforeseen deterioration in
banking industry conditions. For example, the lender
of last resort may have to enlarge its support to help
banks cope with transitional difficulties. The author-
ities should not revert to a full guarantee when faced
with isolated banking problems or slow runs that can
be dealt with under normal procedures. Instead, they
should act decisively to cure ailing banks by prompt,
corrective actions and merge, place in conservator-
ship, recapitalize, or liquidate insolvent banks.

Third, the authorities should be cautious in prema-
turely announcing a date for removal, especially at
the time when the full guarantee is first put in place.89

In fact, it may be necessary to announce a minimum
time period during which the guarantee will remain
in effect together with a minimum time period that
will be given for the removal (as done in Indonesia).
Some countries may wish to precommit to a date for
removal to gain maximum credibility and to hasten
the legislation and the structural reforms that need to
accompany the removal of the guarantee.90 The deci-
sion on when to remove a full guarantee must be ex-
amined on a country-by-country basis. If a general
guarantee seems to stay in place too long, the devel-
opment of a strategy for removal is imperative.

Recognizing that the guarantee should be re-
moved as soon as possible, but facing a choice be-
tween removing the guarantee possibly prematurely
and waiting for a very long time for ideal conditions
to be met, some countries have chosen to phase out
the guarantee over a period of time. Korea did so by
reducing full coverage to principal, but not interest,
for large deposits in August 1998. Mexico has al-

89Malaysia and Thailand have set no such deadlines. Mexico,
Korea, and Japan have set target dates that have been, or may have
to be, adjusted as the deadline approaches.

90Some analysts believe that setting a (realistic) date for re-
moval is essential to drive needed reforms, and that waiting for
the right time will delay action too long.

ready embarked on a complex schedule for remov-
ing its blanket guarantee by 2005. Sweden and Fin-
land both removed their full guarantees once their fi-
nancial systems had been restructured and they
experienced no adverse effects. Japan initially an-
nounced that its blanket guarantee would be re-
moved in 2001, but has subsequently extended the
period for one year. Clearly, the authorities should
move with determination to reform the financial sys-
tem where necessary so that the preconditions can be
met at the earliest opportunity.

Preparing for Removal

Even where it is not expected that the economy
will be ready for the introduction of a system of lim-
ited protection for some time (perhaps several
years), preparations for the transition need to be
made in order to be consistent with the reforms that
need to be made to banking and other laws. The date
for the removal should be announced ahead of time
to give the public time to adjust.

After Removal

After the guarantee is removed, the authorities
need to demonstrate their commitment to the new
arrangement and their determination not to back-
slide. A few precedent-setting actions by the authori-
ties after the introduction of the system, such as dis-
ciplining troubled banks and resolving failed banks
strictly according to the newly instituted rules, could
confirm that the authorities will do what they have
said they intend to do.

Phasing Out Full Guarantees on
State-Owned Banks

A number of countries are currently considering
how the authorities should deal with state-owned
banks, including commercial, development, and sav-
ings banks whose deposits the government guaran-
tees in full.91 Similarly, they are considering whether
and how to remove the guarantees on banks that are
owned by municipalities or states.

The solution to this distortion is not to extend full
depositor protection to other banks, but instead to
subject the guaranteed bank to the same limited de-
posit guarantees (as well as prudential rules and su-
pervision) that other banks receive. Any cutback in
explicit deposit guarantees would have to be an-
nounced ahead of time and phased in (possibly over
a long period) in order not to trigger runs and, possi-
bly, a systemic crisis.

91Savings banks are guaranteed, for example, in the countries of
the Commonwealth of Independent States and Sri Lanka.
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In principle, there should be little hesitation in re-
moving an implicit guarantee for state-owned and
privately owned savings banks, especially where
that guarantee lacks credibility. But even this situa-
tion presents a difficult choice for the authorities,
who fear that removing even a shaky guarantee may
precipitate runs. As for the removal of an explicit
comprehensive guarantee, discussed above, the re-
moval and its replacement with a limited system of
deposit insurance needs to be timed correctly. That
is, removal should occur after the banking system
has been recapitalized and the system of supervision
and regulation has been modified. This process can
be expected to take time.

Some countries may choose to phase in removal
by reducing coverage in successive steps down to
the desired limit (Mexico has adopted this strategy).
Other countries with a legal system that protects in-
dividuals' existing rights may have difficulty remov-
ing an existing guarantee for household deposits.
The guarantee could then continue in place until a
deposit is withdrawn, whereas new deposits would
be insured under the new partial deposit insurance
system.92

In some instances, guarantees have been given by
other than the national authorities—for example, the
state offers a full implicit guarantee for state-owned
commercial banks and a local government provides
an explicit guarantee for other segments of the in-
dustry. Either or both may lack credibility. In this sit-
uation, a noncredible guarantee should be replaced
by a partial deposit guarantee that is temporarily
confined to the relevant segments of the industry. A
transfer of a guarantee from local to national author-
ities is not desirable. In the interim, any full implicit
guarantee should remain in place for nationally
owned banks until the state banks have been restruc-
tured. Then it can, and should, be replaced by a par-
tial system that applies to all banks equally. The rec-
ommendations are similar when there is an explicit
full guarantee for state-owned banks, but no cover-

92The full guarantee of household savings deposits made before
1993 is still in place in Hungary, although it now applies only to a
minor amount of deposits. Deposits placed after 1993 have lim-
ited coverage.

age for privately owned institutions. That is, a lim-
ited system should be introduced first for banks with
noncredible guarantees while retaining the full guar-
antee for state-owned banks until conditions are
right for its replacement by the limited system.

Savings Banks

Removal of the guarantee is warranted but less ur-
gent where a savings bank is already operating as a
narrow bank that invests in safe government securi-
ties. It is less urgent because banks' yield structures
would tend to reflect the different degrees of risk on
their deposits. Savings banks with safe assets would
pay lower deposit rates and not attract an inordi-
nately large volume of deposits. Nevertheless, it is
desirable to phase out such special treatment over
time. Moreover, to the extent that a savings bank op-
erates like any other commercial bank, or even trans-
acts in the riskiest segments of the interbank market
(as many of the savings banks in the CIS countries
do), their guarantee constitutes a major distortion to
the incentive and reward structure in place in the fi-
nancial markets and should be removed as soon as
can safely be accomplished.

Conclusions Regarding Removing Guarantees

As said above, a well-designed system of limited
deposit insurance can foster stability in normal times.
Although a full, explicit, temporary guarantee can be
necessary in a systemic crisis, the guarantee should
be removed as soon as is safely possible. A full guar-
antee should not be removed prematurely. When it is
replaced by partial system of deposit insurance, small
depositors should be covered and market discipline
should be exercised by owners, where feasible, by
holders of subordinated debt, and by a small number
of uninsured large creditors and depositors (such as
corporations and other financial institutions), sup-
ported by strong supervision and appropriate disclo-
sure rules and internal controls. The option of distrib-
uting losses to large depositors and creditors is
desirable in view of fiscal resource constraints and
the desirability of sending strong signals to the mar-
ket. Needless to say, this is inherently difficult.
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V Summary and Conclusions

Banks are vulnerable to illiquidity and insol-
vency. Because of banks' importance to the

economy, most governments have chosen to imple-
ment a financial safety net to deal with such contin-
gencies. A system of depositor protection that guards
the holders of small deposits when their bank fails
has in recent years become part of this safety net in a
growing number of countries. A well-designed sys-
tem of deposit insurance can strengthen incentives
for good governance for banks (via strong internal
governance from owners and managers, firm disci-
pline from the markets, and effective bank supervi-
sion bank regulation).

Section II of the paper demonstrated how a well-
designed deposit guarantee system can strengthen in-
centives for owners, managers, depositors and other
creditors, borrowers, regulators and supervisors, and
politicians. For instance, a well-designed system can
promote good internal governance from owners and
managers by disciplining weak banks, forcing the
early closure of critically undercapitalized institu-
tions, making membership compulsory, and charging
risk-adjusted premiums. It can encourage market dis-
cipline by offering low coverage and disclosing good
information that allows sophisticated depositors and
other creditors to carefully monitor the condition of
their bank. Borrowers should be aware that they will
have to repay their loans if their bank fails and will
be encouraged to keep their loans current where off-
setting is limited to past-due loans. The performance
of insurers, regulators and supervisors as agents will
improve where they know that they can take justifi-
able actions without political interference and will be
held accountable for their actions to their principals
(depositors, taxpayers and/or bankers). Politicians
will better serve the public good when they know
that their actions will become public knowledge
through disclosure laws that allow an inquisitive
press to monitor compliance with the nation's con-
flict-of-interest laws.

The survey of current deposit insurance practices
around the world shows that there is an increasing

appreciation of the importance of system design. A
larger proportion of systems of deposit protection
are now explicit and compulsory, offer risk-adjusted
premiums, are funded, have government backing,
offer low coverage per depositor, and are govern-
ment-run where taxpayer funds are at risk.

Nevertheless, there are still some areas of design
and execution that need improvement. Coverage
tends to be too high in low-income countries. Pay-
ment practices are slow, partly as a result of a trend
toward excluding categories of deposits and deposi-
tors from coverage. Issues relating to what level of
funding is adequate, how to equitably risk-adjust
premiums, how to strike a balance between the roles
of the government and the banking industry in run-
ning a system of deposit insurance require further
study. The Financial Stability Forum's Working
Group on Deposit Insurance will study these and
other issues to improve the operation of deposit in-
surance systems around the world.

Despite these improvements, and possibly partly
because there are issues in deposit insurance design
that remain to be resolved, financial crises have been
prevalent during the 1990s. This situation has forced
a number of countries to offer a blanket guarantee to
restore confidence and to allow the continued func-
tioning of the financial system while the authorities
take time to design a plan for the resolution of the
crisis.

Should a systemic crisis occur, the government
must assess the costs and benefits of imposing a full
guarantee and decide whether the benefits exceed
the costs. If it makes such an assessment, this paper
outlines steps that the authorities can take to make
the blanket guarantee effective, tailor it to fiscal real-
ity, and ameliorate the damage it does to the incen-
tive structure. Comprehensive coverage should be
temporary, credibly funded, be replaced as soon as
possible by an explicit limited system of deposit pro-
tection that follows good practice, and be accompa-
nied by reform to the financial system to prevent a
recurrence.
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Statistical Appendix

Table A1, Depositor Protection Schemes Explicitly Defined: Membership and Nature of the
Deposit Insurance System

Region, Country

or Province

Membership

Date enacted/revised Compulsory Voluntary

Responsibilities of
the System

(broad or narrow)

AFRICA
Cameroon1

Central African Republic1

Chad1

Congo, Republic1

Equatorial Guinea1

Gabon1

Kenya

Nigeria

Tanzania

Uganda

Zambia

ASIA
Bangladesh

Hong Kong SAR

India

Japan2

Indonesia

Kazakhstan

Korea3

Malaysia

Marshall Islands4

Micronesia5

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Taiwan Province of China

EUROPE
Albania

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia

Finland6

France7

Germany8

Gibraltar

Greece

Hungary

Iceland9

1999

2000

1985

1988/89

1994

1994

Proposed, but not implemented.

1984/2000 pending.

Hong Kong considered and rejected
installing a deposit insurance system
in 1992; but is currently reconsidering.

1961

1971 (in full since 1995/96)

1998 (A full, explicit guarantee was
introduced in 1998).

1999

1996 (currently in full)

A full guarantee was introduced in

December 1997.

1975
1963
1963
1987
In full since 1997, but a draft law is under
consideration to replace the full guarantee.
1985/95/99

Under consideration.

1979/96

1974/95

1998

1997/99

1994

1988/98

1998

1969/92/98

1980/95/99

1966/76/98

1998

1993/95

1993

1985/96/2000

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow, considering
broadening.

Broad.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow.

Broad.

Narrow.

Broad.

Narrow (is considering

broadening).

Broad.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Broad.

Narrow.

X (private)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X (since 2/99)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X (official)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table A1 (continued)

Region, Country

or Province

Membership

Date enacted/revised Compulsory Voluntary

Responsibilities of

the System

(broad or narrow)

Ireland

Italy10

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Macedonia

Netherlands

Norway11

Poland12

Portugal

Romania

Russia

Slovak Republic

Spain13

Sweden14

Switzerland

Turkey15

Ukraine

United Kingdom

MIDDLE EAST

Bahrain

Israel

Kuwait

Lebanon

Morocco

Oman

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Argentina

Bahamas

Bolivia

Brazil

Canada

Chile17

Colombia

Costa Rica18

Dominican Republic19

Ecuador

El Salvador21

Guatemala

Honduras

Jamaica22

Mexico23

1989/95

1987/96/99

1998

1996

1989/99

1996/97/98/00

1979/95

1961/97

1995

1992/95

1996

A draft law was passed by the Parliament
but vetoed by the President in 2000.There
is an implicit guarantee of household
deposits in the savings bank.

1996

1977/96

1996

1984/93

1983 (in full since December 1999).

1998

1982/95

1993

Implicit-the central bank has compensated
all depositors in full for the last 30 years.

Implicit: Kuwait is beginning to consider
a formal scheme.

1967/91

1993/9616

1995

1971/95

1999

Deposit insurance system proposed in

1999 but not yet enacted.

1974/81/95

1967/95

1986

1985

There is an explicit full guarantee, but
only for state-owned banks. An explicit,
limited scheme is under discussion for
both state-owned and private banks.
1962/99

July 1998. In full December 1998.20

1991/2000

1999

1999/2000 (in full until 2002).

1998 (full from 1997 to 1998).

1986/90/99 (full: beginning to be phased out).

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X (de facto)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad.

X

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Broad.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad in principle.

Broad.

Narrow.

Broad.

Broad.

Broad since 1998.
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Table A1 (concluded)

Region, Country

or Province

Membership

Date enacted/revised Compulsory Voluntary

Responsibilities of
the System

(broad or narrow)

Panama

Peru

Trinidad & Tobago

United States25

Venezuela

Number of Countries
Examined: 85

Has explicit coverage only for credit
cooperatives.

1992/99

1986

1934/91

1985

72 countries offer an explicit deposit
insurance system; the guarantee is in full
in 11I countries.

X

X

X26

X

62 Schemes27 7 Schemes27

Broad.24

Broad.

Broad.

Broad.

Narrow role in 34
countries; Broad
responsibilities in
33 systems.

Sources: Information provided by country authorities; and IMF staff.

Notes:. . . Means data are not available.

1The format for the establishment of a system of deposit insurance has been adopted by six central African countries that share a central bank
(Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon).The treaty that embodies the system has been ratified by
Cameroon and Chad. Ratification is pending elsewhere. The scheme will not go into operation until all regional members have ratified the treaty.

2Japan has two systems. The first covers, commercial and shinkin banks, which are credit cooperatives, and labor and credit associations but the au-
thorities have extended a temporary full guarantee.The second scheme covers agricultural and fishery cooperatives.

3Korea has placed a temporary full guarantee on deposits.
4Two U.S. banks in the Marshall Islands are insured by the United Sates' FDIC under special U.S. legislation, but the domestic bank is not covered.
5Banks in Micronesia are insured by the United States' FDIC under special U.S. legislation.
6Finland has a relatively new system that replaces its comprehensive guarantee.
7France has separate schemes for commercial banks and for mutual, savings and cooperative banks.
8Germany has both public and private schemes. There are separate private schemes for commercial banks, savings banks, giro institutions, and credit co-

operatives. Since August 1998 there has been in place an official compulsory scheme for commercial banks. The private scheme supplements the public de-
posit insurance system by covering the 10 percent deductible and topping up coverage. The private deposit insurance system can assist troubled banks.

9Until January 2000, Iceland had two schemes for deposit protection-one for commercial banks and the other for savings banks. Both are monitored
by the supervisory agency.The two schemes have now been merged.

10Italy has two separate schemes, one for commercial banks (that have 90 percent of the system's deposits) and the other for smaller, mutual institutions.

11Norway has two separate deposit insurance funds-one for commercial banks and the other for savings banks..
12Poland has three separate schemes.
13There are three separate systems in Spain: one for commercial banks, a second for savings banks, and the third for credit cooperatives.They are sim-

ilar in composition.
14Before its banking crisis, Sweden did not have a system of depositor protection. It introduced a temporary guarantee of all bank liabilities in 1992, and

replaced it with a formal system of deposit insurance to conform to EU standards in January 1996 for all banks and investment firms that receive deposits.
15Turkey explicitly insures savings deposits and CDs, but in 1994, it extended an implicit guarantee to all deposits.

16The legislation setting up the deposit insurance system in Morocco was enacted in 1993; however, the Ministry of Finance was required to approve
the by-laws and did not do so until 1996.

17ln Chile, the central bank guarantees demand deposits.The government guarantees 90 percent of household savings and time deposits to a limit of
UF 120 per person per year, that is, 120 inflation-adjusted units of Chilean currency.

18Article 4 of the Banking Law in Costa Rica states that state-owned banks can count on a guarantee from the government.The public has interpreted
this article as providing unlimited deposit protection at state-owned banks.

19The Dominican Republic currently has explicit deposit insurance only for savings and loan associations and the National Housing Bank.A law giving
wider deposit protection in the form of legal priority passed the legislature in 1999, but was vetoed by the President.

20A deposit insurance system was enacted in Ecuador in July 1998, but was temporarily over-ridden by a full guarantee that was placed in December
1998. However, deposits were frozen in March 1999 and will be repaid mostly in government bonds as dollarization precludes creating new money.

21El Salvador is implementing a new deposit insurance system that covers most deposits.
22Jamaica instituted an explicit full guarantee in 1995. A limited deposit insurance system was enacted in March 1998 and began operations in Septem-

ber 1998.
23Mexico did not impose an obligation on its insurance agency (FOBAPROA) to guarantee deposits, but each December, the agency announced what

instruments it would cover. For example, in 1997, it stated that it would cover all liabilities of commercial banks except subordinated debt. A new law
was passed in 1998 under which a new agency, IPAB, insures deposits.The full guarantee is being phased out-a process to be completed by year 2005.

24The system in Peru was granted a broad role in the revised legislation of 1999.
25The United States has three separate schemes: one for commercial banks, a second for savings associations, and a third for credit unions. Deposits

booked offshore are not covered.
26Deposit insurance in the United States is compulsory for nationally chartered banks, for state-chartered banks that are members of the Federal Re-

serve System and for other banks where their state charters require it. In short, federal insurance is compulsory for virtually all bank and thrifts.
27The numbers of compulsory and voluntary schemes exceed the total of 68 because Germany has both public and private schemes that are charac-

terized differently.
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX

Table A2. Membership in Explicit Limited Deposit Insurance Systems

Region, Country
or Province Institutional Membership

Cover for Domestic Banks'
Branches Abroad

Participation by the
Branches of Foreign Banks

AFRICA

Kenya

Nigeria

Tanzania

Uganda

ASIA
Bangladesh

India

Japan

Kazakhstan

Korea

Marshall Is.

Micronesia

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Taiwan Province
of China

EUROPE
Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech Republic

Denmark

Licensed banks.

All licensed banks, including the Tanzania
Postal Bank, and financial institutions that
take deposits.

Commercial banks.

All scheduled private, foreign, and Islamic
financial institutions.

Commercial, cooperative and rural banks that
are either publicly or privately owned.

Commercial, trust, long-term credit and shinkin
banks, credit cooperatives, labor and credit
associations. A separate scheme covers
agricultural and credit cooperatives.
Government-related institutions and
branches of foreign banks are not covered.

Banks licensed to accept deposits and that have
met international prudential standards.

Under full coverage: national and regional
commercial banks, specialized banks, the
Korea Development and Long-term Credit
Banks, and branches of foreign banks.

Branches of U.S. commercial banks.

Commercial banks.

All institutions granted a banking license.

Registered banking institutions and cooperative
societies carrying on banking business.A new,
separate, cross-guarantee, scheme for
cooperative societies was initiated in 1999.

All financial institutions licensed to accept
deposits or trust funds.

Credit institutions that take deposits.

Licensed credit institutions.

All banks legally licensed to take deposits.

Commercial and savings banks, but not savings
and loan associations.

All licensed banks and the branches and
agencies of foreign banks.

Commercial, savings and cooperative banks and
the branches of foreign banks.

Voluntary.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Voluntary.

Compulsory, unless covered

equivalently by a home-country

deposit insurance system.

Compulsory for non-EU banks.
EU banks may opt to "top up."

Compulsory (unless the home
country has an equivalent
scheme).

Compulsory (unless the home
country has an equivalent
scheme).

Compulsory (unless the home
country has an equivalent
scheme).

Yes.

Compulsory for banks from
non-EU countries unless they
have comparable coverage,
then voluntary.

Voluntary.

No.

Not normally.

Yes.

Yes, for EU members.

Yes (unless the host country
has an equivalent scheme).

No.

No.

No.

Yes.
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Table A2 (continued)

Region, Country
or Province Institutional Membership

Participation by the
Branches of Foreign Banks

Cover for Domestic Banks'
Branches Abroad

Statistical Appendix

Estonia Credit institutions. Yes, unless covered by a No

comparable scheme from home.

Finland Voluntary. No.

France All licensed credit institutions since July 1999. Compulsory. Yes (but only for EEA
(There had previously been a separate scheme countries).
for mutual, savings and cooperative banks.)

Germany The official deposit insurance system covers all Voluntary (although all branches Yes: for German banks
licensed banking institutions.There are also in fact participate in the operating in EU countries,
separate private schemes for commercial scheme). The private sector covers all
banks, savings banks and credit cooperatives. branches.

Gibraltar Banks incorporated in Gibraltar, offices from Voluntary for EU banks to "top No.
banks from non-EEA countries that are up" coverage. Compulsory for
authorized to operate in Gibraltar.1 non-EU banks lacking comparable

coverage.

Greece All credit institutions authorized to conduct Compulsory (unless the home Yes (unless the host country
banking business in Greece except for the country has an equivalent has an equivalent scheme).
Postal Savings Bank, the Deposit and Loan Fund, scheme),
and credit cooperatives.

Hungary All types of licensed financial institutions, except Yes.
state-guaranteed institutions and credit
cooperatives.

Iceland Until January 2000, Iceland had two separate
deposit insurance systems-one for commercial
banks and the other for savings banks.They have
now been combined.

Ireland All authorized credit institutions, including Compulsory, except for credit No, except within the EEA.
building societies. institutions authorized in

another EEA country.

Italy There are two separate deposit insurance Voluntary. Yes, for EU (unless the host
systems, one for commercial banks and the other country has an equivalent
for smaller mutual and cooperative institutions. scheme).

Latvia All banks authorized to accept deposits from ... No.
natural persons.

Lithuania Lithuanian commercial banks and state banks ... No.

where the state holds less than 50% of the shares,

Luxembourg All institutions licensed to accept deposits. Compulsory. No.

Macedonia Banks and savings houses in Macedonia and

branches of foreign banks registered in Macedonia. Yes, voluntary, No.

Netherlands All financial institutions licensed to take deposits. Compulsory. No.

Norway There are separate schemes for commercial
banks and savings banks.

Poland All banks operating in Poland, except for Yes. No.
cooperative banks, which have a separate scheme.

Portugal Credit institutions that have their head office in Compulsory (unless the home No.
Portugal and are authorized to take deposits and country has an equivalent
branches of non-EU banks. scheme). EU banks may "top up"

their home coverage.

Romania

Slovak Republic Commercial banks and building societies.

Spain All Spanish credit institutions included in the Voluntary. Yes (only for EEA countries).
Register of Banks.There are three separate
schemes: one for commercial banks, one for
savings banks, and one for credit cooperatives.
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Table A2 (continued)

Region, Country
or Province Institutional Membership

Participation by the
Branches of Foreign Banks

Cover for Domestic Banks'
Branches Abroad

Sweden All Swedish and foreign commercial banks and Voluntary for EEA and non-EEA Yes (voluntary for branches
all investment firms that are licensed to accept banks (if the home country in EEA countries and
deposits. has an equivalent scheme). possible with the permissior

of the deposit insurance
system for branches
elsewhere.

Switzerland All banks operating in Switzerland, i.e. members Yes. No.
of the Swiss Bankers' Association.

Turkey Normally banks licensed to take household
savings deposits.

Ukraine Licensed commercial banks that are included in Yes. No.
the National Bank of Ukraine's Register of Banks.
The Savings Bank of Ukraine is not a member.

United Kingdom Banks licensed to take deposits and incorporated Compulsory for branches on Yes for branches of UK
in the United Kingdom, non-EEA incorporated non-EEA banks operating in the incorporated banks
banks that are authorized to take deposits UK, unless they can prove they operating in the EEA.
through UK offices, and branches of UK have a comparable home scheme,
incorporated banks in the EEA. Building societies Voluntary for branches of EEA
have a separate scheme. banks "topping up" cover.

MIDDLE EAST

Bahrain Bahraini offices of full commercial banks. Yes, unless covered by a similar Yes.

scheme elsewhere.

Lebanon All banks existing and operating in Lebanon. Yes. Yes.

Morocco "All credit institutions receiving public funds." No. No.

Oman Banks licensed by the central bank to accept
deposits and are operating in Oman. ... No.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Argentina Commercial banks, savings banks, and credit Yes. No.
unions, if they are supervised.2

Bahamas Every licensed bank conducting business in Yes.
Bahamian currency.

Brazil Financial institutions, including savings and credit Yes. No.
associations that accept deposits, but not credit
cooperatives.

Canada Domestic banks and subsidiaries, domestic trust Yes. No.
and loan companies, foreign bank subsidiaries.

Chile Commercial banks and savings banks of all Yes. No.
types, but not credit cooperatives.

Colombia All entities that take deposits, including banks, Yes. No.
finance companies, savings associations, leasing
companies and investment trusts.There is a
separate scheme for credit cooperatives.

Dominican Republic Savings and loan associations and the National Yes. No.
Housing Bank.The draft law would extend
protection to all banking institutions.

Ecuador Commercial banks, savings banks and credit Yes. Yes.
cooperatives that are supervised.

El Salvador All banks, except two state-owned banks, but Yes, unless they are insured by Yes.
not credit cooperatives. the home country.

Guatemala Private domestic banks and branches of foreign Yes.
banks.
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Table A2 (concluded)

Region, Country
or Province Institutional Membership

Participation by the
Branches of Foreign Banks

Cover for Domestic Banks'
Branches Abroad

Honduras Private banks, savings and loan associations, Yes.
finance companies, foreign banks authorized to
accept deposits.

Jamaica All financial institutions licensed to accept Yes. No.
deposits.

Mexico Full service commercial banks, but not savings
or credit cooperatives.

Peru All commercial banks and certain other Yes. No.
financial institutions that are supervised and
authorized to accept deposits.

Trinidad & Tobago All licensed financial institutions, including Yes. No.
commercial banks, finance houses, trust
companies, and merchant banks.

United States Commercial and savings banks are insured by No, they have to be subsidiaries. No (except for U.S. banks
the Bank Insurance Fund. (There are separate in the Marshall Islands and
funds for savings associations and credit unions.) Micronesia and unless the

deposits are payable in the
United States).

Venezuela Commercial and other banks that are supervised.

67 Countries Typically included are financial institutions Yes: 40 No: 30
normally have licensed to take deposits. Voluntary: 8 Yes: within the EEA and
an explicit, 5 other countries.
limited DIS*

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.

Notes:. . . Means data are not available.

* Excluding the scheme for credit cooperatives in Panama.

1Countries in the EEA are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

2ln Argentina in 2000, only commercial banks are covered because other banks are excluded because they pay excessively high rates on their deposits.
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Table A3. Private and Official Funding for Explicit Limited Deposit Insurance Systems

Region,
Country
or Province

Has
Private

Funding1 Has Official Backing2
Fund or Ex Post

Assessment
Investing Fund

Resources

Legal Priority for
Depositors or the

Deposit Insurance System

AFRICA
Kenya X Central bank can make loans. Fund. No.

Nigeria X Government (the ministry of finance and Fund. Mainly Nigerian T-bills. Yes, de jure.
central bank) provided initial capital and can
make loans.

Tanzania X The government provided initial capital and Fund. Tanzanian T-bills and No, de jure, at par
the central bank can make loans. loans to banks. with other creditors.

Uganda X Government provided initial capital and Fund. Yes.
will lend.

ASIA
Bangladesh X Deposit insurance agency finances are co- Fund. Approved, risk-free Yes.

mingled within the central bank.They would securities and investments.
be separated under pending legislation and
the deposit insurer could borrow from the
central bank.

India X The central bank provided initial capital.lt Fund. Indian central No, at par with
and government give support with government securities. unsecured creditors.
Parliamentary approval.

Japan X Government and central bank provided initial Fund. Central and local No.
capital.The central bank makes loans.The government securities
government has provided substantial assistance. and corporate bonds.

Kazakhstan X The deposit insurance system can borrow Fund. Government securities. Yes.
from the government and the central bank.

Korea X The KDIC is legally authorized to borrow Fund. . . . No.
from the government or central bank with
ministry of finance approval.

Marshall Is. X Fund. US government securities. Yes.

Micronesia X Fund. US government securities. Yes.

Philippines X The government provided initial capital, Fund. . . . Yes: the PDIC has priority
central bank made loans and has borne losses. for insured deposits.

Sri Lanka X The central bank provided initial capital and Fund. . . . No.
has advanced funds.

Taiwan Province X The government provided initial capital.The Fund. Cash, securities, No.
of China central bank makes loans against collateral government bonds, and

or a guarantee from the ministry of finance. bank debentures.

EUROPE
Austria X Government-guaranteed bonds may be issued. Ex post. Not relevant. Yes: for small depositors.

Belgium X The state has provided a limited temporary Fund. . . . No.

guarantee.

Bulgaria X Fund has the right to borrow, including from Fund. . . . Yes, for the deposit
the government in the last resort, and to insurer.
receive donations and foreign assistance.

Croatia X The fund may borrow from the central bank. Fund. Short-term government Yes, for insured deposits.
and central bank securities.

Czech Republic X The central bank and the government would Fund. . . . No.
equally make loans to cover any shortfall

in funding.

Denmark X The deposit insurer can borrow from banks Fund. . . . No.
with a guarantee from the government.

Estonia X The government made an initial contribution. Fund. OECD-country bonds, No.
The fund can borrow without a government deposits of non-member
guarantee or ask the government to borrow credit institutions,
a limited amount on its behalf.

Finland X The government and the central bank have Fund. No.
borne losses.The fund can borrow with a
government guarantee.
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Table A3 (continued)

Region, Has
Country Private
or Province Funding1 Has Official Backing2

Fund or Ex Post
Assessment

Investing Fund
Resources

Legal Priority for
Depositors or the

Deposit Insurance System

France X The Government re-capitalized Credit Fund . . . No.
Lyonnais outside the deposit insurance beginning
system. Both the old and the new deposit in 1999.
insurance systems are funded solely from
private sources.

Germany X Local governments have supported the Fund (ex post for . . . No.
scheme for savings institutions. Other one private system).
schemes can borrow, but the law requires
that compensation under the public scheme
be paid from members' annual
supplementary contributions.

Gibraltar X None. Ex post (fund for Not relevant. No.
admin, expenses).

Greece X Sixty percent of the start-up funding was Fund. 80% in members' CDs,
provided by the central bank. 20% government paper.

Hungary X The government will guarantee fund Fund. Hungarian government Yes, for private persons'
borrowing from the central bank or private bonds, credit institution deposits.
markets if requested. deposits.

Iceland5 X No support. Fund. . . . No.

Ireland X . . . Fund. . . . No.

Italy X Under the Legge Decree, the Bank of Italy can Only for admin. Not relevant. Yes: insurer has priority
make low-interest rate loans to facilitate a expenses (thinking for insured deposits.
large pay-out.The government has recently of changing).
provided substantial financial assistance to the
deposit insurance system.

Latvia X The Bank of Latvia and the government made Fund. Latvian government Yes, de jure.
initial contributions. Compensation is paid securities.
from the government's budget if fund
resources are inadequate.

Lithuania X The government provided initial capital and Fund. . . . Yes,for insured deposits.

will cover any shortfall with loans.3

Luxembourg X . . . Ex post. Not relevant.

Macedonia X The central bank can extend credit if the fund Fund. Securities issued by the Yes, for insured deposits.
lacks resources to pay insured depositors. central bank.

Netherlands X The central bank provides interest-free bridge Ex post. Not relevant. No.
financing.

Norway X Government and central bank have borne Fund. . . . Yes, if the bank is under
losses.The government created a Government public administration.
Bank Insurance Fund to make loans to the
Commercial Bank and the Savings Bank
Guarantee Funds, whose resources had been
depleted by the banking crisis.

Poland X The Bank of Poland and the government Fund. Assistance loans to banks Yes: the insurer has priority.
contributed initial capital. and government securities.4

Portugal X The Bank of Portugal provided initial capital. Fund. Assets agreed with the No.
central bank.

Romania X The fund can borrow from the state, the Fund. Romanian T-bills. No.
central bank, and other sources.The
government can guarantee the debt.

Slovak Republic X The central bank made an initial contribution Fund. . . . No.
and may make loans.

Spain X The central bank can make limited loans. Fund. Interest-bearing account No.
at the National Debt Office.

Sweden X The government has borne losses.The Fund. . . . No.
deposit insurer may borrow from the National
Debt Office.
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Table A3 (continued)

Region, Has Legal Priority for
Country Private Fund or Ex Post Investing Fund Depositors or the
or Province Funding1 Has Official Backing2 Assessment Resources Deposit Insurance System

Switzerland X No.The Swiss Banker's Association borrows Ex post. Not relevant. Yes, for insured depositors.
under normal market conditions.

Turkey X Credit may be extended by the central bank Fund. In banks to obtain high Yes, de jure.
in case of insufficiency in funding. yields.

Ukraine X The government made an initial contribution Fund. Ukrainian government
through the National Bank of the Ukraine. securities. Yes, for the deposit insurer.
The deposit insurer can borrow from the
government.

United Kingdom X The central bank made loans in the past but Small fund (£5m to Yes, the deposit insurance Treasury bills for the small
there is now no public funding for the deposit £6m) mainly ex post. agency has priority in fund.
insurance system, but it may borrow limited recoveries
amounts in the markets with Treasury approval.

MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain X The new law would allow the deposit Ex post, currently.5 Not relevant. No.

insurance system to borrow from the markets
or the central bank.

Lebanon X The central bank contributed half of the Fund. Lebanese T-bills, bonds and . . .
deposit insurance system's initial capital.The real estate in Lebanon.
government matches banks' annual
contributions. If the fund is depleted the
central bank replenishes it by making interest-
free loans.

Morocco X No public support was used to establish the Fund. Negotiable securities of No.
deposit insurance system and nonpublic the Moroccan government.

monies are provided for in the legislation.6

Oman X The central bank matched half of the member Fund. Must consider: risk, Yes, for the deposit insurer.
banks' initial contributions; the fund can liquidity, and revenue.
borrow from the Government, the central
bank and member banks.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
Argentina X The central bank contributed a small share of Fund. Abroad. Yes.

the initial capital.

Bahamas X The central bank contributed half the deposit Fund. . . . Yes: the deposit insurance
insurance system's initial capital. system has priority for

insured deposits.

Brazil X The deposit insurance system can either Fund. A private decision. No.
request funds from the central bank or
authorization to borrow. Under the constitution
no government support is available.

Canada X The fund can borrow from the markets and Fund.7 . . . No, same rank as
the government, but is charged private unsecured creditors.
market rates.7

Chile No The government is responsible for time and Government. Government securities. Yes, for insured depositors.
savings deposits and the central bank for

demand deposits.

Colombia X It is understood that the state is the ultimate Fund. Colombian government
guarantor. securities. No.

Dominican Republic. X The government can fund the deposit insurance Fund. . . . Yes, by law in 1999.
system for savings and loan associations.

Ecuador X Until December 1999, the fund could request Fund. The deposit insurance Yes: same as for public
the central bank to provide liquidity to a system uses the same deposits.
bank in rehabilitation.The deposit insurance criteria as for investing
system also received government bonds from international reserves.
the ministry of finance. However, under the
dollarization scheme, no new money can be
created.As the deposit insurance system has
run out of cash, deposits have been frozen
since March 1999, and must be repaid by
government bonds.
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Table A3 (concluded)

Region, Has Legal Priority for
Country Private Fund or Ex Post Investing Fund Depositors or the
or Province Funding1 Has Official Backing2 Assessment Resources Deposit Insurance System

El Salvador X The central bank provided initial funding and Fund. Securities at home and No.
it may also make loans to the deposit abroad, foreign bank
insurance system. deposits, considering risk

and liquidity.

Guatemala X The government may make a temporary, Fund. Foreign or domestic, non- Yes.
exceptional contribution, which is to be member institutions; to
repaid by the banks later. consider security,

profitability, liquidity, and
diversification.

Honduras X The government made an initial contribution, Fund. A special fund at the No.
which may be repaid over time.The central central bank.
bank has a contingent credit line for the
deposit insurance system; the ministry of
finance may issue bonds.

Jamaica X The fund can borrow in the markets or Fund. Jamaican or foreign- No.
from the government and has an explicit government securities or
government guarantee. banks.

Mexico X Fund has borrowed from the central bank Fund. Liquid government Yes.
and ministry of finance. securities.

Peru X The central bank and the Treasury made Fund. Central bank and corporate No.
initial contributions. Fund may borrow securities, including foreign
from the Treasury. currency or government

securities, bonds, mutual
funds, but not Peruvian
finance companies-to
consider: security, liquidity,
profitability and diversification.

Trinidad & Tobago X Central bank made an initial contribution, Fund. Cash and the marketable Yes, the deposit insurance
matches banks' contributions, and may securities of domestic or system has priority for
lend to the fund. foreign governments. insured deposits.

United States X Government provided initial capital, bore Fund. Special issue U.S. Yes.
S&L losses, and can lend to BIF and SAIF. government securities.

Venezuela X Central bank and government have borne Fund. Securities that are liquid Yes, for small deposits.
losses and refinanced FOGADE,the deposit and profitable, equity
insurance system.The central bank may interests.
make advances.

67 countries 66 systems Funds in 55 countries have received 58 systems build a Typically domestic Yes: 31, No: 30,
normally have some government assistance or can expect to fund and 9 rely government securities. No information: 8
have an or all private obtain it. Five countries deny that support mainly on ex post
explicit, funds, one will be provided.The situation is unclear in levies.
limited is funded by the remaining countries.
systems government.
of deposit
insurance*

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.

Notes:. . . Means data are not available.

*Excluding the scheme for credit cooperatives in Panama.

1Funding reflects the ongoing responsibility to contribute to an insurance fund or to pay ex post assessments in order to compensate depositors of a failed bank. Situations where the
government has provided initial funding, has an obligation to supply loans, or has borne losses are also indicated in column 3.

2The government should be understood to include the central bank in determining official support for funding.

Resources from the government were needed in Lithuania to fund the system, which was expected to be fully funded from bank premiums starting in 1999.
4ln Poland, foreign banks retain their premiums until they are needed by the deposit insurance system.
5The draft law in Bahrain provides for a fund, with contributions to be shared between the government and the banks.
6lf the fund proves to be insufficient in Morocco, depositor compensation is reduced pro rata.
7The law in Canada does not require the CDIC to accumulate a fund. Instead, it puts aside provisions to cover expected future losses and accumulates them in a reserve (typi-

cally called an allowance for loan losses (ALL)). Currently, the CDIC has resources that exceed the ALL.
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Table A4. Building the Fund in an Explicit Limited Deposit Insurance System

Region, Annual Premium
Country, Fund Target as a Actual Fund as a Premium or as a Percentage of Basis for Risk-
or Province Percent of Deposits Percent of Deposits Assessment Base the Assessment Base Adjusting Premiums1

AFRICA
Kenya 20% of insured deposits. 5.3% insured deposits. Deposits. 0.15

Nigeria Not specified. . . . Deposits. 0.9375

Tanzania 3% of total deposits.2 2.7% of total deposits. Deposits. 0.1

Uganda No. Reported to be very low. Deposits. 0.2

ASIA
Bangladesh . . . 0.4% of insured deposits. Deposits. 0.005

India No, but 2% has been 0.7% of insured deposits. Deposits. 0.05

proposed.

Japan No. Currently has a deficit. Insured deposits. 0.048 + 0.036

Kazakhstan Yes T 500 million. New scheme. Insurable deposits. Risk-based: 0.125 to 0.375 Formula reflecting financial

condition.

Korea . . . . . . Deposits. 0.05

Marshall Islands U.S. system. U.S. system. Deposits. Risk-based: 0.00 to 0.27 Capital and CAMELS ratios.

Micronesia U.S. system. U.S. system. Deposits. Risk-based: 0.00 to 0.27 Capital and CAMELS ratios.

Philippines . . . 22 billion pesos. Deposits. 0.2

Sri Lanka . . . Very low (80 mil. Rupees). Deposits. 0.15

Taiwan Province <5% of insured deposits. 0.3% insured deposits. Covered deposits. Risk-based: 0.05 to 0.06 9 categories reflecting CAR
of China (since 1/1/2000). and rating on the early

warning system.

EUROPE
Austria . . . . . . Covered deposits. pro rata, ex post.

Belgium 0.5% of insured deposits. 15.8 billion Belgian francs Covered deposits. 0.02 + 0.04 if necessary.3

or 0.25% insured deposits.

Bulgaria Yes, 5% of total deposits. 30 million new BGL. Insurable deposits. 0.54

Croatia 5% of insured deposits. 0.85% of insured deposits Insured deposits. 0.2 can be risk-adjusted. As determined by the at
end 1998. central bank.

Czech Republic . . . . . . Insured deposits. Commercial banks:0.5
Savings banks: 0.1

Denmark Yes, DKK 3 billion. . . . Allocated as a % of 0.2 (max) of total deposits.

covered deposits.

Estonia 3% of insured deposits. New scheme. Deposits until 2002. 0.5% (max).

Finland 2% of insured deposits. FIM 300 mil, or 0.14% of Insured deposits. Risk-based: 0.05 to 0.3, Solvency ratio.
insured deposits. which can be increased in

an emergency.

France . . . New scheme. Deposits plus 1/3 loans. Risk-based since June 1999. BS calculates the
Previously on demand. adjustment based on

CAMEL-like ratings.

Germany Yes, 3% of loans. Target met. Amount owed to 0.008 in the statutory Risk category and length of
customers. scheme 0.0 to 0.1 in the membership in the private

private sector.5 deposit insurance system.

Gibraltar No. New scheme. Insured deposits. There is a small fund for
administrative expenses;
otherwise charges are
ex post.

Greece A reasonable level. GD 81 billion at end Deposits.6 Decreasing by size: .0025
1999. t o . 1256 Can be tripled in

an emergency.

Hungary Informally 1.5% insured 1 % of insured deposits. Insurable deposits. O.19, decreasing by size to Additional charge if bank
deposits. 0.16 plus risk adjustment. falls below minimum CAR.

Iceland . . . . . . Insured deposits. 0.15
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Table A4 (continued)

Region, Annual Premium
Country, Fund Target as a Actual Fund as a Premium or as a Percentage of Basis for Risk-
or Province Percent of Deposits Percent of Deposits Assessment Base the Assessment Base Adjusting Premiums1

Ireland . . . . . . EU and EEA, i.e., insured 0.2 at start. Currently no
deposits at all branches regular premium only
of credit institutions in extraordinary assessments.
the EEA.

Italy 0.4-0.8% of covered 0.4% of total deposits. Protected funds Risk-adjusted charges are Index with 28 gradations
deposits: for adjusted for size and levied ex post to restore based on risk, solvency,
administrative expenses. risk. the funds to their required maturity transformation,

levels. and performance.

Latvia Not specified. New scheme. Insured deposits. 0.3

Lithuania For savings bank scheme. 100 million Lita or 2.5% Insured deposits. 1.5 falling to 1.0 in 2000.

of deposits.

Luxembourg . . . . . . Insured deposits. Ex post to a maximum of
5% of capital.

Macedonia 5% of insured deposits.7 3% of insured deposits. Insured deposits. Risk-based: 1% to 2..5% Capital ratio and financial
plus supplement, if needed. standing.

Netherlands . . . . . . Case by case8 Share of Ex post to a maximum of
insured deposits. 10% of capital.

Norway 1.5% deposits + 0.5% . . . Risk-weighted assets 0.5 of risk-weighted assets Risk-weighted assets.
risk-adjusted assets. and total deposits. 0.15 deposits.

Poland 0.4 percent,of deposits 1.8 % of insured deposits. Deposits, also risk- not more than 0.4, but Risk-weighted assets.
adjusted assets.9 includes risk-adjustment.

Portugal . . . . . . Insured deposits. Risk-based from 0.08 to Condition, including
0.12 + more in emergencies. solvency.

Romania 10% of personal deposits. 1.8% of insured deposits. Insured deposits. Risk-based from 0.3 to 0.6. Complex formula reflecting,
capital, NPLs, profits,
liquidity, and risk assets.

Slovak Republic 1.5% of insured deposits. 0.47% insured deposits. Insured deposits. 0.1 to 0.3 for banks.10

Spain 1% of deposits. Insured deposits. 0.1 (Max. of 0.2)

Sweden 2.5% of total deposits. . . . Covered deposits. Risk-based, 0.5 now, 0.1 later. From 60% to 140% of

base depending on CAR.

Switzerland . . . . . . Discretion but Ex post, on demand, varies. Based on earnings and
considering gross some discretion.
earnings and balance
sheet items, including
covered deposits.

Turkey No. 5% of insured deposits. Insured savings deposits. Risk-based, 1.0 or 1.2 CAR: banks with more
than 8% capital pay the
lower rate.

Ukraine .... 10% insured deposits. Total deposits. 0.5 plus special charges
that are NOT risk-based.

United Kingdom £5m-£6m for <£3m EEA deposits i.e., On demand. Not to exceed
administrative expenses. insured deposits. 0.3 % of guaranteed deposits.

MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain . . . . . . Deposits. ex post.

Lebanon . . . . . . Credit accounts. 0.0511

Morocco No. . . . Total deposits. 0.2

Oman . . . . . . Deposits. 0.02, but can range from

0.1 to 0.3 over time.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
Argentina 5% of total deposits. 0.1% of total deposits in Insurable deposits. 0.3 basic plus risk Formula that includes

December 1998. adjustment with range provisions, CAR, CAMEL,
from 0.36 to 0.72. and risk assets.

Bahamas No. Very new scheme. Either insured or 0.05
insurable deposits.
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Table A4 (continued)

Region, Annual Premium
Country, Fund Target as a Actual Fund as a Premium or as a Percentage of Basis for Risk-
or Province Percent of Deposits Percent of Deposits Assessment Base the Assessment Base Adjusting Premiums1

Brazil 5% of guaranteed .. . Total deposits. 0.3 + 0.15 as an
deposits. extraordinary contribution.

Canada No. C$500m ~0.19% Covered deposits. Risk-adjusted, 0.04 to 0.33. A complex formula with
quantitative and qualitative
factors including: capital
adequacy, profitability, asset
concentration, regulatory
rating and adherence to
standards.

Chile No. . . . Not applicable. None.12

Colombia .. . 11.7% of insured deposits Insured deposits. 0.3, to become risk- A premium refund, based
at end 1998.13 adjusted in the year 2000.14 on a rating by an

independent rating
agency, is pending.

Dominican ... Deposits. 0.1875
Republic

Ecuador 50% of insured deposits. Deposits. 0.65+ risk adjustment in Risk rating to be developed
the year 2000. by deposit insurance

agency.

El Salvador Deposits. 0.1. Can be raised to 0.3 to If the bank has sub-
repay debt. Also there is a standard securities or is
50% risk-based mark-up. subject to intervention or

special supervision.

Guatemala 10% of covered deposits. New scheme. Covered deposits. 1.0 + 0.5 when the fund
falls below its target.

Honduras 5% of deposits. New scheme. Deposits. Not more than 0.25.

Jamaica Not de jure: but there is New scheme J$44.4 Insurable deposits. 0.1
an admin target of 1% million in March 1999.
of insured deposits.

Mexico No. 0.11% of deposits in Deposits and other 0.4 plus special and risk As determined by the
March 1998. liabilities. adjustment to 0.8. ministry of finance.

Peru . . . . . . Covered deposits. Base of 0.65 plus risk Risk category as
adjustment.15 determined by the

supervisor.

Trinidad and No TT$ 250 million in 1998. Deposits. 0.2
Tobago

United States By law: 1.25% of insured 1.4% of insured deposits. Domestic deposits. Risk-based; 0.00 to 0.27. Capital and CAMELS
deposits. ratios.16

Venezuela . . . 4% of total deposits.17 Insurable deposits. 2.018

67 countries* 29 systems have a Resources range from a All deposits: 27, Insured 58 countries regularly levy Varies from the relatively
target, which ranges deficit to 10% of insured deposits: 36, including premiums that range from simple compilation of risk-
from 0.4% to 50% of deposits. Covered deposits: 8, 0.00% to 2.0%, based assets to complex
insured deposits. Non-deposit base: 2. 24 countries risk-adjust formulae for assessing risk..

their charges.

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.

Notes:. . . Means data not available.

*Excluding the six African countries whose deposit insurance system agreement is not fully ratified, and Panama, which has explicit coverage only for credit cooperatives.

1CAR stands for the capital adequacy ratio. NPLs are non-performing loans. CAMELS stands for capital adequacy, asset quality, management capacity, earnings, liquidity, and sys-

temic risk.
2The target in Tanzania is to be raised to this level by June 30, 2001.
3The premium in Belgium can be raised by a maximum of 0.04 percent when the funds' liquid assets fall below a critical level.
4The Bulgarian fund can request an advance premium of 1.5 percent of the deposit base if it has insufficient resources.
5The premium charged by the private deposit insurance schemes in Germany vary by scheme from 0.004 percent to 0.1 percent.
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Table A4 (concluded)

6When the fund reaches a reasonable level in Greece, a bank's premium is based on the increase in its deposits.The deposit insurance system invests 80% of a bank's contribu-
tion in a time deposit at the bank.

7The target in Macedonia is set at 5% and 15% of deposits in different places in the legislation.
8ln the Netherlands, the ex post assessments are made case-by-case on the basis of several items of data recently reported to the central bank. A comparison is made between

the portfolios of the failed bank and the assessed bank. Costs are apportioned after consultation with the bankers' committee.
9Article 25 of the deposit insurance law in Poland sets premiums at no more than 0.4 percent of deposits. However, Article 13 states that premiums should not exceed 0.4 per-

cent of the sum of assets rated according to risk. Banks in Poland keep control over their contributions until they are needed, invest in Treasury securities and keep the interest.
10Building societies in the Slovak Republic pay premiums at half the commercial banks' rate. Coverage is adjusted periodically.

11'In Lebanon, the premium paid by the banks is matched by a contribution from the government.
12To reduce central bank exposure, Chilean banks with demand deposits in excess of 2.5 times capital and reserves have to maintain a 100 percent marginal reserve require-

ment invested in short-term central bank or government securities that are liened to the central bank.The Chilean authorities regard the interest cost of maintaining the reserve
requirement as imposing an implicit charge for deposit insurance coverage.The Chilean Central Bank guarantees demand deposits in full. Household savings and time deposits are
co-insured 90% by the government to UF 120 (about $3,675) per person per year.

13As many of the assets of the insurance fund in Colombia have been lent to weak institutions, the value of the fund's reserves is overstated.
14Premiums in Columbia will become risk-based when a risk-rating agency is established in Colombia, hopefully in the year 2000.
15The premium in Peru is computed to the maximum amount insured and applies only to deposits of individuals and nonprofit institutions. Banks pay 0.65 percent of total de-

posits plus 0.2 percent for each higher risk category.
16The U.S. is studying the possibility of revising its process of estimating the risk-adjustment.
17The fund, FOGADE, has deferred recognizing the losses it suffered during the 1994—95 banking crisis. Consequently, fund reserves are overstated.
18Venezuela raised the premium from 0.5 percent to 2.0 percent early in 1994 to help fund the heavy assistance to troubled banks.
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Table A5. Deposit Coverage in Explicit Limited Deposit Insurance Systems

Region, Country Limited Coverage: Measured in Per Full
or Province Euros and/or U.S. dollars1 Depositor Coverage Coinsurance Offsetting2

AFRICA

Kenya $1,390 X Yes.

Nigeria $ 140 at the market exchange rate, but X Yes.

$2,430 at the official exchange rate.3

Tanzania $310 X Yes.

Uganda $1,890 X Yes.

ASIA

Bangladesh $2,020 X Yes.

India $2,300 X Yes.

Japan No, initially $71,000, but in full until X Yes: until April Yes.
April 2002.4 2002.

Kazakhstan $1,420 in full, then coinsurance on a X Yes: above the basic Yes.
sliding scale to $7,110. limit.

Korea No: initially $ 14,600, but in full until X Yes: until end Yes.

the year-end 2000. 2000.

Marshall Islands $100,000 X Yes.

Micronesia $100,000 X Yes.

Philippines $2,490 X Yes.

Sri Lanka $1,330 X Yes.

Taiwan Province $31,500 X Yes.
of China

EUROPE
Austria €20,000 ($20,900), but coinsurance X Yes: throughout Yes.

for businesses. for businesses.

Belgium €20,000 ($20,900) in year 2000. X Yes.

Bulgaria 95% of $ 1,070n, then 80% to $2,670. X Yes, throughout on Yes.

a two tier scale.

Croatia $13,700 since July 1999. X Not since July 1999.

Czech Republic 90% coinsurance to $11,620. X Yes: on all covered Yes.

accounts.

Denmark €40,250 ($42,325). X Yes.

Estonia Co-insure 90% of $ 1,210, but €20,000 X Yes: on all covered

in 2010. accounts. Yes.

Finland $27,270 X Yes.

France $66,670 X No.

Germany The official scheme offers 90% X Yes: on all publicly Yes.
coinsurance to €20,000 ($20,900), insured accounts, but
but the deductible is covered privately. the private deposit
The private scheme offers coverage to insurance system
30% of the bank's capital.5 covers the 10%

deductible.
Gibraltar Lesser of 90% coinsurance or €20,000 X Yes: on all insured Yes.

($20,900). accounts.

Greece €20,000 ($20,900) X Yes.

Hungary €4,165 ($4,350) X Yes.

Iceland €20,000 ($20,900)6 X No.

Ireland Co-insure 90% to €20,000 ($20,900) X X Yes: on all insured Yes.

in 2000. accounts.

Italy €103,000 ($108,000) X Yes. Yes.

Latvia $8707 X No.8
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Table A5 (continued)

Region, Country Limited Coverage: Measured in Per Full
or Province Euros and/or U.S. dollars1 Depositor Coverage Coinsurance Offsetting2

Lithuania $2,500 in full then coinsurance to X Yes: above the basic Yes.
$11,250. coverage.

Luxembourg Co-insure 90% to € 15,000 ($ 15,670) X Yes: on all insured No.
through 1999, then to 90% of €20,000 accounts.
($20.900).

Macedonia Co-insure 75% to DM 10,000 ($5,550). X Yes: on all insured Yes.

accounts.

Netherlands €20,000 ($20,900). X Yes.

Norway $253,520. X Yes.
Poland € 1,000 ($ 1,050) paid in zlotys, then X Yes: above the basic Yes.

90% coinsurance for the next €4,000 coverage.
($4,180) in 1999, € 11,000 ($ 11,500)
in 2000, rising to €20,000 in 2003.

Portugal € 15,000 or $ 15,670, coinsurance to X Yes: above the basic No.
€45,000 ($47,000), through 1999, the coverage.
€20,000 ($20,900) in 2000.

Romania $l,9209 X

Slovak Republic $6,790'° X Yes.

Spain € 15,000 ($ 15,670) through 1999,Then X No.

€20,000 ($20,900).

Sweden €28,663 ($30,370)" X Yes.

Switzerland $19,600 X Yes.

Turkey Normally in full only on household X Temporarily in No.

accounts.12 full on all accounts.

Ukraine $12013 X

United Kingdom Larger of 90% coinsurance to $33,333 X Yes: on all insured Yes.

or €22,222. accounts.

MIDDLE EAST

Bahrain Coinsurance to $5,640.14 X Yes: on all insured No.

accounts.

Lebanon $3,320 X No.

Morocco $5,090 X Yes.

Oman $52,080 or 75% coinsurance, X Yes: on larger Yes.

whichever is less. accounts.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
Argentina $30,000 X No.

Bahamas $50,000 X Yes.

Brazil $ 17,070 (real 20,000) X No.

Canada $40,79015 X Yes.

Chile Demand deposits in full and 90% X for total Only for On all savings No.
coinsurance to UF 120 or $3,400 for savings demand deposits. deposits.
savings deposits.16 deposits in

the system.
Colombia Co-insure 75% of 10 million pesos X On all insured

($7,500) and $7,500 flat on larger accounts. No.
deposits.

Dominican Republic Coinsurance to $12,280. Per deposit. On all insured Yes, in 1999

accounts. law.

Ecuador UVC 500 or $3,250. X Yes.

El Salvador $6,280 (indexed to the CPI). X Yes.
Guatemala $2,80017 X Yes, if

collateral or
matured.
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Table A5 (continued)

Region, Country Limited Coverage: Measured in Per Full

or Province Euros and/or U.S. dollars1 Depositor Coverage Coinsurance Offsetting2

Honduras $7,000 X Until 2002. Yes.

Jamaica $5,000 X X: until banking Yes, if in

system has arrears.

recovered.

Mexico In full, except subordinated debt, X Yes: being phased No.

400,000 UDIs ($90,000) in 2000.18 out.

Peru $17,770 X Yes.

Trinidad and Tobago $8,000 X Yes, on past
due loans.

United States $100,00019 X Yes.

Venezuela $ 1,580 according to the law, but X No.

payment has been 4 times higher at

$6,330.20

Number of 67 Countries have explicitly limited 66 provide Full coverage is 20 countries co- Yes: 49

Countries: 67* coverage in normal times: coverage per explicit in 7 of insure. 15 impose a No: 15

depositor; these countries. haircut on all deposits . . . : 3

only 1 offers while 5 co-insure

covers per above the basic

deposit. coverage limit.

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.

Notes:. . . Means data are not available.

*Totals exclude six African countries that have agreed upon a regional deposit insurance system, but have yet to ratify the agreement and Panama,
which has explicit coverage only for credit cooperatives.

1Exchange rates are those at the end of October, 1999.
2Offsetting refers to the practice of deducting the value of a depositor's loans or other debts to the bank from his/her insured deposit. Some countries

offset (set off, net) the value of all loans from deposits, other set off only past due loans.Yet other countries, such as Argentina, Bahrain, Belgium, France,
and Luxembourg that do not offset in general, deduct the value of demand deposits from the value of loans owed.

3Coverage in Nigeria is much higher at the official exchange rate than at the market rate.
4Japan extended full coverage as an emergency measure and postponed removal from April 2001 until April 2002 in January 2000.
5Coverage of the public scheme for commercial banks in Germany is limited to 90 percent and €20,000, but private insurance schemes cover the 10%

haircut and cover deposits above the coverage limit.The private schemes for savings banks and credit cooperatives protect deposits by securing the sol-
vency of the institutions as a whole.

6Coverage in Iceland in principle is full.The minimum is €20,000. Above that, payment is in proportion to the resources of the fund.
7Coverage in Latvia will rise gradually to €20,000 by the year 2008.
8The deposit insurance system in Latvia offsets a deposit that is held as collateral for a loan.
9The coverage limit in Romania is adjusted each year for inflation.
l0Coverage in the Slovak Republic is adjusted periodically.

11Sweden provided full coverage during the banking crisis in 1992 and withdrew it in 1996.
12Turkey has implicitly provided unlimited coverage since May l994.The full guarantee was made explicit in late 1999.
13 Coverage in the Ukraine will rise as deposit totals trend upwards.
14 Bahrain covers the lesser of 75 percent of a deposit or $5,610, as long as the fund's total outlays in any year do not exceed US$9.4 million. In this sit-

uation, coverage is determined on a pro rata basis.
15 Coverage in Canada is extended separately for retirement accounts and deposits held in trust, which are each additionally insured to Can$60,000.
16 The Chilean Central Bank guarantees demand deposits in full. Household savings and time deposits are co-insured 90% by the government to UF

120 (about $3,400) per person per year.
17 The coverage limit on Guatemala can be adjusted periodically to cover between 90% and 95% of the number of accounts.
18 Before the legislation passed in 1998, each December in Mexico, FOBAPROA announced which commercial bank obligations it would protect. Cov-

erage is now comprehensive, but there is a legislative proposal to limit coverage in the year 2005 to UDI 400,000 or approximately $96,000, where UDI
are inflation-adjusted units of Mexican currency.

19 In the United States, separate, additional coverage is offered for retirement and joint accounts.
20ln 1994,Venezuela selectively paid more than the legally stated limit on coverage.
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Statistical Appendix

Table A6. Types of Deposit Covered and Excluded in Countries with Limited Explicit Deposit
Insurance Systems

Excludes

Region, Types of Foreign Household
Country or Deposits currency Inter-bank Government Insider Illegal High-rate Deposits
Province Covered deposits1 deposits deposits deposits deposits2 deposits Only3

AFRICA

Kenya

Nigeria

Tanzania

Uganda

ASIA

Bangladesh

India

Japan

Kazakhstan

Korea

Marshall Is.

Micronesia

Philippines

Sri Lanka

Taiwan Province
of China

EUROPE

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Czech Republic

Denmark

Estonia

Finland

France

Germany

Gibraltar

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Latvia

Lithuania

All

Most4

Most

Most

5

6

Normally
most7

Only time
deposits8

Now all:
usually most9

All10

All

All
11

12

13

14

15

Savings deposits

Most

17

18

19

20

Most

21

22

Most23

24

25

26

27

X

X

X

X

Normally
X7

Normally
X9

X

X

**

**

16

X

**

(paid in francs)

* * * 2 0

* * *

Paid in sterling

***

Paid in local
currency

***

X

X

X

X

Normally
X7

X

Normally
X9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X20

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Normally
X

X

Normally
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Central
government

Central
government

X20

Central
government

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X20

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

13

x 1 4

X

X

Widened
in 1998

X

Normally
X

X

X
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Luxembourg Most

Macedonia 28

Netherlands 29

Norway Most30

Poland 31

Portugal 32

Romania 33

Slovak Republic 34

Spain 35

Sweden Most36

Switzerland Savings deposits

Turkey 37

Ukraine 38

United Kingdom Most39

MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain 40

Lebanon Most41

Morocco All42

Oman Most43

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Argentina Most44

Bahamas All45

Bolivia Most

Brazil Most46

Canada Most47

Chile 48

Colombia Most

Dominican Savings and
Republic time deposits

in savings
associations49

Ecuador 50

El Salvador Most51

Guatemala Savings
deposits only52

Honduras 53

Jamaica Most54

Mexico All55

X

X

X

X

X X

Paid in local X

currency

X

X

X

X

X X

Normally
X

X X

*** X

paid in sterling

X

X41

Paid in local X
currency

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Paid in local X
currency

Paid in local X
currency

X (normally)

X

Central X
government

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

Normally
X

X X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

Normally
X

X

X X

X

X
X29

X 32

X

X

X

Normally
X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X for savings
and time

deposits48

X Normally
X

X

X X

X

Table A6 (continued)

Excludes

Region, Types of Foreign Household
Country or Deposits currency Inter-bank Government Insider Illegal High-rate Deposits
Province Covered deposits1 deposits deposits deposits deposits2 deposits Only3

STATISTICAL APPENDIX
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Statistical Appendix

Table A6 (continued)

Excludes

Region, Types of Foreign Household
Country or Deposits currency Inter-bank Government Insider Illegal High-rate Deposits
Province Covered deposits1 deposits deposits deposits deposits2 deposits Only3

Peru All demand X X X X X (All deposits
deposits56 for natural

persons and
non profits)

Trinidad & Tobago Most57 X X

United States All domestic58

Venezuela Most X X

Number of 8 countries 26 countries 54 countries 33 countries 34 countries 23 countries 9 countries 18 countries
Countries: 67* cover all types exclude foreign normally exclude some exclude insider explicitly exclude deposits cover only

of deposit; 21 exchangedeposits: exclude or all deposits. exclude illegal carrying very or mainly
cover most 17 countries inter-bank government deposits. high rates. household

types. exclude all; deposits. deposits. deposits.
9 exclude some

foreign exchange

deposits.

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.
Notes:... Information is not available.
*Totals exclude six African countries that have agreed upon a regional deposit insurance system, but have yet to ratify the agreement and Panama.
**lndicates coverage is extended to deposits in the domestic currency, euros, or the currencies of other members of the EU.
***lndicates coverage is extended to deposits in sterling, euros, or the currencies of other members of the European Economic Area (which includes the EU).
1Deposits that are denominated in a foreign currency.
2Frequently refers to deposits that are money-laundered.
3Indicates that only individual or household deposits are covered. Sometimes the deposits of small businesses or not-for-profit organizations are also covered.
4AII domestic-currency deposits in licensed banks in Nigeria are covered except those of directors and staff, as well as deposits that serve as collateral for a loan.
5Bangladesh does not insure the deposits of domestic and foreign governments, or financial institution or inter-bank deposits.
6lndia insures deposits in commercial, cooperative, and rural banks, except certificates of deposits, government, inter-bank, and illegal deposits.
7Japan has two deposit insurance systems.The first covers commercial and shinkin banks, and labor and credit associations. It normally insures demand and time deposits in do-

mestic currency, including installment savings and money in trust whose principal has been guaranteed. However, the authorities have extended a temporary full guarantee.The
second scheme covers agricultural and fishery cooperatives.

8Kazakhstan excludes bearer deposits, trust accounts, deposits of individuals engaged in entrepreneurial activity, and insider deposits from coverage.
9Korea has placed a temporary full guarantee on deposits.
l0Two U.S. banks are insured by the FDIC, but the domestic bank is not covered.
11Sri Lanka excludes government, public corporation, and other banks' deposits from coverage.
12Taiwan Province of China excludes negotiable CDs, the deposits of governments at all levels and those of financial institutions.
13Austria excludes government, large corporation, insider and criminal deposits, but insures the deposits of natural persons in full, up to the coverage limit, while coverage for

other non-household deposits is limited to 90 percent of the guaranteed deposit.
14Belgium covers the deposits, bank notes, bonds and other claims on banks of households, and small and medium-sized non-financial enterprises.
15Bulgaria excludes insider deposits and those paying preferential interest rates.
16Croatia excludes foreign currency deposits placed prior to 1993 as they were covered by an issuance of government bonds.
17Estonia excludes the deposits of insiders, money-launderers, governments at all levels, larger businesses, financial institutions, including insurance companies, other members of

the same corporate group, and those that pay substantially higher rates.
18ln its new system that replaces its comprehensive guarantee, Finland excludes the deposits of the central government and credit institutions.
19France has separate schemes for commercial banks and for mutual, savings and cooperative banks. Coverage excludes deposits of the central government, insiders, affiliated

enterprises, and money-launderers' deposits, together with the debt securities issued by the insured institution.
20The statutory scheme in Germany insures all deposits except inter-bank, government, institutional investor, and insider deposits and those that receive exceptionally high in-

terest rates.There are separate private schemes for commercial banks, savings banks, giro institutions, and credit cooperatives.The Deposit Protection Fund established by the As-
sociation of German Bankers covers the deposits of non-bank creditors (both resident and non-resident) that are held in Germany and abroad, regardless of currency denomina-
tion. It includes insider accounts.

21Greece excludes inter-bank, insider, central government, and illegal deposits and negotiable CDs, acceptances, promissory notes and repurchase agreements.
22Hungary insures registered deposits but excludes the deposits of the government, insiders, professional investors, and money launderers.
23lceland covers all liabilities, except inter-bank and money-laundered deposits, accounts of subsidiaries and parent companies and bonds, bankers' drafts, and other claims issued

by the insured institution in the form of transferable securities.
24lreland does not insure certificates of deposit, the deposits of major owners and senior managers, governments at all levels, large corporations, or those involved in money

laundering.
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Table A6 (concluded)

25ltaly insures all deposits except bearer deposits, criminal, government, insider, and inter-bank deposits under two separate deposit insurance systems, one for banks and the
other for cooperative institutions.

26The deposit insurance law in Latvia was enacted in May 1998 and came into effect on October 1, 1998. It does not cover insider deposits or accounts in banks already de-
clared bankrupt or insolvent or that have already entered liquidation proceedings.

27The deposit protection scheme in Lithuania excludes anonymous, illegal, and insider deposits and interest.
28Macedonia guarantees the current account and savings deposits of resident natural persons that are denominated in dinars and foreign currencies.
29The Netherlands excludes the deposits of large corporations, other banks, insurance companies, and insiders, but covers those of small enterprises and small foundations, in

addition to those of households.
30Norway has two separate deposit insurance funds-one for commercial banks and the other for savings banks. Deposits by all financial institutions and other companies in the

same group as the member are excluded.
31Poland does not guarantee the deposits of a bank's significant stockholders, its directors, or senior mangers, the deposits of the Treasury, investment firms, or insurance com-

panies.The National Savings Bank-a State Bank, the Polish Guardian Bank, the Food Management Bank and cooperative banks, whose deposits continue to be insured in full by the
Treasury through 1999, would, however, pay out at most 0.2 percent of insured deposits.The Treasury also insures some household savings deposits.

32Portugal guarantees demand, time, and foreign currency deposits, but not those of insiders or criminals, financial institutions, or central and local governments.The Portuguese
law states that "deposits for which the depositor has, on an individual basis, unjustifiably obtained loans from the same credit institution, rate or other financial concessions, which
have helped to aggravate its financial situation," shall be excluded.

33The deposit insurance system in Romania protects household deposits and excludes inter-bank, government, insider, and illegal deposits from coverage.
34The Slovak Republic does not protect inter-bank, government, or anonymous deposits or those of owners, directors and senior managers.
35There are three separate deposit insurance systems in Spain: one for commercial banks, a second for savings banks, and the third for credit cooperatives.The deposits of fi-

nancial institutions, public bodies, and insiders are not covered.
36Before its banking crisis, Sweden did not have a system of depositor protection. It introduced a temporary guarantee of all bank liabilities in 1992, and replaced it with a formal

system of deposit insurance to conform to EU standards in January 1996 for all banks and investment firms that receive deposits.
37Turkey insured savings deposits and CDs denominated in Turkish lira, and also the savings accounts of real persons domiciled in Turkey that are denominated in foreign ex-

change. In December 1999, a guarantee was extended by decree to all deposits.
38Ukraine does not cover the deposits of insiders or their families.
39The United Kingdom does not cover the deposits of financial institutions.
40Bahrain ensures all deposits held in the Bahraini offices of full commercial banks, except government, illegal, and inter-bank deposits, and those held by affiliates, shareholders,

directors and officers of the bank.
41 Lebanon ensures all deposits denominated in Lebanese pounds, except those of senior insiders, and auditors. Under a transitory law passed in 1991, which initially was due to

expire at end 1998, deposits denominated in foreign currency are also insured.
42Oman excludes deposits of significant shareholders, directors and senior managers, illegal deposits and the deposits of auditors, parent, subsidiary and affiliated companies.
43ln Morocco, depositors who have committed a serious crime against the failed institutions are not compensated.

44In Argentina, inter-bank deposits and deposits that pay more than 200 basis points above the reference rate are not insured.
45The Bahamas excludes the deposits of persons who have contributed to the bank's failure from coverage.
46Brazil does not insure inter-bank deposits or the deposits of connected parties.
47lnsured deposits in Canada include: savings and demand deposits; term deposits such as guaranteed investment certificates and debentures issued by loan companies; money

orders and drafts and checks; and traveler's checks issued by member institutions if they are denominated in Canadian dollars.
48ln Chile, the central bank guarantees demand deposits.The government guarantees 90 percent of household savings and time deposits to a limit of UF 120 per person per

year, that is, 120 inflation-adjusted units of Chilean currency.
49The Dominican Republic has explicit deposit insurance only for savings and loan associations and the National Housing Bank. A provision to give small depositors protection

in a wider range of institutions by giving them priority over the assets of a failed bank passed the legislative but was vetoed by the President.
50Ecuador's deposit insurance coverage is normally confined to household deposits. It also does not cover the deposits of owners, current or recent directors or managers or

deposits that pay more than 3 percent above the average rate.The deposit insurance system covers off-shore deposits.
51El Salvador is implementing a new deposit insurance system that covers all deposits, including off-shore deposits, but excluding inter-bank and insider deposits.

52Coverage in Guatemala does not extend to accumulated interest.
53The deposit insurance system in Honduras (FOSEDE) insures demand, savings, and term deposits held by individuals or corporate entities in national or foreign currency. De-

posits of other financial institutions, institutional investors, the public sector, members of the same corporate group, insiders, and those who contributed to the insolvency of the
failed bank are not eligible for coverage. Neither are deposits that carry significantly higher rates or are illegal.

54The Jamaica Deposit Insurance Corporation pays foreign currency deposits in Jamaican dollars, and does not cover inter-bank deposits.

55Under FOBAPROA, Mexico did not explicitly impose an obligation on its insurance agency to guarantee deposits, but each December, the agency announced what instruments
it would cover. For example, in 1997, it stated that it would cover all liabilities of commercial banks except subordinated debt. Also excluded were illicit transactions, inter-bank
credits through the Bank of Mexico's transfer systems, and obligations of intermediaries that were part of the bank's financial group. Under the new deposit insurance system es-
tablished in 1998 (IPAB), there are normally new exclusions that are temporarily overridden by the full guarantee.

56Peru ensures all types of deposits, except bearer certificates, for natural persons and nonprofit organizations.The deposit insurance system also insures demand deposits for
companies and corporations.

57Trinidad and Tobago insures demand, savings, and time deposits, but not inter-bank or foreign currency deposits, or those of affiliated companies.
58Deposit insurance in the United States is compulsory for nationally chartered and for almost all state-chartered banks and thrifts. Deposits booked off-shore are not covered.
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Statistical Appendix

Table A7. Effective Coverage in Selected Countries

Region, Country, Percentage of the Number of Percentage of the Value
or Province1 Deposit Accounts Covered of Deposits Covered2 Time to Payment

AFRICA
Kenya 83.3 16

Nigeria 78 21 Depositors have 18 months to file claims.
By law, compensation is paid only when the
assets of the failed bank are sold or loans
repaid.

Tanzania 54 12

Uganda 95 26

ASIA
Bangladesh 96 31 5 months

India 98 72

Japan 100 Normally 78.8 of deposits, Advance payment for immediate living
now 100 expenses in one week.

Korea 100 In full 2 months to create eligible list, plus one

month to pay.

Philippines Very slow because of poor deposit records.

Sri Lanka Negligible Negligible Notice within one week, payment within 15
days of claim.

Taiwan Province 94 45
of China

EUROPE
Bulgaria <35 45 days

Croatia 95 68 Starts within 15 days.

Denmark Probably almost all. less than 50

Estonia . . . 1 Starts within 30 days., completed within 3

months.

Finland 96 of the accounts 40 3 months

France 85-90 Low

Germany Within 21 days.

Hungary 97 of the accounts 48 of all deposits 69 of insurable Starts within 30 days.

deposits

Italy 3 623

Latvia 94.7 of natural persons' accounts 18.7 Set in law.

Lithuania 98.8 of natural persons' accounts 44 of total deposits

Macedonia Virtually all household accounts 99 of deposits are in accounts To commence within 45 days of closure.

covered by some insurance

Norway 99.8 76.1

Poland 30 days to create list, 7 days for

announcement.

Romania 96

Slovak Republic . . . 47

Spain 944 605

Turkey Normally of 100 of real persons' 100 2 weeks in 1994.

deposits, now all deposits

Ukraine . . . 19 3 months

United Kingdom 70 of claimants . . . Within 3 months of the insolvency, depositor
has to claim and the claim be verified.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
Argentina 95 40

Brazil 955 11 to 12

Canada ~85-90 35.9 Between 5 and 50 days in mid 1990s and also
makes advance payment.
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Table A7. Effective Coverage in Selected Countries

Region, Country, Percentage of the Number of Percentage of the Value
or Province1 Deposit Accounts Covered of Deposits Covered2 Time to Payment

Chile 94 of time deposits 9 of value of time deposits

Columbia 98 34

El Salvador 80% is paid within 30 days.

Guatemala Between 90 and 95 by law. 10 business days.

Jamaica 90 33.5 No provision in the law.

Mexico Temporarily 100 Temporarily 100 90 days

Trinidad and Tobago 96.3 34.1 To commence within 3 months.

United States 99 of accounts 65.2 Typically within 3 days.

Countries :4I From negligible to 99, From negligible to 76, excluding From 3 days to unspecified.Typically to
excluding countries offering countries offering full coverage. commence within 3 months.6

full coverage.

Notes: . . . Means data are not available.

1Forty-one countries provided information in response to a special request for data or in published reports.
2Countries offset loans (in some cases, all loans, and in other cases, only past-due loans against insured deposits.
3The value of deposits covered by insurance declined after Italy lowered its coverage limits.
4The percentages of the number of deposits covered by Spain's three schemes are: 94,94, and 93 percent.
5The percentages of the value of deposits covered by Spain's three schemes are: 53,61, and 63 percent.
6Austria, Gibraltar, Greece, Ireland, and Portugal follow EU law by requiring payment to be made within 3 months, unless an exceptional extension of

another 3 months ,is granted. Sweden aims to pay in less than 3 months.
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Table A8. Administering the Deposit Insurance System

Region Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

AFRICA
Kenya X X Independent de jure, but in practice is an integral Yes, the deposit insurance

part of the central bank.The deposit insurer agency receives on-and off-site
works closely with the banking supervisor. reports.

Nigeria X X The independent deposit insurance agency Yes, cooperation is good.The
corporation has a harmonious relationship with NDIC conducts on- and off-site
the ministry of finance, which (together with the supervisor.
central bank) supervises it.The central bank is
also the banking supervisor.The 5-member
board is appointed by the President of Nigeria
and includes the governor of the central bank,
the ministry of finance, plus the deposit insurance
agency's Managing and two Executive Directors.

Tanzania X X The independent deposit insurance agency Yes: From the central
depends on the examination reports of the bank/banking supervisor.
central bank, which acts also as the banking
supervisor.

Uganda X X No separate deposit insurance agency; the Yes
deposit insurance system is the responsibility of
central bank, which is also banking supervisor

ASIA
Bangladesh X X The deposit insurance system is a separate legal Data for a deposit payout

entity, but is a part of the central bank, has the comes from the liquidator.
same board, and its finances are currently
commingled.

India X X The deposit insurance agency is a wholly owned The deposit insurer has access to
subsidiary of central bank, of which banking bank records by law: depends on
supervisor is a also a part.There are NO super- the banking supervisor for exam
visors on the deposit insurance system board. reports. Needs improvement.

Japan X X The deposit insurance system is supervised by Yes, by law, but it is problematic
the Financial Rehabilitation Committee (FRC) in practice.
and the ministry of finance.

Kazakhstan X X The deposit insurance system is a separate legal Yes: on condition and deposits
entity.The central bank appoints 3 of 9 directors by agreement with the central
and the ministry of finance appoints one other. bank and from members.

Korea X X The KDIC reports to the ministry of finance and The KDIC collects the data it
is separate from the central bank and the FSA needs on deposits and bank
(the banking supervisor).The 9-member board condition.Also, the deposit
has 2 government appointees, a banker, and 4 insurance agency can require
representatives of financial institutions. the banking supervisor to

examine member banks.

Marshall Is. X As in the United States. As in the United States.

Micronesia X There is no relationship between the local There are no arrangements for
supervisors and the FDIC in the United States, sharing information.
which insures the banks.

Philippines X X The PDIC is a separate, independent agency. Hampered by a deposit secrecy
law. Relies on the central bank
and banking supervisor for
exam reports.

Sri Lanka X X The deposit insurance system is administered by Yes: no problems were reported.
the supervisor department of the central bank

Taiwan Province X X The deposit insurance agency was established by Yes: the deposit insurance
of China the ministry of finance, but its role has grown agency is the banking

subsequently. It has, for example, taken over supervisor and conducts bank
responsibility for examining institutions from the examinations.
ministry of finance.
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Table A8 (continued)

Region, Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

EUROPE
Austria X X The deposit insurance agency is a private company.

Belgium X X The deposit insurance system is a responsibility Yes: sharing is authorized.
of a separate banking supervisor that may be
transferred to the central bank.

Bulgaria X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate legal Yes: but the deposit insurance
entity, but is dependent on the central bank. Of agency is dependent on the
the five-member board, one each comes from the central bank to provide
central bank, the goverrnment and the banks, and information on condition.The
two are independent. deposit insurance agency can

demand information from
member banks.

Croatia X X3 The deposit insurance agency is part of the Bank Yes, informally, as needed.
Restructuring Agency, which is independent de Members are required, by law,
jure. Government officials are members of to provide data to the deposit
deposit insurance agency board. insurance agency on deposits

and condition.

Czech Republic X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate legal No formal agreement to
entity. Its 5 board members are appointed by the exchange information, but it is
ministry of finance-one from the central bank obtained from depositors and
and 2 from the banks. the central bank.

Denmark X X4 The private, independent deposit insurance Yes; but data come mainly from
agency is under the supervisor of the banking member banks and auditors.
supervisor (FSA), but is located in the central
bank, which provides staff.

Estonia X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate legal Yes, as required by law, the
entity under Public Law. It cooperates with the central bank and member banks
supervisor. Of its 5-member board, 4 are provide data. Information for a
appointed from the government and there is payout comes from the
one banker. liquidator.

Finland X X The deposit insurance agency is supervised by the Yes: the government sets the
banking supervisor and the ministry of finance; standards for cooperation.
the central bank has no role.

France No X The new deposit insurance system board is Yes, by law but it is difficult in
private, independent and represents its member practice. Banking supervisor
institutions. It always has representatives from the assesses risks, calculates the
4 largest contributors.The banking supervisor risk-adjustment, and passes the
sets the premiums. data to the deposit insurer.

Germany . . . X X The official scheme is part of banking supervisor, The deposit insurance agency
(private) (official) which determines what compensation to pay. can collect info, which it must

The ministry of finance approves the by-laws and share with the banking
sets premiums.The Bundesbank is not. involved.5 supervisor by law. It is also

obliged to consult the banking
supervisor.

Gibraltar No X The deposit insurance agency is independent de The banks provide data for
jure.The Ministry of Industry and Trade appoints calculating premiums; depositors
the 6-member board from among the banking and the liquidator for payouts.
supervisor, auditors, lawyers, and bankers.

Greece . . . X The deposit insurance agency is a legal entity Members have to report data
governed by private law. It is run by the Bankers' regularly.The deposit insurance
Association, which has full decision-making powers, agency has NO power to inspect
under the budgetary supervisor of the Minister banks. Data come from the
of the Economy. Its 7-member board is appointed banking supervisor for premiums
by the ministry of finance, the central bank and (not condition), the failed bank
the Bankers' Association. for payouts, and from the home

supervisor for foreign branches.
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Table A8 (continued)

Region, Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

Hungary X X The deposit insurance agency is a legal entity, Yes, by formal agreement, with
separate from the banking supervisor and central the banking supervisor and
bank, but the State grants it limited authority.The from members. However, more
board is appointed from the ministry of finance, information is needed to be
central bank, banking supervisor, the CEO, and commensurate with the increase
the banking industry. in the deposit insurance agency's

responsibilities.

Iceland No The board of the banks' deposit insurance system Data come primarily from the
is appointed by the government.The system is banks and from an informal
supervised by the banking supervisor. exchange with the banking

supervisor.

Ireland .. . X The deposit insurance system is run by the
central bank.

Italy X X6 The private-consortium deposit insurance Yes, by law, but formal
system is closely knit with the BOI, which is also notification is required and the
the banking supervisor.The BOI approves the issue is sensitive as the deposit
deposit insurance system's by-laws. insurance system is privately run.

The system also obtains data
directly from member banks.

Latvia X X The deposit insurance agency, a public institution, No, data come from bank
is overseen by the ministry of finance: de jure reports and depositors' claims.
there is a relationship between the deposit
insurance agency and the central bank. Four of
the five board members are appointed by the
government, the fifth comes from the bankers'
association.

Lithuania X X The deposit insurance agency, an independent By law, information is obtained
state enterprise, was established by the ministry directly from the banks and
of finance:Two of its six board members come from the central bank.
from the central bank, and two from the ministry
of finance, one from the Budget Commission,
and the other from the bankers' association.

Luxembourg .. . X

Macedonia X X The deposit insurer is a private share-holding Sharing is said to be inadequate
company, which is overseen by the central bank.The as the deposit insurer is a private
7-member Supervisory Board is appointed by the company. Data on deposits comes
Assembly and includes at least one representative from members and on condition
of savings houses and one from the central bank. from the central bank.
The Managing Board has three members.

Netherlands X X The deposit insurance system is run by the The deposit insurance system
central bank. obtains data directly from the

banks.

Norway X X7 The two deposit insurance agencies are separate Yes: the law requires the central
legal entities, both approved by the ministry of bank to provide requested data.
finance.The central bank and banking supervisor
are represented on the deposit insurance agency
boards.

Poland X X The deposit insurance agency is a legal entity Yes: by law the central bank
under the ministry of finance.Three of the nine must supply the information the
board members are appointed by the ministry of deposit insurance agency requests
finance, three by the central bank, and three by and it also obtains data from banks
the Bankers' Association. for its early detection system.

Portugal X X The deposit insurance agency is an autonomous The deposit insurer obtains
public legal person housed at the central bank and deposit and condition data
is under ministry of finance direction. directly from member banks. By

law, the central bank provides
technical and administrative
services.
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Table A8 (continued)

Region, Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

Romania X X The deposit insurance agency is independent de Yes.
jure, but the central bank, which is also the
banking supervisor, approves its by-laws. Of the
7-member board, three members are appointed
by the central bank, and one each by the ministry
of justice, the ministry of finance, and the Bankers'
Association.

Slovak Republic X X The deposit insurance agency is independent de Yes.
jure, but is supervised by the central bank.

Spain X X The deposit insurance agencies have public legal Yes
status under the Bank of Spain (the central bank).
Of the 8-member board, four members are
appointed by the central bank and four by the
banks.

Sweden X X The small deposit insurance agency is under the Yes, but data come primarily
Bank Support Authority and the ministry of from member institutions and
finance: it consults with the banking supervisor the liquidator of a failed bank.
and shares its premises.

Switzerland . . . X The deposit insurance system is run by the Swiss Data are passed from banks to
Bankers' Association.The Banking Commission is the banking supervisor, which
separate from the central bank. conveys them to the deposit

insurance system.

Turkey X X The deposit insurance agency is a judicial entity Yes: the deposit insurance agemcy
under the newly independent banking supervisor. can request the data it needs

from the parent banking
supervisor.

Ukraine X X The deposit insurance agency is an independent, Yes, by law and the deposit
state-run commercial organization, operated by insurance agency can inspect
the central bank. Of its five-member board, two banks. It also obtains data from
members come from the cabinet, two from the the central bank and from the
central bank, and one is a banker. liquidator for a payout.

United Kingdom No 8 X The deposit insurance agency acts as a separate No, information comes from
legal entity, but is staffed by the banking supervisor members and auditors; and for a
(FSA). (The central bank is now responsible only payout, from the liquidator and
for monetary policy issues.) The board includes, depositors, who have to apply
ex officio, the chairman of the FSA, the head of for payment.
supervisor, the Governor of the central bank
and three bankers.

MIDDLE EAST

Bahrain . . . X Of the 10-member board, two members come Data for a payout are obtained
from the central bank, three from various directly from the depositors of
ministries, one from the Chamber of Commerce, the failed bank.
and four are commercial bankers, and the final
member is the liquidator.

Lebanon X X The deposit insurer is a cooperative, joint-stock There is a bank secrecy law.
company. Of its seven board members, three come Depositors submit claims to a
from the government and four from the banks. court-appointed receivership

committee, which conveys the
data to the deposit insurance
system.

Morocco No X The deposit insurance system is administered by Nothing is stipulated in the law,
the central bank, which is also the bank supervisor. but the banking supervisor and
The ministry of finance promulgates the deposit the deposit insurance system
insurance system's regulations. are part of the same agency
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Region, Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

Oman X X The deposit insurance agency is part of the The central bank, which is also
central bank, but has separate accounts.The the banking supervisor, has the
central bank can amend any rule governing the data it needs to operate the
deposit insurance system at its discretion. deposit insurance system. It also

obtains data from banks.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Argentina X X Central The deposit insurance agency is a private legal Yes:The deposit insurance system
(small) bank input entity that is authorized by central bank, led by has to request information

central bank representatives, and cooperates from the banking supervisor.
with the banking supervisor.

Bahamas X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate By law, the deposit insurance
corporation that is subordinate to the central system obtains data from
bank and the ministry of finance. member banks.

Brazil X X Insurance is provided by a private, nonprofit The private deposit insurance
company that is supervised by the central bank. system has a problem in
All members of the five-member board are obtaining data on condition.
bank managers. Data for calculating premiums

are supplied by the central bank.

Canada X X The members of the independent deposit Yes: good-facilitated by a Strategic
insurance system's board include, ex officio, one Alliance Agreement between
each from the central bank and ministry of finance the CDIC and the banking
and two from the banking supervisor.The deposit supervisor.
insurance agency is accountable to Parliament
through the ministry of finance.

Chile X X There is no separate deposit insurance agency. Yes, there are significant
The central bank covers demand deposits and the exchanges of information among
ministry of finance protects savings deposits.The the central bank, banking
deposit insurance system is run by the central supervisor, and ministry of
bank, which is closely related to the banking finance.
supervisor.

Colombia X X The deposit insurance system is owned by the The deposit insurance system
government, run by the central bank, and is under plans to rely on information from
the control of the ministry of finance. an independent rating agency.

Dominican Republic X X The deposit insurance system has its own legal The deposit insurance system
personality and capital, but it is subordinate to obtains information from the
the banking supervisor.The deposit insurance banking supervisor.
agency has to seek the approval of the Monetary
Board to set premiums and operating rules.

Ecuador X X The deposit insurance agency is an autonomous, Information is obtained from
public-law institution under the bank supervisor. the banking supervisor.
The 4-member board includes one representative
each from the banking supervisor, ministry of
finance, central bank, and the public.

El Salvador X X The deposit insurer is an autonomous public By law it obtains the information
institution, subject to oversight by the banking it needs from the central bank
supervisor. It consults with the central bank, and banking supervisor.
banking supervisor, and ministry of finance on
bank rehabilitation. Of the five-member board,
two members come from the central bank and
two from healthy banks.

Guatemala X X The deposit insurance system is supervised by The deposit insurance system
the banking supervisor.The Bank of Guatemala, obtains data from the banks
the central bank, is the trustee of the deposit each month to calculate premiums,
insurance system's funds, and represents it before and from the banking supervisor
the Monetary Board. when it needs extra funds.
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Region, Administration

Country or Government/
Province Govt.Aid1 Private Joint public2 Formal Relationships Information Sharing

Honduras X X The deposit insurance system is a decentralized By law the banking supervisor
entity under the central bank, but has technical and central bank are required to
administrative, and budgetary independence. provide data requested by
Three members of its five-member board are FOSEDE, which can also obtain
public officials, two are private including one data from member banks.
from the bankers' association.

Jamaica X X The deposit insurance agency is an independent Yes, sharing is required by law,
statutory body that cooperates with the central but has proved problematic in
bank, which is also the banking supervisor. It practice, because the JDIC must
needs the approval of the ministry of finance. Of request on-site reports from
the seven-member board, three members come the banking supervisor.
ex officio from the government; and four are
appointed by the ministry of finance.

Mexico X X Unlike the old insurer (FOBPROA), the new Yes, by law but IPAB is dependent
deposit insurance agency (IPAB) has legal and on the banking supervisor and
financial independence. Its seven-member board the banks for data. It can also
has a representative from the central bank, conduct examinations.
ministry of finance and banking supervisor plus
four independent members nominated by the
Executive and confirmed by the Senate.

Peru X X The deposit insurance agency is a private legal The banking supervisor has the
entity that is subject to regulation by the banking necessary information and it
supervisor. Of its six board members, one makes the payments, after
member comes from the central bank, one demanding funds from the
from the banking supervisor, one from the deposit insurance system.
ministry of finance, and the other three are
drawn from financial institutions.

Trinidad and X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate, Yes, but only at the discretion of
Tobago independent legal entity, but the central bank the central bank.

and ministry of finance set the by-laws. It is
housed in the central bank.

United States X X The deposit insurance agency is a separate legal Yes, but disagreements leading
entity; it cooperates with the other supervisors, to delays have occurred between
and performs banking supervisor functions for the different agencies involved.
some state-chartered institutions. Of its five- The deposit insurance agency
member board, two members are ex officio has back-up supervisory authority
supervisors, and three represent the public. for those banks it does not
No more than three can belong to any one supervise, but rarely uses it.
political party.

Venezuela X X9 The deposit insurance agency (FOGADE) is an By law, the deposit insurance
autonomous legal entity that is supervised of the system obtains the examination
banking supervisor (and the ministry of finance reports of weak banks and
for administrative purposes).The board has information on deposits to
seven members: the chairman and four others calculate premiums from the
are appointed by the President. banking supervisor.

Number of 55 countries 13 6 39 29 deposit insurance agencies are independent Agencies in 40 countries share
Countries: 67* financially Schemes Schemes Schemes legal entities: 22 are under central bank; 11 are information; 13 go directly to

support their are are jointly are run under the ministry of finance; and 10 are under banks and the public. Several
system of privately run. by the the separate bank supervisor. acknowledge deficiencies in
deposit run. government. their arrangements.

insurance.

Sources: Country authorities; and IMF staff.
Notes:... Means data are not available.
*Excluding the six African countries all of which have not ratified the agreement for a regional system of deposit insurance and Panama.
1Reflects situations where the government, which is understood to include the central bank, has provided initial funding, has an obligation to supply loans or guarantees, or has

borne losses.
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Table A8 (concluded)

2ls administered by a public body.
3ln Croatia, the system is administered by a private agency, but some decisions must be approved by the central bank.
4ln Denmark, the deposit insurance system is privately run although the board is appointed by the government.
sThe private system of deposit insurance in Germany is run by a commission of 10 persons that represent groups of commercial banks. It has no public oversight.The banking

supervisor and private deposit insurance system cooperate.
6Although the scheme is privately run in Italy, all decisions must be approved by the central bank so the deposit insurance system has little independent authority.
7Norway has two schemes. Both are privately run, but each has two public members of its seven-member board—one from the central bank and the other from the Banking

and Securities Commission.
8The U.K. Deposit Protection Board is a statutory body established under the Banking Act.The U.K. system has been characterized as privately run, but this is inappropriate.
9The seven-member deposit insurance board in Venezuela includes four government appointees, one representative from the banks, one from the labor union, and one from the

insurance agency's employees.
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